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Editorial 

As we go to press, tax lawyer William J. 
Casey has just been nominated to be CIA 
Director. In 1969, Casey ran the "Citizens 
Committee" which ardently supported 
Richard Nixon's war in Indochina and 
bought full page newspaper ads promoting 
the war. In return, Nixon appointed Casey 
chairperson of the U.S. Securities and Ex
change Commission (SEC). While at the SEC, 
Casey gave the SEC's files on I.T.& T. to 
the Justice Department which, in turn, de
layed and neutralized a Congressional in
vestigation of I.T.& T. bribes to elector
al campaigns. 

In late 1972, Rich2rd Allen, who is now 
Ronald Reagan's national security advisor, 
arranged a meeting between Casey and 
Howard Cerny, an attorney for stockswin
dler Robert Vesco. At the time, Vesco was 
paying Allen $10,000 a month, and Cerny's 
meeting with Casey was to convince him 
that Vesco was "an honorable fellow". (See 
Hother Jones, Sept.-Oct. 1980) On the same 
day that the meeting took place Vesco con
tributed $200,000 to �ixon's reelection 
campaign. ilis contribution came more than 
a year after the SEC had begun to investi
gate Vesco's financial dealings. 

Described by Newsweek as "gruff, sham,
bling and surprisingly inarticulate" (12/ 

22/80), Casey was also the chairperson of 
the Export-Import Bank. The appointment of 
a banker and economic expert to head the 
CIA comes as no surprise. After all, a 
main task of the CIA is to further the in
terests of U.S. corporations and banks. 
U.S. intelligence agencies, banks, and 
corporations work hand-in-glove to promote 
their common interest of strengthening and 
expanding U.S. corporate and military pow-
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er. (The role of international lending in
stitutions in working for that aim is de
scribed in one article in this issue which 
is based on a confidential World Bank doc
ument.) 

The CIA under Casey will continue to 
push tor its own Official Secrets Act 
which was not passed by Congress before it 
went into recess in December 1980. The 
CIA's efforts in months to come can only 
benefit from the presence of Ronald Reagan 
and George Bush in the White House. The 
nature of the CIA as an intrinsically un
democratic institution is nothing new. 
This was recognized even in a Congressio
nal report of July 14, 1966: 

"The general argument is now clear: left 
to itself, the CIA is the most dangerous 
agency in the United States Government .. 
If the American people are against co
vert operations, for instance, let them 
rise £ and §2:Ji. so (Emphasis added) ... 
No issue is more basic than whether we 
can preserve rule by 'consent of the 
governed' in today's troubled world ... 
It is imperative that we meet the chal
lenge, or American democracy will either 
be rapidly destroyed or slowly whittled 
away." 

The only point that needs to be added is 
that to "rise up" against covert opera
tions is not enough since the CIA is just 
one part of an economic and political sys
tem, which history shows is far from in
vincible. As long as this system dominates 
there will be "need" for the CIA and co
vert operations. Radical transformation of 
the present economic and social system is 
the only way to end covert operations. 
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Introducing George Bush 

(Ed. note: Konrad Ege is dln independent, 
joumaList. He has worked with CounterSpy 
for over two years.) 

George Bush: a former CIA Director be
comes Vice President. This might not be 
quite as drastic as in Brazil where Jo�o. 
Baptista Figueiredo, the former head of 
the national intelligence service actually 
became president. However, George Bush I s 
vice presidency deserves serious scrutiny 
particularly since Bush, in his presiden
tial campaign, tried to capitalize on his 
term as CIA Director in the Ford adminis
tration. The following article will high
light some aspects of Bush's career in the 
CIA and in the Nixon administration. 

Bush is "the only candidate any of us 
can remember who has made the agency an 
iss:ue," said Jack Coakley, a retired De
fense Intelligence Agency (DIA) of/icer 
and past executive director of the Associ.__ 

ation of Former Intelligence· Officers 
(AFIO) of Bush's presidential campaign. 
''He's the guy who raised the intelligence 

. 1 . i 
ti 1 commtmity to a nationa campaign ssue. 

In tum, Bush received strong support from 
a number of former intelligence officers. 
The Washington Post commented that "no 
presidential campaign in recent memory -
perhaps ever - has,attracted as much sup
port from the . intelligence commtmity as
the campaign of former CIA director 
Bush." 2 

The former inte+ligence officers who 
flocked to Bush's campaign and held lead
ing positions in it included Ray Cline, 
CIA Chief of Station in Taiwan from 1958 
to 1964 and CIA Deputy Director for Intel
ligence from 1962 to 1966; Lt. Gen. Sam V. 
Wilson, a former director of the DIA; Lt. 
Gen. Harold A. Aaron, former deputy direc
tor of the DIA; Henry Knoche, acting di
rector of the CIA after Bush was fired; 
Robert Gambino (he left his job as CIA di
rector of security to become Bush's, body
guard), and Gen. Richard Stillweil, once 
CIA chief of covert operations in the Far 
East. Retired CIA officers were also in
fluential in local organizing effo�ts for 
Bush in New Hampshire, Tennesee, Virginia 
and Florida. Jort Thomas, who served in the 
CIA's clandestine division in Spain while 

'Bush was .CIA Director, summed up why he 
joined the Bush campaign in Tennesee and 

by Konrad Ege 

why so many former intelligence officers 
were working for Bush: "I firmly believe 
we wouldn't be in the trouble we're in to
day 'in Iran and Afgh.anistan if George Bush 
had stayed at the CIA ••• " Referring to 
Bush's candidacy ,for President, .Ray Cline 
added: "It's panned out almost too good to 
be true, ••• the country is wakin� up just
in time for George's candidacy • " 

As it turned out, it was to good to be 
true, ,.and Bush had to concede defeat in 
the presidential race, but he was able to 
satisfy his hunger for power when Ronald 
Reagan offered him the number 2 position -
even though he had to compromise on a num
be� of campaign issues to be accepted. 

Bush will have.plenty of support in the 
Reagan ,administration for strengthening 
the CIA, but a former CIA Director in the 
White House is certain to open up "new 
possibilities" for the CIA, especially 
since Bush has already appointed a number 
of former CIA officers to his personal 
staff. His chief of staff is retired 
Admiral Daniel J. Murphy, who served as 
Bush's deputy when he was CIA Director. 
Murphy's responsibility was supervision of 
the intelligence "community" staff and co
ordination of all intelligence agencies. 
To accept the White House job under Bush, 
Murphy left a position in the Pentagon 
where he was chief intelligence aide for 
former Secretary of Defense Harold Brown. 
Murphy quit his Pentag�n job in November 
in order to have enough time to personally 
hire the rest of Bush's staff. In addi
tion, Bush's executive secretary at the 
CIA, Jenifer A. Fitzgerald, has already 
been named as Bush's appointments secre
tary.4

George Bush was CIA Director for only a 
short time - in 1976, the last year of the 
Gerald Ford administration. His appoint
ment came at a time when the CIA was being 
publicly scrutinizeq; and. a number of il
legal CIA activities had been revealed. 
Bush was to succeed William Colby, who had 
be.en fired by President Ford. One impor
tant reason for his dismissal was that -. 
Colby had "been too cooperative with the 
House and Senate committee investigating 
the CIA." 5 Bush was to correct Colby's 
"mistake" of being "too open.",..

Bush's nomination hearings on December 
15 and 16, 1975-were conducted in a very 
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friendly atmosphere. Bush drew praise from Hart: "And that is the kind of world you
almost all the Senators in the Armed Ser- 'want to prepetuate ?" 
vices Conuni t tee, including Strom Thurmond, Bush: "No, but. • • I have a concern about 
who lauded Bush as "well qualified" for the world as we really see it •.•• I think 
the CIA job because of his "in.tellectual we have a certain connnitment to morality 
integrity, ••• honesty ••• and personal but I do not think we should close the 
qualities." 6 However, in the course of door forever on covert activity which is 
the hearing Bush had to answer a few tough where this discussion appears to logically 
questions put to him by Senator Gary Hart lead." 
(�Co.) who asked him outright: "How do Hart: "There are all kinds of covert ac
you feel about assassinations?" Bush re- tivity. I am specifying attempts to over-

. plied: "I find them mor;:illy offensive.'' throw governments of oth,er countries." 
Hart continued to query Bush •. "What about Bush: "And I said I would not suggest
supporting and promoting military coup tha�we rule that out fo�ever. I suggest
d'etats in various ·countries around the we tread very, very carefully. And I have 
world ?" Bush said that he could not tell given you (the] example ••• of a Hitler." 8 .
Hart, and he didn't think he should, "that Bush was referring to an earlier state-
there would never be any support for a ment where he had used Hitler as an exam-
coup d'etat" and added: "� .• in other ple of someone ''who had been dernocratical-
words, I canncit tell you I cannot con-' ly installed," and where covert operations 
ceive of a situation where I would not could be useful and moral.ly justifiable to 

support such action." remove him. Bush concluded: "I think it 
When questioned what he thought about makes that point that we should not rule 

supporting the• overthrow of a constitu- out t�t kind of thing.II 9 
tionally elected government ; Bush con- Using Hitler as an example of a "demo-
ceded: "I think we should tread very care- cratically" installed ruler illustrates 
fully on governments that are constitu- Bush's understanding of democracy. At the 
tionally �lected. This is whkt we are try- time Hitler was given almost dictatorial 
ing to encourage around the world and I powers by the parliament, a number of mem
feel strongly abo.ut it." Hart went on: hers of parliament who opposed him had al
"What about paramilitary operations, pro- ready been imprisoned, and the vote was 
viding funds and arms to establish a gov- taken with stormtroopers filling the hall-
ernment that we wanted?" Bush was not ways of the building where the parliament

willing to rule out that option either: "1 met and lining the walls of the meeting 
can see under certain circumstances where room. Before that, Hitler had never won 

that co�ld be in the interest of our· the majority of the votes of the German 
allies, the best interest of the free electorate. 
world." Bush concede9 that he would have As CIA Director, George Bus� had other 
"a little more difficulty" in justifyi,ng opportunities to demonstrate his under-
payments to political parties in other standing about how democracy is supposed' 
countries, but again,, added: "I would not to work. In a September 1976 speech, Bush 
make a clear and definite statement whe;h- bemoaned that while no one in Congress is
er that ever or never should be done." campaigning any more "agaL"ist strong in-

Later on in the hearing, Senator Hart telligence/' Congress still is a continu-
got back to Bush is opinion that assassina� ing problem for the CIA, because the CIA 
,tions are "morally offensive." Using the has to inform seven copmuttees about co
example of the assassination of General vert operations in a "timely fashion." 10

Schneider in Chile in 1973, Hart pointed Only one month after he was.in office, 
out that the U.S. government has "encour- Bush announced a new policy defining CIA 
aged or supported coup d'etat attempts relations with the media. The guidelines 
that have reaulted in a11aa1inations of were aa follows: 
for•:l.an leader,• • • Th•· point I · (amJ making "CIA will not enter into any paid or 
i■ you caftnot come out aaa1n1t a11a11ina- contractual relationship with any full• 
tton■ an� leave op,n the po11ibility of time or part-time correspondent accred-
cova,t· operation■ that may .lead to a11a1- itad by any u.s. naw• ■arvice, new1pa-
1in1t:1.on1, 11 Aft:1r that:• th• fo11owin1 di• per• periodical. radio or television 
alogue b�twee� Hart and Bush took place. network· or station. As soon _aa feasible, . 

Bush: It happens to be the way the the Ag•ncy will bring existing relation- ' 
world appears .• ," ships with individuals in these groups

4 - CountenSpy
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into conformity with this new policy. "!I 
These restrictions might look good at a 
first glance, but a closer examination 
shows that George Bush's guidelines, while. 
countering certain criticism, excluded a 
large number of journalists. Freelance re
porters and writers were not covered, as 
well as journalists working for foreign . 
media outlets, including U.S. journalists. 

During his term (he was replaced by 
Stansfield Turner in 1977), George Bush 
achieved certain important objectives. In 
the words of Jon Thomas: "When Bush became 
director, the agency had been dragged 
across the coals in all directions for 
several years: There was disastrously low 
morale, and our efficiency had fallen off. 
••• Bush turned it around in about 90 
days." 12 

One of Bush's first tasks as CIA Direc
tor was to end the CIA's merc�nary war in 
Angola. Agents and officers had,to be 
withdrawn, and a lot of people had to be 
paid off. The CIA made very generous pay
ments to the people who were involved in 
the Angola war. John Stockwell, who was 
the head of the CIA's Angola Task Force 
during the time, described who got how 
much in his book In Search of Enemies. 
President Sese Seka Mobutu � Zaire got 
$600,000 for one of his planes that was 
destroyed but managed to pocket another 
$1,137,700 which was intended for FNLA 
and UNITA leaders Holden Roberto and Jonas 
Savimbi, respectively. A total of $2 mil:-, 
lion was to be given to UNITA, $540,700 of 
it for "continuing UNITA activities." The 
original Portuguese Angolan commandos who 
had fought in the northern part of the 
cotmtrv "were compensated as though they 
had been on contract as CIA mercenaries 
throughout the war." 

And there were other CIA mercenaries who 
had to be paid: " ••• pilots, boat crews, 
and propaganda specialists began to line 
up for bonuses and plane tickets to leave 
the country�" Santos Castro, a mercenary 
recruiter who was supposed to ge.t 300 men 
for the CIA but in fact recruited only 13

managed to convince the CIA that he had 
recruited 126 men who had all quit their 
jobs while preparing to go to Angola. 
Therefore, Castro argued, they had to be 
paid "as though they had fought in Angola 
for the full five months." Stockwell wrote 
·there was no proof of his claims but "the
agency's reputation was at stake"·and 
CaRtro was paid $243,600. 

· 
. 

While the CIA' s mercenary war in Angola. 

was a complete failure and created innnense 
suffering for millions and the "disengage-. 
ment" had its embarrassments, there was 
one thing CIA Director George Bush wanted 
to ensure: that the morale of the agency 
,would be boosted. He ordered the Angola 
Taskforce to produce recommendations for 
awards for everyone who had been involved. 
"The rationale was, although things hadn't 
gone very well, we had worked hard and the 
defeat was not our fault. Medals and 
awards would bolster morale." It took the 
task force weeks to write the reconnnenda
tions for 26 medals and certificates, 140 
letters of appreciation, and one meritori
ous salary increase. 

In Bush's opinion, the mercenary war in

Angola was "moral II: "I believe that we 
have always had a moral foreign policy •••• 
I think we've been generous. I think we've

been fair. I think we've been extraordi
narily compassionate to countries around 
the world.11 -13 To George Bush, the U.S. 
war in Vietnam was also "moral". "We had 
Vietnam. It divided us. We're asked to ac-, 
cept a rather revisionist view and impr�s
sion of the United States and of our pur
pose. What's happened in Vietnam today has 
made our purpose more clear, less w:icer
tain. We got out of Vietnam. Vietnam in
deed is unified. • • • They've lthe Vietn&m
ese J taken over Cambodi� and they've taken

over Laos and they've brutalized the eth� 
nic Chinese in their own country and we 
realize that· this isn't a nice, peace-lov
ing nation ••• it's something very differ-
ent." 14 

Another very important factor in George. 
Bush's term as CIA Director was a study he 
connnissioned on the capabilities and in
tentions of the Soviet Union. The study 
group included former head of the DIA, 
Gen. Daniel Graham and was chaired by 
Richard Pipes, a Harvard University pro
fessor. The study group's report has been 
described as a "sharp departure from what 
had been the Washington orthodoxy on the 
subject of Soviet intentions throughout 
the Kennedy-Johnson and Kissinger areas.

In essence, it said the Soviet Union was 
aiming not at parity with the United
States, but at superiority�" 15·The logi
cal conclusion of such a thesis is that 
the Soviet Union is aiming for domination 
�ver the U.S. and, in order to achieve 
that, for war. Therefore, there is no use 
for the U.S. to enter into any arms limi
tation agreements wi.th the Soviet Union 
tmtil the U.S. becomes number one. 

Countel'Spy - 5
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A recently published book, Assassination 
2!!. Embassy � by John Dinges and Saul 
Landau, reports another outstanding event 

,in George Bush's CIA career. According to 
this book, Bush played an important role· 
in the cover-up of the assassination of 
Ronni Moffitt and Orlando Letelier on 
September 21, 1976. Bush knew before the 

-bombing of Letelier'.s car that the Chilean
secret police DINA had sent a team to
Washington on a "covert missi_on." Bush did
not disclose this information to investi
gators of the assassination. On the con
trary, he told the Justice Department
that DINA was not involved, and the CIA
leaked stories to the press �aying that
Letelier might have been the target of the
Left, thus actively participating in the
,cover-up.

One aspect of Bush's career he didn't
talk about muchc.during the presidential
election campaign was his close relation
ship with the Nixon administration. Bush
was 'the Permanent U.S. Representative to
the United Nations from March, 19 71 to
January, 1973. As such, he was a regular
participant in all Cabinet meetings at the
time. In January, 1973 he was appointed
Chain,erson of the Republican National
Committee and served in that position dur
ing the height of the Watergate scandal.

Senator Lowell Weicker (R-Ct.') says Bush
considered destroying certain material
that would have been embarrassing for him
self, Richard Nixon, and over 30 other'

resentment by many Texans of "his close 
ties to Nixon and then Vice-President 
Spiro T. Agnew."18 When Bush was confron
ted with the evidence of Nixon's contri
bution to his campaign produced by the Los 
Angeles Times investigation, he at firs_t_ 
refused to connnent. The next day, he stat..i 
ed "my record is clear:" and denied that he 
had failed to report most of the Townhouse 
Fund contribution. However,· the Los Ange
les Times pointed out that "the explana
tion offered by Bush ••• did not appear to 
be supported 'by his campaign data on file 
in Austin, Texas." l9 The Times presented 

. several examples of Townhouse contribu
tions (including $40,000 that went to p�y 
an advertising firm that had done work for 
Bush's campaign) that were ·not reported.20 

It appears that even that incident did 
not harm Bush's reputation signifiantly -
at least not within the Republican Party. 
The chief incident for which Bush was at
tacked during his campaign was his past 
membership in the Trilateral Connnission. 
The ext�eme right of his party considers 
the Trilateral Connnission "liberal" and 
1
1internationalist11

• 

George Bush likes to portray himself as 
an idealist, as someone with a sense of 
responsibility for his country. He talks 
about morale and ma�ages to portray him
self as a "Mr. Nice Guy". In this way, he 
was able to gloss over dangerous state
ments such as the idea that a nuclear 'war 
between the U.S. and the Soviet Union is 

fellow Republicans. The records Weicker 
referri�g to were about the "Townhouse 
Food", a secret campaign fund run by 
Richard Nixon's White House. Bush denies 
he did anything wrong, and called 
Weicker's statements "an absolute lie." 

is winnable. Bush estimates that about 5 per-
cent of the U.S. population could survive 
such a war and declare themselves winners •. 
Bush obviously represents the interests of 
that 5 percent who have enough money to 

16 make sure that they will be the ones to 
survive. Bush himself was a beneficiary of the 

Townhouse Fund. When he was running for 
Senator in Texas in 1970 (he was defeated) 
he received $106,000 from the Fund as one 
of Nixon.'s "favorite candidates11

•

17 Most 
of \the money was given,to Bush in cash and 
was not disclosed as_ required by T�xas 
campaign law. While it is not clear wheth
er Bush was actually in direct violation 
of the law.- which had a number of loop
holes - the contribution by the Nixon con
trolled Fund highlights once more Bush's 
closeness to Richard Nixon. 
· According to the Los Angeles Times, one

of the reasons that Bush did not disclose
most of the Nixon contributions at the
tjme is that there was already a certain

6 - CounterSpy
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4/20/78; p.332.
12) cf supra, #1.
13) New Yorker, 3/3/80, p.94.

General Haig and RCMP 
Attack Canadian Labor 

General Alexander Haig apparently suc
ceeded in explaining away his past in-
volvement with the Nixon administration to 
the satisfaction of Ronald Reagan who ap
pointed him tQ,._be U.S. Secretary of State. 
Although there has been much to-do about 
Haig's more well-known past under Nixon, 
few have sought to draw lessons about the 
man from his most recent job: President of 
United Technologies Corporation (UTC). 

UTC - the third largest defense contrac
tor in the U.S. - is a far,-flung network 
of factories and wholly-owned subsidiar� 
ies. It produces helicopters, rocket �o
tors, space equipment, airborne systems, 
and military electronic systems, among 
other things. It ranks tenth in U.S. manu� 
facturing corporations overall, bu·t has 
"substantially expanded its business oper
ations in foreign countries in recent 
years." About 200,000 people work for UTC; 
46,000 of these overseas. And in Connecti
cut, which the company calls "home", more 
people work for UTC than for anyone else. 
Sales are expected to reach $12 billion in 
1980. 

Haig has been president of the company 
for about a year. It is "widely assumed" 
that Haig was "being groomed" to replace 
UTC's number one man, Harry J. Gray, when 
he retires in 1985. (New York Times, 
12/8/80). Gray welcomed Haig to the cor
poration, recognizing the obvious assets a 
prominent retired general brings to a cor
poration with major defense-oriented con
tracts. 

UTC boasts ties to Reagan and the right 
of the Republican Party even apart from 
Haig. William Simons - of the UTC board of 
directors - was in the running for a ,  
Reagan cabinet post until he removed him
self from consideration. Reagan appointed 

14) ibid.
15) New Statesman, 9/5/80, p.11.
16) WP, 2/29/80, pp.A-1, A-4.
17) Los Angeles Times, 2/7/80, p.19.
18) ibid.
19). Los Angeles Times, 2/8/80, p.l.
20) ibid., p.23.

by Martha Wenger 

John M. Oblak, 
director, to a 
als taskforce. 
Vice President 
rected Richard 

a UTC technical planning 
national strategic miner

Clark MacGregor, Senior 
for external affairs, di
Nixon's 1972 re-election 

campaign. 
As important.as simply reviewing the 

"qualifications" of Haig and his associ
ates at UTC - which after all aren't sur
prising for men of their positions - is to' 
look at the corporation form the pe�spec
tive of the people who work for it. The 
example we will examine took place tn a 
UTC factory in Canada. 

On November 16, 1979, three women work

ers were 'laid off from the Pratt & Whitney 
Aircraft plant in Longeuil, Quebec (a 
wholly-owned subsidiary of UTC). The women

were told that there was a surplus of 
workers and that their termination was 
effective inunediately. At first glance it 
might seem to be one more case of women 
being the last hired and first fired. In 
fact, the story of these particular women

·proves to be an example of how corpora
tions such as Haig's UTC work hand-in
glove with intelligence agencies (in this
case the Royal Canadian Mounted Police) to
harass and punish workers for their polit
ical beliefs, if those beliefs don't fit
in with the corporate capitalist system.

Suzanne Chabot, Wendy Stevenson and Katy
Le Rougetel were hired in August 1979 to
work in Plant 1 of Pratt & Whitney Air
craft of Canada, Ltd. Two of the women
were qualified as machinists, and during
the initial three months probationary pe
riod all received good work ratings in
written reports. Days before the end of
their probation periods, on November 16,
1979, each women was unexpectedly called
to the employment office and informed that

CounterSpy - 7·
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she was being "laid off" because of a sur
plus of workers in her section. 

Machinist Suzanne Chabot described her 
reaction: 

"I told [the personnel directot] that I 
was very surprised to learn of a person
nel surplus because two days earlier'my

foreman had sent me to an information 
session for new employees where the per
sonnel office had informed us that the 

· company intended to hire another 200
people and that our jobs were secure for
at least 7 or 8 years to come ••• I
brought to his attention that a large
number of employees had been hired after
me in my section."

The other women made similar protests, and 
requested jobs for which they were quali-• 
fied in other areas of the plant in which 
they knew the company was hiring. The com
pany official didn't answer their ques
tions, didn't offer them other jobs irt the 
plant, and stuck to hi� line about a "sur
plus of workers." When the women insisted, 
they were each given termination papers 
stating that their work had been compe-
tent. 

A month before this unexplained "sur
plus" developed, the president of the cor
poration hadj sent a letter to ail employ
ees stating that the workforce would not 
be reduced and that he foresaw an impor
tant expansion in the next period. Two 

"\ weeks after the firings, on November 29,
1979, Pratt & Whitney ran an ad in La 
Presse (Montreal) offering jobs forap
prentice machinists (jobs which two of the 
women were qualified to perform), and in
spector trainees (the position which Katy 
Le Rougetel had held at the plant). 

The women went to their union for help. 
When the company gave no satisfactory ex
planation, Local 510 of the United Auto 
Workers (UAW) took the case to the Quebec 
Human Rights Commission. The union argued 
that the "layoffs" were in fact discrimi
natory firings based on the political be
liefs of the three women. All three had 

'discussed various political issues with 
their' fellow workers; they supported 'self
detetmination and independence for Quebec, 
were feminists, and pro-union. Two had 
previously been involved with the New Dem
ocratic Party and their beliefs had led 
them to become socialists. All three were 
members of the Revolutionary Workers 
League when they were hired at the plant·. 

After eight months of inve�tigation, on 
June 29, 1980, the Quebec Human Rights 

. 8 - Countel'Bpy 

Commisaion revealed that four t-1eeks after
the women were hired, the Royal Canadian 
Mounted Police (RCMP, Canadian intelli
gence agency) had investigated the women 
for political reasons. The RCMP then ·gaye
their'names to the vice-president of p�r
sonnel and the director of,industrial re
lations'of Pratt� Whitney� The direct�r 
asked that the women be surveilled by the 
company's industrial relations counsellors 
(without the knowledge of any of the fore
men at the plant). 

The Commission's report pointed out that 
of the 190 probationary employ�es working
for the plant at that time, only Chabot, 
Le Rougetel _and Stevenson were singled out 

' 
I 11 for termination due to 'surplus workers. 

The Commission concluded in no uncertain 
terms that the evidence indicates that the 
women were "fired by the authorities of 
Pratt & Whitney because of their political• 
convictions with visits by an RCMP agent 
concerning them having played a decisive 
role in the decision." The Human Rights 
Conmission resolved that the company rein
state the three, give .them retroactive se
niority rights, and award them a total of 
nearly $30,0'00 in back pay and damages. 

The Commission thus overwhelmingly con
firmed the suspicions of the women that.:
theirs were no ordinary firings. There was 
one serious drawback: the resolutions of 
the Commission have no force of law. Need
less'to say the company made no move to 
comply w

1

ith the recommendations. Pierre 
Henry, a Pratt & Whitney representative 
told ·the Montreal Gazette , on October 16, · 
1980, that 11there were complaints that 
these ladies were troublemakers ••• We have 
not rehired them, despite the human rights 
commission ruling because their actions 
with press conferences and the like and 
their employment record since leaving 
there have proven them to be the trouble
makers we thought they wer-e." 

The "employment record" that. Henry is 
referring to is the fact that the women 
were simultaneously fired for a second 
time from two separate companies where 
they had found new jobs, on April 11, 1980 
(Chabot• and.Stevenson from Canadair and 
Le Rougetel from Canadian Marconi). The 
11coincidence" of these firings occui'ril'lg 
on the same day to the same three women 
and the later revelation of RCMP involve
ment in their first firings, - confirms the 
existence of a well-organized huassment 
campaign against them. 

The cooperation of Pratt & Whitney with 
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the RCMP comes as no surprise. In 1974 UAW 
Local 510 fought a bitter 20 months battle 
against the company (then known as United 
Aircraft),. The company employed police in
formants and strikebreakers and tried to 
crush the union's strength by firing 34 
strike leaders. Even today wages at the 
plant are $2.00 an hour less than at com
parable aerospace plants in O\ltario. Only 
about 150 out of 3,000 workers are women, 
and certain jobs are considered "men's 
jobs" ·by the company even if women are 
qualified ·to perform them. 

The three women in this case are only 

-A-strikingly ijimilar case of political
firings happened in the U.S. on November
25, 1980. Five pipefitters working for
Coastal Dry Dock and Repair Company at
the Brooklyn Navy Yard were abruptly
fired and marched out of the yard by se
curity officers.

Each of the five - Susan Wald, Robert 
Dees, Steve Smith, Marilyn Vogt, and Bill 
Henry - was given a termination letter 
(as reprinted in the December 19, 1980 
issue of The Militant) which clearly 
stated why they were fired. "This action 
is being taken based upon a letter dated 
25 November from the CoIIllllanding Officer 
USS AYl,.WIN [_a U.S. Navy ship being re-
paired in the yard]. His letter speaks 
of the issue of your engagement in polit
ical activities which are in direct vio
lation of Title 18, U.S. Code, Section 
2387." 

Section 2387 is part of the notorious 
Smith Act which provides that a person 
can be fired from any government job, 
fined up to $10,000 and imprisoned for 
up to ten years for activity which "in 
any manner causes or attempts to cause 
insubordination, disloyalty, mutiny, or 
refusal of duty" by military personnel. 

The five workers - all active union
ists - and their lawyers, moved quickly 
to question the role of Navy CoIIllllander 
J.R. Kott in their firings and to fight 
to get their jobs back. Apparently the 
Navy and the company had not expected 
1uch an organized response, They caved 
in completely ia 24 hours, On November
26, all five pipefitter1 were reinstated 
:Ln their job,.

The l•1al :Lnva1ti1ation continua■• Com•
mander kott 1ava 1worn ta■t:Lmony to law• 
yer Shelley Davis, who asked what the 
charges were against the workers. First, 

the latest ·in a long line of victims of 
RCMP harassment. Evidence presented in the 
press and testimony before two investiga
tory co�issions on the RCMP reveal numer
ous examples of violations by the RCMP: 
Autumn 1969, RCMP investigation into the 
New Democratic Party begun •.• October 
1970, the War Measures Act is proclaimed. 
In Quebec 3,000 are raided and 500 ar
rested. A secret RCMP list is used to de
termine who is to be raided ••• January 
1973, RCMP raids the office of Parti 
Quebecois, steals membership and finan
cial lists ••• 1977, RCMP steals and uses 

Kott said, the two women were seen dis
tributing a pamphlet called Soldiers and 
Sailors and the Fight for Socialism, � 
Progre�sive Labor Party (PLP) publica
tion. Second, copies of this leaflet were 
found aboard the. U.S. S. Aylwin and the 
Navy concluded that the same women had 
put them there. Third, Kott charged that 
the five had sent out an anonymous mail
ing of PLP literature to many of the 
sailors. 

Davis called the charges "false" and 
11absurd 11 • She said that none of the five 
has ever had any connections with the 
PLP. As it turns out, not even the New 
York headquarters of the PLP knows who 
sent the brochures. They say it didn't 
look like one of their mailings because 
some of the mailing labels included the 
social security number of the addressee; 
the PLP certainly didn't have people's 
social security numbers. 

The final charge was that Navy person
nel had overheard three of the five work
ers asking people to join the Socialist 
Workers Party (to which some of them be
long). The workers' lawyer said she found 
it "astounding to hear a navy officer 
even suggest that urging membership into 
a legal political party in this country 
is a _crime." 

Connnander Kott admitted that both the 
Naval Intelligence Service and the FBI 
were involved in the investigation. The 
workers and their attorney point out the 
many similarities between this incident 
and the FBI's COINTELPRO operations which 
disrupted progr•s•iva movement• in the
1 601 and 1 70s (and which the FBI claim•

to have d:Lscont:Lnuad), The f:Lv• workers 
are convinced that I COlNTELPIO•typa cam• 
paign led to their tirings. They are de
termined to pursue their investigation 
and take le�al action. 

Counter'8py - · 9 
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"confidential" tax and me'clical records co· 
.spy on and harass people. RCMP victims 
include Quebec nationalists, trade tmion
ists, women's organizations, politic,1 
dissidents, Native and Black militants, 
farmer's organizations, and others. 

The importance of �CMP involvement in 
the Pratt & Whitney firings is that the 
incident took place after revelations and 
prom:l.�es by the RCMP in 1977 "that it had 
stopped its disruption activities which 
went by the code-name "Operation Check-
mate". 

The R,CMP ultimately is an arm �f the 
Canadian federal. government (just as the 
FBI and the CIA are arms of the U.S. gov� 
ernment). The smoke-screen of "national 
security" is used to help cover up ille- · 
gal acts by these agencies which are es
sentially .doing the "dirty work11 of the 
government. 

S�pporters of the Pratt & Whitney women 
have not given up the struggle. The UAW · 
local 510 is now taking the case of the 
unjust (irings through arbitration •. The 
Quebec Human Rights Commission is taking
Pratt & Whitney to court, and the'three 
women are .considering a court case 
against the RCMP itself. 

The struggle of these women workers is 
perhaps one of the most ·dramatic examples 
of how UTC and its subsidiaries treat 
their workers. U.S. foreign policy will 
soon be directed by the same general 
whose company collaborated with the RCMP 
to fire three workers with excellent work 
records who had violated no law. Working -
people in this country should understand 
clearly that their economic interests and 
political freedoms are at the bottom of 
General Haig's agenda.· 

/ 

AFL-CIO: Trojan Horse 
in Polish Unions 

· 
by John t<e11y· 

(Ed. note: In 1,.956., CIA official Fxiank 
Wisner took to the microphones of Radio 
Free Europe" (RFE) ., which he had founded, 
to bNadcast to the Hungarian peop 7.,e: 
"Hold on. .Your f?"iends in the West are 
coming." 1 Wisner., whoife anti-Corrmun,ism 
"was sometimes apt to cloud his judge
ment, "2 had secl'et"Ly coHab.orated with
'Nazi Genel'at Reinhard GehZen to organize 
and equip spy and sabotage units in East 
Europe after World War II.3

It is now a ma.ttep of pubZia record 
that Wiener's RFE broadcasts deaeived the' 
HungarianlpeopZe some of whom went to 
their deaths in vain. The American people 
were also misled as the U.S. media - whiah 
Wisner and the CIA had penetrated - por
troyed the events in Hungary as "sponta-

. neous'� and said nothing about the CIA/Nazi 
covert intervention be.ing carried out in 
theil' name. 

Given this history, Counten5py is pub
lishing the fol,7,(JIJ)ing artioie about AFL
CIO "aid'' to Polish workers. Counten5py 
fuZZy supports grassroots workers ' strug-. 
gZes particularly against oppPessive bu-

1 O - Coun terSpy 

.t'eaucracies. (It has to be pointed out.,

·though, that in the case of the Polish
strikes, the Polish United Workers Party
(PUWP) has responded quiakZy to workers'
demand.s. _ It rep laced high ranking gov-em
ment officials and some 500 managers of
factories. In addition, a nwnber of PUWP
leaders have been replaced. StcinisZaw
Kania, the first secretary of the PUWP has
repeatedly stated that he wants to WOPk
aloseZy with the new SoZidal'ity Unions and
does not see them as anti-socialist. Kania
has also criticized the PUWP bureaucrats
and the PUWP 's Zack of response to work
ers' dissatisfaation and criticism ovel' �
the last years.)

CounterS_py_beZieves that in assessing
aurrent events in Poland, careful atten�. ·
tion must be given to the roZe of the Pot
i8h workel'tJ' "friends in the West", Zike
the AFL-CIO. White there is something to
be said. for taking money "from the devil"
for a just cause, the recipients should
know the nature and intention of the
source of their aid. As the foZZowing ar
ticle shows, AFL-CIO aid has invariably
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had the ulterior motive of establishing, will be invmlved with the Polish Fund 
secruring and expanding U.S. corporate and since he is now the AFL-CIO representative 
strategic interests. In addition, almost for Europe. Kirkland, however, has not 
all of AFL-CIO international aid opera- publicly specified how the funds will be 
tions were carried out in conjunction with transferred and to whom. 
the CIA. 

· 
On September 16, 1980, David J. 

The theme of AFL-CIO international labor Fitzmaurice,President of the International· 
opemtions was captured by George Cabot Union of Electrical, Radio and Machine 
Lodge, a multimillionaire who works with Workers handed Kirkland a check for · 
the AFL-CiO hiemrchy in CIA z'abor opera- $10,000 for the Polish Fund. At the same 
tions. According to Lodge, the AFL-CIO, time, Fitzmaurice pointed out that many 
U.S. corporations a� the CIA are inter- U.S. "editorial, writers have come out in 
ested in workers because: "The obscure iUpport of the same trade union I rights in 
trade unionist of today may well be the Poland that they would deny to American 
pr-esident or prime minister of tomorrow •. "4 workers." 3 

CounterSpy welcomes aU comments from As of September 1980, a reported 
our readers to this article. We want to '$120,000 had also been raised from West 
stress that, of course, it does not pre- German, Austrian, French, and U.S. unions 
sent the who·le picture of the situation in for unidentified Polish unions. This 
Poland, but is an integral component hard- funding is being handled by Herman Rebhan, 
ly mentioned by the Western media and ig- Secretary-General·of the Geneva-based

4
In-

nored by U.S. propaganda broadcasts into ternational Metalworkers' Federation. 
Poland. By December 2, 1980, the AFL-CIO hierar-

FOOTNOTES chy had raised $140,000 for its Polish 
1) Riahard Mosley, DuHes, DiaZ Press/James Wade, New Flllld. Reportedly, $50,000 of the $140,000

Iork, 1978, p.419. has been' spent on a printing press for the 
2J ibid., P· 226 • Polish union is ts. S (After World War II , 
3) ibid., p.510. .,. 

1 vid d i 4) Georg(! c. Lodge, Spearhead Qf_ Demoaraay: Labor in � Irving Brown a so pro e pr nting
Developing Countries. Harper and Row, New York, 1962, presses to his chosen unionists.) Aside 

�P-·_4_9·.·-----------��------ from the $50,000, there has been no indi
. John Ke Uy� the author oi this article, cation as to whether rank-and-file union-
has done extensive research on CIA-labor ists are receiving financial assistance. 
operations. He is the author of the forth- Apparently, some of the Polish Flllld money 
-coming book, The CIA in America.) was used to print 12 ,OOQ copies of· a 

' On September 4, 1980, the General B<;>ard 
of the American Federation of Labor-Con
gress of Industrial Organizations (AFL
CIO) voted to establish a Polish Workers 
Aid Fund with an initial contribution of 
$25,000. Before the vote was taken, Presi
dent Lane Kirkland told the Board: "We are 
establishing a central flllld in the federa
tion where we can receive contributions ••• 
These contributions should be forwarded in 
the name of the Polish Workers Aid Fund. 111 

As usual, rank-and-file members 'had no 
participation in this decision. Kirkland 
stated that the fund is "entirely consis
tent ••• �ith ••• financial aid and support 
for the rebuilding of the German trade 
union movement"2 immediately after World 

· War II. The German program was directed by
CIA labor operative, Irving Brown who used.
dual unionism (setting up one union
against another) and whose secret agenda

. was to build support for in-coming U.S. 
corporate investors. Brown, \llldoubtedly, 

Polish-language edition of the AFL-CIO 
Free Trade Union News. Its editor, Thomas 
Kahn, stated frankly that: "We seem to 
have developed a vested interest in having

stability over there." 6 According to 
Kahn, even these newsletters are not get

ting to rank-and-file unionists. "We are 
sending just enough copies into Poland so 
the leaders of Solidarity know what we are 
doing." 7 (Kahn, by the way, is chairper
son of the board of directors-of the 
League for Industrial Democracy (LID) 
whose board contains well-known CIA col-. 
laborators such as Eugene Rostow.) 

"To further human rights, whether it's 
workers in Poland or South Africa, the 
AFL-CIO has established a Documentation 
Center' in Paris, und.er the direction of 
[IwingJ Brown, the U.S. Worker Delegate 
who is the AFL-CIO European representa
tive." 

Michael D. Boggs, AFL-CIO 
Federationist, November 1980 

CounterSpy - 11 
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RIGHT AT THE START 
-� 

I' 

A good example of the AFL-CIO's histori
cal technique of manipulation through aid 
to foreign unions is Guatemala. In 1944, 
Guatemalan dictator Jorge Ubico was over
thrown and replaced by presidents· .Juan 
Jose Arevalo and his democratically 
elected successor, Jacobo Arbenz.8 Under 
Arevalo and Arbenz, Guatemalan workers for 
the first time received official recogni
tion of unions, a minimum wage, an eight
hour day, labor courts for worke�-employer 
disputes, and a social security system. In 
conjunction with th� General Confederatio� 

The problems in Poland can best be 
solved.by the Polish people themselves, 
working critically with their govern
meqt. Lane Kirkland disagrees. While 
ranting against Soviet involvement, 
Kirkland says the Polish issue is "not 
a matter of p9re domestic interest. 11 

· Kirkland's perception highlights the
danger of AFL-CIO assistance to Polish
workers' sovereignty. •. The AFL-CIO hier
archy has never seen its domina.ting in
terventions as interventions. For exam
ple, the late David Dubinsky of the
AFL-CIO Executive.Council described
Irving Brown's AFL/CIA assistance to
German trade unions right after World
War II: "Had it not been for the exten
sive educational activities of the Free 
Trade Union Committee of the AFL ••• the 
Communists ••• might by now have seized 
control of the reviving German trade• 
unions." As labor activist Sidney Lens 
responded: ", •• it is odd that Dubinsky 
never asked himself whether the German 
workers had a right to make their own 
choice without 'educational activities' 

1from the. outside. Had the help been 
given to all non-Communist union lead
ers, it is possible that a different 
movement might have evolved. 11 

It is clear that Kirkland and the AFL
·cIO hierarchy are not asking themselves
whether rank-and-file Polish workers
want AFL-CIO assistance. Neither do they
mention that their asdistance always
comes with a secret agenda. It is, ·
therefore, very like!� that Lane
Kirkland speaks with a forked -tongue
when he says: "There is only one con
sideration that guides me in this mat
ter. And that is the interest and the
wishes of the Polish workers them
selves."

12 - CounterSpy

of Guatemalan Workers, (GCGW), Arbenz also 
instituted a land reform program �or the
benefit of the landless peasants. Despite, 
the worker-orientation of the Arbenz gov
ernment, then AFL-CIO President George 
Meany, working with the U�S. CIA undertook 
to bring down the Arbenz government .10

This operation was in the interest,of the 
United Fruit Company (UFCO) which wanted a 
restoration of its powers to exploit the 
workers. Indeed, General Miguel Ydigoras 
Fuentes, who worked for the CIA, later ad
mitted that the -CIA had· asked him to re
'store UFCO's powers and to "destroy the 
railroad workers' labor union." ll 

:For its part, the A,JJJex-;f.can ;Federation of 
Labor (.AFL} , under Meany-' s ·direction, 
funded the CIA-involved, National Union of 
Free· Workers of Guatemala (UNTL) • The UNTL 
leaders collaborated with the AFL's repre
sentative in Latin America, Serafino 
.Romualdi, a CIA agent who also worked for 
Nelson Rockefeller.12 Romualdi placed the 
UNTL leaders under the CIA's "liberation 
army'_' led by Carlos Castillo Armas, and 
the AFL' s magazine, ·The American Federa
tionis t published anti-Arbenz articles by 
UNTL President, Ruben Villatoro. 13 

In June 1954, the Arbenz government was 
overthrown by a CIA coup, and Meany an
nounced that the AFL "rejoices over the 
downfall of the Communist-controlled re
gime in G�atemala ••• " 14 

Within a few.months, according to 
Romualdi, Armas' "anti-Communism threa
tened to sweep away the· labor movement 
itself." 15 Armas almost immediately dis
solved unions representing UFCO plantation 
workers, teachers, and employees of the 
International Railway of Central Ameri
ca. 16 · Even Romualdi admitted many years 
later that agricultural workers "were 
brought back to conditions of servitude 
if not actual· slavery" 17 under the CIA's 
Armas. 

To this day, the AFL-CIO, aside from a 
few, hollow statements, has undertaken no 
meaningful' programs to help to improve the 
labor situation in Guatemala. On the con
trary, the AFL-CIO has continued to func
tion in Guatemala within the strtctures of 
each succeeding regime. The present Guate
malan military government runs.CIA-created 
assassination squads whose main targets 
include union leaders. 18 

Throughout the 1950 1 s, Meany .(who once 
bragged he·was second only to Richard 
Nixon as "the most rabid anti-Communist ••• 
in America" 19) and the AFL hierarchy sup-
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ported and helped create anti-worker re
gimes to the ·profit of U.S. corporations. 
As Meany once told the Council on Latin 
America, an association of some 200 U.S; 
corporations in Latin America: 

11We believe in the capitalist system, 
and we are members of the capitalist 
society. We are dedicated to the pres
ervation of this systam, which rewards 
the workers, which is one in which man
agement also has such a great stake. The 
investors .of risk capital must also be 
rewarded. It is, perhaps, not a perfect 
device, but it is the best the world has 
ever produced ••• " 20 
The story of Meany's betrayal of the la

bor movement in Guatemala is particularly 
significant because it was published by 
Meany's biographer, Joseph Goulden. 
Goulden's biography, while 11\lllauthorized", 
"benefited fro11l Meany's cooperation•', and 
"hours of taped 1interviews on his career 
and unrestricted access to records _of the 
AFL-CIO executive council, as well as 
valuable introductions to persons within 
and without the labor movement who were 
involved in his career." 21 

Goulden also published the story of 
Meany's sabotage of the labor· movement in 
the Dominican Republic, as did fellow AFL
CIO member, Victor Reuther, who himself 
was once a recipient of CIA money for a 
program in Europe.22 In the Dominican Re
public, Me,any and the CIA worked;-through 
the AFL-CIO's American Institute for Free 
Labor Development (AIFLD) • According to 
Reuther, "In the Dominican Republic, the 
.AIFLD wanted a military'dictatorship rath
er than the return of the democratic Juan 
Bosch, to whom most of the working people 
in the country felt great loyalty'." 23 To 
divide and confuse the workers, the AIFLD 
engaged in the strategy of dual llllionism 
(which Meany himself had once attacked 
when he first came to power in the 
u.s.24). AIFLD representative, Andrew
Mclellan, with the financial aid of the
U.S. Ambassador, created an organization
called CONATRAL which ran propaganda units
as well as goon squads against the legiti
mate tmions in the Dominican Republic.25

In 1965, when President Lyndon Johnson 
sent the U.S. Marines to bolster the CIA
installed military dictatorship in the Do
minican Republic, neither the AFL-CIO nor 
CONATRAL protested. On the contrary, 
C0NATRAL attacked the opposition to the 
invasion as "Connntmist-inspired", and 

CONATRAL publicly thanked President 
Johnson for sending the Marines.26 

Reuther also wrote about AIFLD's anti
labor work in conjtmction with the CIA in 
Brazil. (These operations were admitted by 
William Doherty., Jr., then director of 
AIFLD's Social Projects Division.27) In 
Brazil, the AIFLD worked hand-in-glove 
with the CIA to overthrow Jo1i'o Goulart 
who, according to Reuther, "enjoyed wide

spread support among the workers and 
throughout the Brazilian trade tmion move
ment." 28 Following Goulart' s overthrow in 
1964, the AFL-CIO issued the following 
statement (excerpt): 

"The recent events in Brazil which cul
minated in the successful military revo
lution of April 1st demonstrated the 
great determination of freedom-loving 
people to end the grave threat to their 
constitution and democratic process-
es." 29 . , 

AIFLD embraced the Brazilian military 
junta which quickly dissolved the rights 
of workers. AIFLD went so far as to urge
Brazilian workers to_ docilely accept a 
wage freeze.30 As a former AIFLD employee 
put it: "By the definition of AIFLD anyone 
who wanted a raise was a Connnunist.1131 In
deed, William Doherty, Jr. took it on him
self to speak for Brazilian workers in 
support of a wage freeze because: "You 
can't have the poor suffer more than the 
rich or t;he poor less than . the rich." 32 

Victor Reuther saw AIFLD's backing of 
the wage freeze differently: "Not even the 
most servile company union in the U.S. 
would dare to advocate this kind of sell 
out, I am horrified that all of this is 
being done in the name of establishing a 
'strong, free, virile trade union movement 
in Latin America' ••• With this kind of 
friends, who needs enemies?" 33 

The AFL-CIO also worked with the CIA to 
overthrow the democratically elected gov
ernment of Salvador Allende in Chile. 
Chilean graduates of the AIFLD, such as 
Jorge Guerrero, as well as AIFLD-created 
unions organized the CIA-financed strikes 
which precipitated Allende's overthrow.34 
After the coup in September, 1973 AIFLD 
graduates provided DINA, Chile's secret 
police, with thousands of na�s of their 
fellow unionists who were subsequently 
subjected to im�5

isonment, torture, and
even execution. Not surp·risingly, the 
Pinochet junta quickly outlawee all effec
tive unionism in Chile. There was no pro
test from the AFL-CIO hierarchy. 

Dounter'8py - 13
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victor Reuther ·reported that AI'FLD. re- TARGET EUROPE 
.peated its anti-labor, CIA dirty work The AFL-CIO and the CIA also supported
throughout Latin America. He summarized certain secret activities in Poland and the results of AIFLD's training of Latin Htmgary prior and during 1956. Meany, JayAmerican tmionists: "Obviously they were Lovestone (the head of the AFL Interna
charged with AIFLD directives well soaked tional.Affairs Department) and the AFL-CIO
with both U.S. corporate and CIA.juices. helped the International Confederation ofIt was, in effect� an exercise in trade Free Trade Unions (ICFTU) raise a special union colonialism1 paradoxi�al �s those Hungarian fund -0f $850,000 _ most of which 
words may seem." .:S6 · never reached the Hungarian people.38 At , The reason Reuther added the word "cor- . the time, the ICFl'U was heavily controlled
pora,te!!, is because AIFLD from its begin- by the CIA. 39 For many years, this in
ning has been financed, ::i.n part, by more -fluence came from Meany's friend Irving
than 90 U.S. and foreign corporations as Brown, a long-time CIA labor operative.40
well as the CIA. AIFLD's board chairperson Lovestone. also worked on the Hungarian
since its beginning has been the mµlti- question'at the United Nations �hrough the 
millionaire·, J. Peter Grace. The late Free Trade Union Committee, a recipient of 
·Nelson Rockefeller, another AIFLD board · CIA funding. 41 . ,
member, once praised AIFLD as follows: Perhaps the most �eli.ing asp_ect of the 
·"'!'.his Institute is one of the most daring CIA's involvement in Pola!ld and Hungary
and far-reachin� plans I have seen for at-

was the fact that it was carried out in
tacking the problems of Latin America - it cotijunction with Nazi General Reinhard· " d II l7 • . 

42 is worthy of our interest an· support. Gehlen and his intelligence agents. At 
the time, Gehlen was receiving between $5 

. Throughout their careers, Meany; Love- CIA labor operations when he was. ap
stone, Lrving Brown, and other AFL-CIO pointed to the Rockefeller Commission on 
officials. denied working for the CIA or the CIA. At the time of his appointment, 
even receiving money. They repeated their Kirkland promised to "deal with the facts 
denials even after expo'sure ·by former CIA 1 as I see them;" and i;;aidi 11I want no part 
officer, Thomas W. Braden who per�onally in, any domestic secret police operation 
handed CIA money to Brown; and revela- in this cotmtry." When asked about re-
tions by fellow AFL-CIO official, Victor ports that the AFL-CIO had received CIA 
Reuther. money, Kirkland said: "The CIA has not 

Their denials, however, ring hollow for been involved in the funding at all." The 
two important reasons. First, the CIA se- Rockefeller Commission report did not 
cretly read the mail•of .Meany, Lovestone, even mention CIA involvement in labor, 
and others in order to monitor their and'Kirkland later served with Nelson 
handling of CIA money. Secondly, Meany Rockefeller at the CIA-involved AIFLD and 
and the others were very likely pledged· with David Rockefeller at the Trilateral 
to secrecy and to lying about their CIA Commission. 
connections. Thomas Braden was asked by Lane Kirkland is also a member of the 
lthe New York Times why he though� Meaµ.y . U.S. Atlantic Council which is chaired by 
and the others were denying their CIA a former Union Carbide Corporation presi
··connections •. He said that he assumed it dent, Kenneth Rush. The Cotmcil is a
was because they had pledged ·secrecy to· strident, right-wing support organization· 
the CIA. of NATO. Kirkland serves on the Atlantic 

It is. also significant that Meany ad- Cotmcil along with: CIA Director William 
mitted that the CIA and he shared objec- Casey; the president of the New York 
tives. As he put it: "I take a great deal Stock Exchange, William Mcchesney Martin; 
of pride in the work we've done oversea.a, Henry Kissinger; CIA official, Lincoln 
,and I resent the fact the CIA is trying Gordon; Jay Lovestone; Henry Cabot Lodge; 
.to horn in on it and say that they have J. Allan Hovey, Jr., a former vice-presi
.done so� of it." dent of Radio Free Europe; and knc;>wn for-

Lane Kirkland, secretary treasurer un- mer CIA officers Robert R. B.owie, Richard 
der Meany and now president of the AFL- M. Helms, Kermit Roosevelt, and Joseph J.
CIO, even had an opportunity to expose Sisco. 

14, � CounterSpy 
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million and $6 million a year in CIA mon-

ey. 43 Gehlen, while in the employ of the 
CIA, had also been involved in anti-Commu
nist riots in East Germany in 1953. At the 
trials of his captured agents, according 
to The Nation, East German officials pro-' 
duced lists of names they said were being 
carried by Gehlen's agents. Reportedly, 
these names were anti-Nazi West Germans 
marked for assassination by Gehlen's 
agents.44 

The AFL had also earlier collaborated 
with the Nazis in Germany and pro-Nazis in 
France. Jay Lovestone had recommended Nazi 
pilots for carrying out the Berlin air
lift.45 In France, Irving Brown had en
gaged in dual unionism. Meany later admit
ted this divisive work. He said: "We fi
nanced a split in the Communist-controlled 
union in France. I say we financed,this 
split -_we paid for it. We sent them Amer
ican trade union money; we set up their 
offices, we sent them supplies and every
thing else so we could weaken the Commu
nist front." 46 

What Meany did not mention was that 
Brown worked with pro-Vichy French union
ists who had accomodated the Nazis during 
World War II.47 In France, Brown also col
laborated with Pierre Ferri-Pisani and his 
Mafia thugs. Brown passed CIA money to 
Ferri-Pisani to pay his gangs to physical
ly attack French workers on strike in Ma�
seilles.48 Ferri-Pisani also used his CIA 
money to finance his ill�gal drug opera
tions.49 

·ULTERIOR CORPORATE MOTIVES

It is significant that the original AFL/
CIA labor operations could not even be 
justified as a response to Soviet ad
vances, according to labor historian Henry
W. Berger.

"It is important to emphasize 'that AFL
agents were proselytizing in Latin Amer
ica, Asia and Europe well before it can 
be seriously argued that the Soviet 
Union was in any active sense interven
ing in those areas on behalf of,Commu
nist labor leadership. Soviet support 
and dir�ction came after local Commu
nists were already involved in unions on
their, own, as in France and Italy. More
over, as even conservative journalists 
reported, the Communists in Western Eu
rope were quite moderate and cooperated 
with non-Connnunist groups until 1947, 
when East-West relations turned exceed-

ingly·cold� The AFL intervened vigorous�
ly prior to these developments and did 
so on its own initiative. The interven
tion was surreptitious and designed to 
undermine labor elements already in ex
istence or eme�ging from the chaos of 
World War II.11

5O 
Lahor historian and unionist Sidney Lens

reported the following. 
"The Communists far from being obstrep
erous, were quite moderate •••• They were
so intent on rebuilding Europe's shat
tered economies that they im

j
ressed even

Joseph Alsop tcIA journalist , who at
tributed the reconstruction of France in 
great measure to 'the enthusiastic col
laboration of the Frerich Comnnmist Par
ty."' � 1 
During detente (which Meany and the AFL�

CIO hierarchy avidly opposed), the CIA la
bor operations continued and even escalat
ed. As The New Republic observed in May,
196 7 : "Far from tapering off as the cold 
war began to subside, the apparatus 
reached o�t for new minds to conquer. Only 
last week, it was learned that from early
1963 through 1965; CIA had put $526,500 
into a subsidiary of the Cooperative 
League of the USA to finance overseas ac
tivities," 52 

BUSTED IN THE U.S.A. 

· The AFL-CIO didn't restrict its peculiar
kind of unionization to other countries. 
Even within the U.S., the AFL hierarchy 
conducted campaigns against radical mem
bers - something that continues to this 
day. At times, the AFL went so far as to
actually bust progressive unions. An exam
ple of ·this type of unionism is• the 1954 
destruction of the Fur Workers Union which
was negotiating on behalf of 1,500 workers
at the A.C. Lawrence plant in Peabody, 
Massachusetts. These negotiations were
suddenly sabotaged, not by the owners, but 
by the Amalgamated Meat Cutters of the 
AFL.53 The AFL petitioned the National La
bor Relations Board (NLRB) to convene an 
election to determine whether the Amalgam
ated Meat Cutters or the Fur Workers 
should represent the workers at A.C. 
Lawrence. The AFL did not petition the 
NLRB because it felt the Fur Workers Union 
was inadequately representing the workers.
It petitioned the NLRB because Fur Workers
president, Benjamin Gold had been con
victed under the anti-worke:r'Taft-Hartley 
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Act which even President Harry Truman had 
vetoed. Under tbe guise of fighting com
munism, the Taft-Hartley Act was a law to
destroy effective unionism in the.United
States. It was this anti-union law that 
the AFL was using against another tm!on. 

.. 'lbe CIA, at le�t indirectly, intervened
in this labor dispute in the person of 
Walt W. Ros tow-, brother_ of Eµgene Ros tow. 
Walt Ros tow is a former member of the OSS •.

· In 1954, he was working for the CIA' s ,Cen..-
ter foT-lnternational Studies (CIS) at the
Massachusetts Institute of Tecpnblogy 
(MIT). Rostow had founded the. center which

-was established with CIA?I1oney.54 It was 
Rostow whom the Massaehusetts Special Com
mission called in to testify about the al
l�ged donations by the Fur Workers to 
"Couanunist" unions in Europe and to U.S.
organizations listed as subversive by the 
U.S. Attorney Gen.eral.55 This "expert" 
testimony along'with the comndssion's
grill;f,ng interrogations of Fur Workers of
ficials led to the destruction of the 
union and its replacement by the Amalgam
ated Meat Cutters, AFL. Shortly after
wards , a purge was undertaken by the AFL
and more than 100 tmionists were ex
pelled.56 

·,!!!! KAN

'lbe nature of George Meany as ,a unionist 
, left much to. be desired. The same is true 

for his protege and successor Lane 
Kirkland. By all accounts, Meany ruled the 
AFL, and later the AFL-CIO; autocratical� 
ly. -Ke had never walked a picket line or 
conducted a strike. As early as 1944, 

. , Meany described what he said was the typi
cal American union member: "He- believes in 
free enterprise and capitalism and wants 
to earn a piece of it. He believes in pri
vate property and wants to pave some of 
it." 57 

In 1972, Meany was asked why there had 
·. been a proportionate decline in the1 union
-ized percentage of the U.S. labor force. 
"I don't know, I don'Jt care," 58 he an
swered. Meany was then asked if he would 
prefer to have a larger percentage of the 
work force tmionized. "Not necessarily," 
he replied. "Why should we worry about or
ganizing groups of people who do not ap
pear to want to be organized? If they 
prefer to have others speak for them and 
make the decisions which affect their 
lives, without effective participation on 
their part, that is th.eir right.". 59 

16 - Counterspy

"George Meany is one of. the finest men I
know."· 

FBI Di.rector J. Edgar Hoover 
Washington Post, November 1970 

Meany's autocratic behavior was seen in 
his dealings with the World Federation of 
Trade Unions (WFTU) and the International 
Confederation of Free Trade Uni�ns 
(ICFTU). On June 25, 1949, Meany, 
Lovestone, and James B. Carey, secretary 
treasurer of the CIO (which was then sep- • 
arate from the AFL) met in Geneva, Swit
zerland with the State Department's labor 
attaches in the Marshall Pian countries 
to plan the.launching' of the I'CFTU as an 
anti-Couanunist co-unter to the WFTU. Meany 
and Lovestone undertook this action with 
no input from rank-and-file unionists. 
Carey had earlier-withdrawn the CIO from 
the WFTU without even a prior meeting of 
the CIO Council to decide on the with'draw
al. The ICFTU was established in 1949._ Ac
cording to former CIA officer, Philip 
Agee, the ICFTU was a "'labour centre. set 
up and controlled QY the CIA to oppose the 
••• WFTU." 60 Shortly after the creation of 
the ICFTU, Carey addres·sed a conference of 
conservative organizations in New York and 
said: "In the last war we joined the Com
munists to fight the fascists; in another 
war we will 1

6jn the fascists to fight the
Communists. 11 (emphasis added) . 

In another instance of autocratic be
havior, Meany, without consultation with 
the AFL;..CIO Executive Council supervised 
the walk-out_ of U.S. delegates from the 
International Labor Organization (ILO) 
when it elected the Polish,delegate, Leon 
Chajn as its chairperson on June 1, 1966. 
At the time, AFL-CIO Executive �ouncil 
member, Walter Reuther issued the follow
ing statement.on behalf of the interna
tional board of the United Auto Workers

(UAW) union : 
11The board instructed me to protest ••• 
the denial of the democrat�c process in 
the �aking of the decision to withdraw 
from the conference (ILO) ••• The action 
of the delegates in walking out was un
wise, undemocratic, contrary· to es tab·.:. 
�ished hFL-CIO policy, and tmautnorized 
by any AFL-CIO body with authority to 
change that policy." 62 
Sidney Lens has aptly described the un

democratic character of the AFL-CIO hier
archy. 

"In the last thirty years the 13 million 
members of the AFL-CIO have never had 
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the opportunity to vote on any issue of 
foreign policy, have never been con� 
sulted as to their wish�s. Contrary to 
the popular image, the AFL-CIO is not a 
union as such, to which workers beiong 
directly ••• The AFL-CIO is a federation 
of unions, it does not have members but 
'affiliates' - 116 of them. The men with 
power at its biennial conventions are 
••• the self-designated top leaders of 
the national unions (the 'affiliates'). 
Neither local union leaders nor rank-and 

h II 63-filers ave any say ••• 

THE AFL-CIO AND THE LAB'OR DEPARTMENT 

against Connnunist-controlled organiza
tions." 68 The task force report further 
poted that the program.was run by the For
eign Operations Administration (FOA) - the 
predecessor agency to the Agency for In
ternational Development (AID) which now 
funds similar labor operations of the AFL
CIO and has fronted for the CIA - and that 
the FOA was administered in "cooperation" 
with the CIA, the A.F. of L., the CIO, and 
the Labor Advisory Committee. 

For many years Jay Lovestone chose. all 
U.S. labor attaches assigned to foreign 
embassies.69 Richard L.-G. Deverall, a CIA 
labor operative who worked for Lovestone 
described the undemocratic eff�cts of the As part of their international program AFL-CIO-dominated labor attache system, and work with the CIA, Meany and Jay which continues to the present time. Ac-Lovestone also took over the international cording to Deverall, the work of these at-operations of the U • S • Labor Department· taches is marked by 11 (a) the use of a 

(As Joseph Goulden put it: "The Central trade union card.. • in order to secure in-Intelligence Agency also displayed a keen formation,which would normally be regarded -interest in the labor attache and other as the fruit of espionage; (b) the use of union programs." 64) In fact, in December' trade union member attache 's and/ or gov-
1954 U.S. Secretary of Labor, James P •. · ernment funds in supporting or even buying 
Mitchell created a working group on over- up trade union centers so that they follow 
seas labor matters which included repre- po�icies formulated not by trade unions 
sentatives from the Labor Department, the but by a government. .• and (c) ••• the Pentagon, the Foreign Operations Adminis- selling of government policy ••• Classic 
tration, and the CIA.65 On December 28, examples of such activities can be found 
1954, Cord Meyer, Jr. was . appointed the in ••• Japan, where corrupt elements within CIA's representative by then-CIA Director the right-wing labor movement are given 
Allen Dulles.66 ·Meyer at the same time - trips to America purely because they ex
was directing the CIA's worldwide labor press pro-American sentiments to the labor 
operations and became Lovestone's CIA su- attaches; or in the Philippines, where the 
pe�visor. 6 7 

u. s. Embassy has from the beginning sup-. 
Under Mitchell's working group training ported a strange collection of gangsters, 

programs were conducted in the U. S • for gamblers and parasites" in the Phili1ppine 
foreign unionists. The purpose of these central labor federation because "they can 
programs was described by a task force of be controlled and are subordinate to Brit
the Commission on Organization of the Ex� !sh-American policies ••• " 70
ecutive Branch of the Government, chaired A; intermeshing of the AFL-CIO, the U.S. 
by former U.S. President, Herbert Hoover. Labor Department, the Unit_ed Nations 
"It is primarily a technical cooperation (Meany was, at one poin_t, a U ,N. delegate), 
program under which overseas free trade and the CIA was seen in 1958 when the 
union officials and workers are brought : AFL-CIO brought about a U.N. investigation
here for indoctrination, and United States of forced labor. At the time, CIA Director 
labor teams are sent overseas. One of the Allen Dulles agreed with Labor Secretary 
program's principal objectives is to elim- James p. Mitchell that "it would be most 
inate the Communist influence from foreign advantageous to our mutual 'interests to 
unions and to strengthen non-Communist as coordinate our efforts " with the U.N. 

"America has traditionally been an open 
society with no fixed class system ••• 
Those who speak of the 'working class' 
or the 'middle class' are using terms 
borrowed from European models." 

Lane Kirkland 
AFL-CIO News, 8/9/80 

To this end, Dulles assigned CIA officer, 
James E.White as liaison with the Labor 
Department and promised that White "will 
have available to him the results of regu
lar and systematic analysis of all.perti
nent materials known to this agency." 71 
Under the CIA hand, the U.N. did not in
vestigate the forced labor in countries 
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The CIA also used students in relation 
to their operations with unions. In fact, 
both labor and student, operations were 
under the CIA's International Organiza
tions Division first headed by Thomas 

. Braden, then Cord Meyer. One point of 
contact was the World Assembly of Youth 
(WAY), a CIA-involved organization which . 
had consultative status with U.N. agen
cies including ··the International Labor 
Organization (ILO). · 
·\Within its International Organizations 

1 Division, the CIA also funded and con
trolled overseas operations of the U.S. 
National Student Association (NSA) which 
was at the same time receiving money 
from the AFL-CIO. In 1967, NSA represen
tative, Roger Pulvers, was suddenly 
"pulled out" of Krakow University in Po
land Just before the exposure of the 
CIA's involvement with the· NSA. Possible 
CIA involvement on the part of Pulvers 
was suggested by the fact tha� his with�· 

(8/73-5/74); Jan Zavrel (3/73-5/73); 
Poland: Janusz Haliszka (4/73-10/74); 

OOroslaw Klimer (9/74-12/74); Ryszard 
!L�aszewicz (8/74-2/75); Henryk J. Polcik
(4/74-7/74); Josef Sroka (8/73-7/74);
Czeslaw Szpacznski (11/71-6/73); A.M •
Tomkalski (7/ 73-10/73).72 

_Counterspy does not know the present
where�bouts or functions of these Labor
Department graduates. Whether they are
working for their countries' governments
or unions, it is vital for them and their
fellow workers to know that they have been
exposed to programs secretly exploited by
the CIA for many years. This is not to
say that these persons have any conscious
connection to Of are working for the CIA.
It is to say, however, that they must Qe
open - which they may have already been -
and explain to their fellow workers their
train�ng in the U.S.

RANK-AND-FILE RESPONSE

drawal was initiated by Phil Stearns, a At times, workers in the U.S._ have pro-
witting collaborator within the NSA. tested against the .inte�ational opera•

.,._ ___________________ _. tions of the AFL-CIO. Six weeks after the 
like Guatemala (referred to by Romualdi) 
where. the CIA had created governments 
which instituted forced labor. 

The graduates of the AFL-CIO/Labor De
partment/CIA' training programs.have gone, 
on to establish anti-worker governments 
and company unions run by. corrupt bureau
cracies from Honduras to Indonesia. In ef
fect, many of these graduates have served 
as Trojan horses, often dispersing CIA 
DK>ney, with a secret agenda-for install
ing an AFL-CIO bureaucratic leadership in 
their own unions. A nuniber of Eastern Eu
ropeans, including Polish unionists, have 
attended U.S. Labor Department training 
courses in Washington, D.C. They include · 
the following persons: 

Eastern Europe: Huba Bruckner (in the 
U.S. f�om 6/74-12/74); Jan Cermak (10/73-
11/73); Pavol Dujnic 1(11/72-2/73); Sandor 
Fatrago (8/72-9/72); Milan Fundarek '(8/72-
12/ 72); Margarit Georgiev (11/73-12/73); 
Laszlo Ivanyi (i0, 72-12/72); Otakar 
Jelinek (3/73-5/73); Imr� Nagy (1/73-
7/73); Maria Onofrei (12/73-12/74);Janusz 
Pienkowski (8/73-11/73); ial Quittner 
(8/72-9/72); Miklos Rabar (9/72-12/72); 
Alfonz Rabenseifer (10/ 73-11/13); Jerzy 
�falowicz (11/73-6/7'4); Josef Schorcht 
(3/73-4/73); Witold Staniszkis !(8/73-
5/74); Ota Sulc (3/73-4/73); Zoltan 
Szekely (10/73-4/74); Geza Szomolanyi 
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CIA coup in Chile, the Santa Clara County 
Central Labor Council passed a resolution 
condemning the AFL-CIO for its activities 
in Latin America, and an Emergency Commit
tee to Defend Democracy in Chile was 
formed.73 The committee put out a call for 
the "complete disengagement of the AFL-CIO 
International.Relations Depar.tment with 
government and business abroad" and the 
dissolution of the AIFLD. These resolu
tions were endorsed by Pat Gorman, secre
tary-treasurer of the 550

,
000-member meat-

cutters union and others. 4 
A few years later, the Inter-American 

Workers' Organization (ORIT), which in
cludes among its affiliates the AFL-CIO, 
voted to boycott all cargoes to and from · 
Chile because of the junta's rep�ession of 
unions.,Initially, Meany endorsed the boy-, 
cott. Behind the scenes, however, he 
,quickly conspired to sabotage the boycott. 
Reportedly, most of the negotiations (to 
prevent the boycott� with the Chilean 
jun.ta were carried out by Peter Grace, a 
friend of Mem:>.y' s who was once· a major in
vestor in South America and the president 
of the W. R. Grace and Co. Following 
these meetings with the junta, as opposed 
to,· the Chilean unionists, Meany, in ef
fect, unilaterally cancelled the rank-and
file-endorsed boycott. 

Lane Kirkland is now faced with a new, 
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growing opposition to AFL-CIO programs. 
This time the issue is Kirkland's aid to 
Polish unionists. U.S. unionists do not 
begrudge aid to Polish unions. They have, 
however, called upon Kirkland and the AFL
CIO to initiate job actions and financial 
support for the South African unions as 
has beert done for Polish trade unionists. 
Resolutions to this effect have been 
passed by the Northern California Chapter 
of the Coalition of Black Trade Unionists; 
the 17,000-member Local 2, Hotel and Res
taurant Union AFL-CIO in San Francisco; 
Local 10 of the International Longshore
men's and Warehousemen's Union (ILWU) in 
San Francisco; the 150,000 member Califor
nia State Council of the Service Employees 
International Union; and several unions in 
Alameda County. One of the resolutions 
points out that "Polish workers have had 
and continue to have trade union recogni
tion and do engage in collective bargain
ing while black workers in South Africa 
and Namibia are prohibited from forming 
or joining trade unions of their own 
choice." 

One doesn't have to be a prophet to pre
dict that Kirkland will not organize a 
fund to aid workers in South AfricaJS AFL
CIO aid has always been selective. It has 
served U.S. corporate interests and has 
often been given in collaboration with the 
CIA. AFL-CIO aid has always been inter
ventionist, and its support for the new 
Polish unions has to be se.en against this 
background. It is in the interest of all 
Polish workers to realize these facts as 
well as American workers who might want to 
replace the AFL-CIO hierarchy with rank 
and file control. 
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U.S. Hypocrisy 
at Madrid· Conference 

While the U.S. media is as usual keeping 
quiet about workers' struggles in the 
U.S., it has inundated the public with re
ports about "labor unrest" in Poland. In
fact, it is fairly obvious that the Polish
strikes have been used to stir up Cold War
type anti-Communism in the U.S.

Another event, that is being used for 
this aim is the Conference on Security and 
Cooperation in Europe being held in Ma

drid, Spain. Members of the U.S. delega
tion, many of whom h�ve CIA ties, attempt 
to make Poland's compliance with the Hel
sinki accords a major agenda item at · the 
conference. 

The AFL-CIO Executive Council, for one, 
issued the following statement on August 
20, 1980: 

"The Polish government must be reminded 
that certain rights demanded by the 
striking workers in Gdansk - freedom of 
expression in word and print, abolition 
of censorship, and access by all -reli� 
gious groups to- the mass media - are 
guaranteed by the Helsinki accords 
signed by Poland whose compliance with 
the accords is a proper subject for re
view at the Madrid conference." 1 

The chief delegate representing the AFL-· 
CIO at_ the Madrid conference is Executive 
Council member, Albert Shanker, President 
of the American Federation of Teachers 
(AFT). According' to a Chicago based "dis
sident group" within the AFT, Swbstitutes 
United For Better Schools (SUBS), 
Shanker's rise to the AFT presidency was 
facilitated by seaet police agent, Sheli 
Lulkin.2 SUBS has als� published charges 
that Shanker works with the CIA.3 Indeed,
Shanker is an ardent supporter of the 
American Institute for Free Labor Develop
ment (AIFLD) and a member of the Asian-: 
American Free Labor Institute (AAFL!) both 
of which are involved with the CIA. (For 
its part, SUBS has been subjected to. se
cret police-type harassment, with no as� 
sistance or concern from the AFL-CIO Ex
ecutive Council.) 

The co-chairperson of the U.S. delega
tion in Madrid is Max Kampelman. His "con
cern" for freedom and democracy can, at 
best, be termed hypocritical. 

20 - Counter-Spy 

' 
I· 

by John Kely 

In the 1960's, Kampelman was vice-presi
dent of the Operations and' Policy Research 
Inc.(OPR) when it was receiving hundreds 
of thousands of dollars in CIA money,5 and 
treasurer of the American Political Sci
ence Association (APSA), when the CIA
created Asia Foundation was providing it 
with funds. 

The president of OPR at the time was· 
Evron M.· Kirkpatrick, a former intelli
gence officer of the Office of Strategic 
Services (OSS) and the State Department.6 
Kirkpatrick's wife, Jeane had edited the 
book The Stra�egy of Deception, which had 
been secretly subsidized by the U.S. In
formation A�ency (USIA, now,the Interna
tional Communication Agency). This, of 
course, was in violation of a U.S. law 
prohibiting propagandizing by the USIA in 
the U.S. 

Kampelman's anti-Communist diatribe, 
"Communists in the CIO" was published in 
The Strategy of Deception. Jeana 
Kirkpatrick has now been nominated as U.S. 
Ambassador to the United Nations by Ronald 
Reagan. Kampelman, who was an aide to the 
l_ate Hubert Humphrey and was appointed to 
his conference position under former Pres
ident Carter, has been in touch with the 
Reagan camp and reportedly sees no problem 
in contintt.l.ng as a U.S. delegate in Ma
drid. 7 

According to The Nation, Evron 
Kirkpatrick admitted that "in 1963, 1964, 
and 1965 OPR, Inc., received CIA money 
'principally' £0

8 
studies of Latin Ameri

can elections." Former government in
formation officer Allen Boyce stated that: 
"OPR, to put' it bluntly, supplied the 
agencies with potted scholarship bought 
from campuses around the country and has 
had written and got published books which, 
directly or indirectly, were financed 9by
the agencies whose ends they served." 
(None of these books acknowledged any gov

ernmental sponsorship,) 
The OPR also reviewed and critiqued 

books; the reviews were then used by the 
USIA - which frequently fronted for the 
CIA - in selecting books for purchasing 
and distributing both in the U.S. and 
abroad. In 1965, OPR even received a 
$25,000 grant from the State Department to 
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research foreign students studying in the 
U.S. who undoubtedly were unaware of 0PR's 
CIA connection.10 0PR submitted a report
of its findings to the U.S. Advisory Com
mittee on International Educational and 
Cultural Affairs.11 

Even after 0PR was exposed in 1967, 
Kampelman went on to become its director. 
He also became director of the CIA-in
volved Helen Dwight Reid Educational Foun
dation which replaced 0PR as the publisher 
of Perspective magazine. The Foundation, 
through its Heldref Publications, produces 

As if the unique qualifications of 
Kampelman and Shanker as delegates to the 
Madrid conference were not enough, there 
is also an "Ad Hoc Citizens Committee for 
the Madrid-Helsinki Review Meeting." Lane 
Kirkland; AFL-CI0 Vice President, Martin 
War9; and AFL-CI0 Secretary-Treasurer 
Thomas R. Donahue are its leading mem� 
hers. 

Donahue followed Kirkland as an execu
tive assistant to George Meany and then 
as AFL-CIO secretary-treasurer. He is a 
former assistant secretary in the U.S. 
Labor Department. In 1957, he became Eu
ropean Labor Program Coordinator in Paris 
for the CIA's Free Europe Committee, Inc. 
the parent organization of Radio Free Eu
rope. (Public Service News, Jan.1967) Ap
propriately enough, Donahue served in 
this capacity as liaison officer to anti
Communist exile unionists from the Soviet 
Union and Eastern Europe. Donahue was al
so a member of the pro-corporate Indus
trial Relations Research Association and 
the CIA- financed Institute for Interna
tional Education. 

The ad hoc committee, according to the 
AFL-CIONews, "seeks to insure public 
scrutiny�the Helsinki review process, 
especially as it affects human rights 
violations and other breaches of the 
agreement." (AFL-CIO News, 11/15/80) Not 
unexpectedly, the connnittee has directed 
most, if not all of its criticisms 
against Eastern European countries while 
saying nothing about the plight of minor
ities and workers in the U.S. which is 
bound by the Helsinki accords. The com
mittee held a meeting in November 1980 at 
the AFL-CIO headquarters which was to co
incide with the opening of the Madrid 
conference. Appropriately enough, during 
the meeting, Thomas Donahue called Max 
Kampelman to get the "true pictur�" of 
the conference pr�ceedings. 

specialized magazines for students and 
teachers including Perspective, History 
and Current. 12 

Max Kampelman has never denied or re
nounced his CIA connections. On the con
trary, when the OPR-CIA connections were 
uncovered, he issued the following state
ment: 

"Operation and Policy Research, Inc. is 
a distinguished social science research 
organization and I am proud to be asso
ciated with it. The American Political 
Science Association is one of the most 
distinguished professional organizations 
in the country and I am proud to be an 
officer of it. To the extent that they 
or I cooperate or are associated with 
any agency of the United States in car� 
rying out our legitimate purposes, I am 
proud of that association. Ours is a 
free and democratic government and peo
ple who have an opportunity to serve it 
are indeed privileged." 13 
The Conference on Security and Coopera

tion in Europe is to affirm fundamental 
freedoms and promote and expand coopera
tion across a range of cultural, profes
sional, and scientific exchanges. 
Kampelman's activities in the past show 
that he has been instrumental in the CIA's 
subversion of these exchanges. Through the 
OPR, he allowed the CIA to infiltrate the 
APSA; electoral processes in the U.S. and 
abroad; and U.S. exchange programs. Even 
Kampelman's colleagues said his actions -
which he continued after thei! criticisms 
- undermined the integrity and indepen
dence of their professions. The same is
true for Albert Shanker. Their advocacy
of "more freedo1:1" in Eastern Europe rings
hollow.

FOOTNOTES 

1) AFL-CI0 News, 8/23/80, p,4
2) George N:-""schmidt, "The American Federation of Teach
ers (A,F.T,) and the C,I.A.", Substance, April-May 1978,
pp.7-10.
3) ibid.
4) ibid.
5) Washington Star, 2/19/67.
6) ibid.
7) New York Times, 11/10/80, p.A-11.
8) Robert Sherrill, "The Professor and the CIA", The
Nation, 2/27/67.
9) Allen Boyce, "The Market for Potted Expertise", The
Nation, 11/11/78, p.494.
10) Washington Post, 2/23/67, p.A-8. 
11) ibid.
12) Harpers Weekly, 6/14/76, p.4.
13) cf supra, #10.
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BuyilgOman by Konrad E� 

"The Sultan Flirts with Uncle Sam," 1 
II 2 

, 
A Friend in Need in Oman," and similar 

headlines have been used in the last few 
months to describe the friendship between 
the U.S. government and Sultan Quaboos bin. 
Said, the ruler of Oman. Quaboos is 
praised as "jhe most avidly pro-American
••• leader" in the Middle East; he is 
the o�ly Arab ruler (beside Anwar Sadat) 
who supports the Camp David accords. 

5 A U D I 

B I A 

Sultan Quaboos reigns over some 800,000 
people who live in a country of about the 
size of Minnesota. Oman is strategically 
located on the Straits of Hormuz, through 
which most of the huge Middle Eastern oil 
tankers pass. IT 

Quaboos has signed a number of agree
ments with the U.S. in 1980, including one 
on June 4 regarding U.S. use and expansion 
of military facilities in Oman. Ot'ficial·· 
ly, the U.S. and the Sultan describe the 
agreement in a very careful way and say 
only that it will give U.S. military 
planes and ships "access to airfields and 
ports." 4 The agreement was worked out 
largely by Quaboos and Philip Habib, a 
special advisor to former Secretary of 
State, Cyrus Vance. Its exact provisions 
have not been disclosed; and U.S. offi
cials decline to comment on the �ossibili
ty that there are secret attachments to 
the agreement. Information that has come 
to light, however, shows that Oman indeed 
has become a "steppingstone to the Gulf." 
Its bases complete "a chain of regional 
'facilities that could be used under simi
lar agreements with Kenya, Somalia and 
possibly Egypt." 5

In fact, the U.S. military has been us
ing facilities in.Oman long before the 
June 4, 1980 agreement was signed. The 
U.S. Indi.an Ocean fleet has been using a 
base on Masirah Island to take in provi
sions; the airstrip on Masirah has been 
used for over four years for the refuel
ing of U.S. anti-submarine patrol 
planes, and, since November 1979, by 
C-141 cargo planes to ferry supplies to
the two aircraft carrier taskforces in
the area.6 U.S. Navy surveillance planes
and other military aircraft have been us
ing Seeb International Airport near Mus
cat, the capital of Oman; and an Omani

22 - Counter-Spy

base was used in the 
mission into Iran. 

The Carter administration has gone out 
of its way to emphasize that the U.S. does 
not "intend to station any American mili
tary units in Oman" under the June 4, 1980 
agreement. Former State Department spokes
person Hedding Carter suggested, however, 
that "a limited number of U.S. military 
personnel" might go to Oman in connection 
with U.S. arms sales to the Sultan.7 
Carter should have read a statement Under
secretary of Defense, Robert Komer made to· 
a House Foreign Affairs Subco.mmittee on 
April 3, 1980. He said that the U.S. pro
file in Oman (as well as in Kenya and So
malia) "would be kept low'' but that "there 
would be between 15 and 100 Americans in 
each place whose job it would be ••• to 
keep ports and airfields in Oman, Kenya 
and Somalia ready for use by the U.S. mil
itary including the Rapid Deployment 
Force.a 8 

(U.S. military personnel were in Oman 
even before that. In early 1975

� 
two U.S. 

military advisors went to Oman, and in
September, 1979, a "ten-man U.S. military 
team slipped into Muscat ••• to spend three 
months assessing the nation's immediate 
security needs." 10 On January 25, 1980, 
the Italian La Stampa reported that a num
ber of U.S. "technicians" had arrived in 
Oman to examine the facilities on Masirah 
Island •11)

Robert Komer, infamous for his brutal 
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counterinsurgency campaign (Operation expected to get another $15 million from 
Phoenix) in Vietnam said he was not "ter- the bank this year. 20. 

ribly sanguine" about present U.S. capa- , The U.S. Department of Commerce is also 
bilities in the Middle East. He expects, enthusiastic about business opportunities 
though, that "by 1985 or -1986 we will have in Oman. Its official publication, Busi-
a very respectable capability in. the ar- � America states that Oman is "firmly 
ea," and further stated that ;'the adminis- committed to private enterprise" and that 
tration soon would ask for an undisclosed the economic outlook for foreign investors 
amount of money to improve these military in Oman is "excellent".21 While it remains 
facilities for use by U.S. forces." The to be seen how much increased U.S.-Oman 
"facilities11 Komer was talking about in- trade and U.S. investment in Oman will 
elude Tamarit�, Masirah and Seeb air-· benefit the general population, one thing 
fields and ports near Muscat and Salalah is certain: Sultan Quaboos and his family 
in Oman; Mombasa, Embakasi (near Nairobi), are going to become even richer. ·Business 
and Nanyuki airfields and port in Kenya; America outlines it neatly: 
and Berbera and Mogadishu airfields and "Under Omani commercial law, all firms 
ports in Somalia.12 exporting goods for sale in Oman must 

Exact figures on how much it will cost use a local agent who is an Omani na-
the Pentagon to get these bases in Oman tional, and agency agreements are sub-
"ready" are hard to come by. In April, De- ject to approval by the Ministry of'Com-
fense Department officials said that the merce and Industry. U.S. firms seeking 
U.S. would ha'C1e to spend some $ 100 million local agents will find that many of the 
to improve military facilities in Oman and most prominent Omani firms are wholly or 
Kenya, 13 while then-Secretary of Defense, partie.lly owned by members of the royal 
Harold Brown estimated in October that the famil

7-
or by high governmental officials 

cost for bringing the facilities on Masi- , , . (!n addition] a joint venture with 
rah Island "up to the standards required an Ornani partner is required for firms 
by heavy U.S. jets and cargo planes would doing business in the private sector.11

22 

be $250 million.11 1 4 In addition, Oman , For Quaboos, the economic prospect and 
will receive $100 million in "military and even more, the U.S. military commitment, 
economic assistance over the next two is a major triumph. It ties the U.S. firm-
years." 15 Other reports say that Oman ly to his regime. A spokesperson in the 
has asked for nearly $800 million worth of Ornani Embassy in Washington stated in a 
military equipment from the u.s.16 recent interview that by obtaining rnili-

Sultan Quaboos will benefit in other tary facilities in Oman, the U.S. had corn-
ways from the U.S. interest in his coun- mitted itself to Oman's defense'against 
try. In August, 1980 Oman's Undersecretary 1'external and internal aggression." The 
of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Yusuf implication of the spokesperson was that 
al-Alawi and the U.S. Charge d 'Affairs the Sultan might become involved in a war 
signed an agreement to set up a joint com- in the near future. The truth is, however, 
mittee for economic relations which will that he is presently involved in a war. It 
"supervise economic and trade relations is the war of the Peoples' Front for the 
between the two countries (and] set up a Liberation of Oman (PFLO) against the Sul-
permanent working gro,up from both tan and his army. 
countries." 17 A joint u.s.-Omani state- This war began in 1965, at a time when 
ment was issued which said that the agree- Quaboos' father, Sultan Said bin Taimur, 
ment was designed to "enhance the ability was still in power. He had been termed 
of Oman to develop its econo�y, and to "one of the nastiest rulers the world has 
safeguard its territorial integrity and seen fQ.r a long time." 23 Under his rule, 
foster 2eace and security in the re- slavery was an institution; he discouraged 
gion.11 18 health services and education (in fact, 

An Agency for1International Development closing down the three (!) schools in Oman 
(AID) delegation was also sent to Muscat ,in 1970 because they had become "centers 
in summer 1980, says Strategy Week. AID is of communism") and kept the people of 
expected to ·ask Congress to give $20 mil- Oman, especially in the southern region of 
lion for fiscal years 1982 and 1983 for Dhofar, in utmost poverty. 
its Oman program.19 After receiving a $22 Said bin Tairnur came to power in 1932, 
million World Bank loan in 1980, Oman is aided.by the British colonialists who vir-
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tually reigned in Oman during his rule un
til 1970. In the 1960's, for example, all 
but one of his advisors were British; the 
Army was commanded and supplied by the 
British, and all of Oman's foreign re.la
tions were handled by the London trading 
firm, Kendall & Co.2q From 1957 to 1959, 
the British army w.as instrumental in sup
pressing an uprising in the Omani interior 
which rebelled against the presence of the 
Sultan's and British troops and demanded 
independence. 

Even though this rebellion was crushed, 
it has been a great inspiration for subse
quent struggles in Oman. Eventually, the 
conditions for a new confrontation ma•
tured, particularly in the southern pro
vince of Dhofar, where the repression was 
especially violent. Dhofar, with its 
1.00 ,000 inhabitants, was heavily taxed and 
kept as a private colony of the Sultan.25 

In 1964, the Dhofar Liberation Fron (DLF) 
was formed out of three organizations, the 
Dhofar Benevolence Society (a humanitarian 
organizations), the local branch of the 
Arab Nationalist Movement (ANM) and a 
group called Dhofari Soldiers. On June 9, 
1965 the DLF launched the armed struggle 
with the aim of establishing a free Dhofar 
independent from Oman and British colo
nialism. The Sultan and the British tried 
to crush the revolt with Vietnam-style 
punitive measures against the whole popu
lation, which included an economic block
ade, banning of all_travel for Dhofaris, 
and encircling the costal towns of Dhofar 
with barbed wire. At the time, all offi
cers in the Sultan's army, including the 
Secretary of Defense, were British, while 
mos� of-the soldiers were mercenaries from 
Pakistan, Jordan, and other Middle Eastern 
countries. 

In 1968, the DLF held its second con
gress, �d changed its name to the Peo
ple's Front for the Liberation of the Oc
cupied Arabian Gulf (PFLOAG). PFLOAG's aim 
was no longer to liberate Dhofar alone but 
rather all of Oman and the other Gulf 
CO\lllt'ries by uniting all the differenr op
position movements. PFLOAG adopted the 
ideology of scientific socialism. Its mil
itary success was stunning, ?nd it estab
lished huge liberated areas in Dhofar. A 
popular program, centering on health work, 
education, improvement of the economic 
conditions, the improvement of the situa
tion of women, and political organization 
of the population resulted in strong popu
lar support for PFLOAG. The success of the 
24 - Counterspy

National Liberation Front in what was to 
become the People's Democratic Republic of 
Yemen added to its progress; and in 1970, 
fighting spread to the northern part of 
Oman where the National Democratic Front 
for the Liberation of Oman and the Arabian 
Gulf (NDFLOAG) started the armed struggle. 

For the British colonialists this was a 
serious development. So, in July 1970, 
British intelligence staged a coup: Sultan 
Said bin Taimur was ousted, flown to Brit
ain, and replaced by his son, Quaboos, who 
now rules Oman. Quaboos was first able to 
diffuse some of the opposition by his 
uliberal" image. However, his "reforms" -
if there were any at all - were very lim
ited, and even U.S. News and World Report 
described Oman as a country 11lacking eyen 
rudimentary democratic institutions." .!6
Indeed, Quaboos told the London Financial 
Times that even token tribal assemblies 
like those in Saudi Arabia and the United 
Arab Emirates were a "time-wastin,g way of 
running a modern state." 27 

Quaboos tried to bribe the Dhofaris and 
other tribes with his newly-acclaimed oil 
weal th., but this. strategy didn't work. The 
PFLOAG united with NDFLOAG in 1971, and 
the British were forced to carry out two 
massive military operations in October 
1971 and spring 1972 in an unsuccessful 
attempt to cut the Front's supply line 

. from Democratic Yemen. However, "the in
creased use of British pilots and special 
forces (SAS) did prevent tne wholesale de
terioration of the Sultan's position." 28 

While the U.S. stayed in the background 
(a Pentagon team sent to Dhofar in 1972 

recommended against direct U.S. involve
ment 29), the ex-Shah of Iran with his 
U.S.-supplied and trained troops sent
3,000 special units into Oman in December
1973 after another U.S. client, Jordan's
King Hussein, had already sent several
thousand troops. The Shah's Air Force, and
the British Air Force staged repeated
bombing raids into the liberated areas of
Dhofar. Jordanian intelligence experts
were actively recruiting Omani's for the
Sultan's army, which at that time consist
ed in large part of mercenaries.

Combined attacks by these forces on the 
Front continued through 1974 and 1975. Es
timates of the number of Iranian troops. in 
Oman ran up to 11,000. The large'scale 
bombing attacks by the British Air Force 
were mainly directed against the civilian 
population in order to force them out of 
the mountainous region of Dhofar, thus 
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depriving the �rant of their grassroots 
support. 

In its 1974 congress, the Front, having 
analyzed the new military situation, 
changed its tactics. PFLOAG was divided 
into autonomous units, and in Oman, the, 
People's Front for the Liberation of Oman 
(PFLO) was formed. 

Given the overwhelming military superi
ority of the Sultan's forces led by the 
British, and aided by thousands of Iranian 
and Jordanian troops, the PFLO was forced 
to evacuate the liberated areas in 1975 
and moved into Democratic Yemen. On Decem
ber 11, 1975 Sultan Quaboos announced com
plete military victory. 

The U.S. role in Oman had become more 
and more substantial towards the'end of 
'the war. Iran and Jordan, of cou:r;se, were 
supplied mainly with U.S.,weapons. King 
Hussein and other Jordanian officials fre
quently traveled to Oman. Hussein's U.S.
trained intelligence service played an im
portant role in supplying and supporting 
the Sultan's mercenary army. MERIP Reports 
wrote in April, 1975 that "a force of re
cently 'retired' U.S. veterans of helicop
ter warfare in the Vietnamese highlands 
have been training Iranian units ..• in 
'combat assault in coordination with 
ground troops ••• "' 30 

It should also be noted that former CIA 
Director William Colby visited Oman in 
late September or early October 1974,31 
and his predecessor and then-ambassador to 
Iran, Richard Helms, went to Oman in early 
December 1974 , 32 The Economist Foreign 
Report wrote on February 3, 1972 that 
Quaboos has been receiving secret subsi
dies from the CIA since 1971.33 The CIA 
money was used by the Sultan to organize 
his police, which is a powerful paramili
tary force. It numbers over 5,000 members. 
The main issues the police deals with are 
"not ordinary crime but political terror
ism and subversion, and the public securi
ty branch has developed a high capability 
of dealing with these threats. In the mid-
1970's, a few Omani police officers re
ceived training in the United States in 
such fields as airport security and de
fusing terrorist bombs." 34 

Since Quaboos announced his 11complete 
victory" in December 1975, he has contin
ued to receive massive outside support to 
stabilize his regime. In July, 1976, Brit
ain withdrew its forces from Oman, and 
Drew Middleton of the New York Times la
mented that without British troops in 

place, "the West's only answer to a criti
cal situation is armed intervention," 35 
At the same time, it was announced that 
the withdrawal would not "affect pilots 
and other British servicemen attached to 
the Omani airforce." 36 In spite of this 
"withdrawaL", it is estimated that there 
are still some 600 British military per
sonnel in Oman.37 The PFLO charged that by
1979, the number of British troops and 
military advisors had gone up to 1,350.38 

In October, 1979, New Africa magazine 
(London) revealed that a group of Rhode
sian pilots were trained by British offi
cers in Oman in the use of U.S. Huey he
licopter gunships. (The helicopters 
reached Rhodesia via Israel.) The magazine 
indicated that the training course as well 
as the helicopter transfer to :Rhodesia was 
arranged by former British officer Tim 
Landon. He is said to have organized the 
1970 coup which brought Quaboos into pow
er, and has been his chief intelligence 
officer since then.39 

To this date, the British have remained 
the chief arms suppliers of Oman. In March 
1976, for example, the Sultan purchased an 
estimated "$48 million worth of radar and 
communications equipment from BAC's Guided 
Weapons Division to be used in conjunction 
with earlier purchases of tactical weapons 
systems.11 Marconi Communications System 
will provide a communications network 
which will be used to "pass processed data 
from radar sites ... to the main Air Force 
operations center." 40 

In the future, the U.S. Department of 
Commerce predicts, U.S. corporations will 
be able to pick up a larger share of the 
security market.41 Already, some corpora
tions have received lucrative contracts. 
E-Systems, Inc., announced in June 1977
that its Montek Division in Salt Lake City
(Utah) had received a $1.4 million con
tract to provide radio aids for air navi
gation. Hercules, Inc. of Wilmington (Del
aware) won two ammunition contracts worth
$8.8 million from Oman and several other
countries. In January 1975, shortly after
Quaboos visited Washington, it was an
nounced that he was being supplied with
180 Hughes TOW surface-to-surface missiles
worth $1.3 million as well as a "modest"
number of helicopters.42 Other U.S. sup
pliers to Oman during the 1974-79 period
have been Cadillac Gage Co. of Detroit
(Michigan) (V-100 armored personnel carri
ers) and Bell Helicopter of Forth Worth
(Texas). Pan American Airways still runs
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Seeb and Salalah airports, which are ·both 
used for civilian and military purposes. 
The U.S. Federal Aviation Administration 
:'provides personnel, licensing, communica
tions, and facilities planning assis� 
tance." 43 

Meanwhile, the Omani economy is in sham
bles. At times the Sultan spends up to 50 
percent of the total national expenditure 
for the military. Army , Navy and Air 
Force combined include some 20,000 person
nel - a sizable number for a country with 
less than one million inhabitants. how
ever, it is expected that the Sultan will 
continue his•military policy; a wealthy 
donor has come to his aid: Saudi Arabia. 
The New York Times wrote. that it "is taken 
for granted" in Oman that 11Saudi Arabia 
will pay for much of the projected Ameri
can aad other Western military assis
tance. 11 44 (In October 1980, General David 
Jones, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff, travelled to Saudi Arabia and sub
sequently went to Oman.) 

Saudi Arabia is already paying for a 600 
mile highway that will connect Muscat with 
the Dhofar region for the first time. Un
doubtedly, the project has great strategic 
significance. Egypt has also become one of 
Oman's benefactors. Egyptian government 

officials have frequently travelled to 
Oman since the Shah's regime collapsed in 
Iran. The PFLO stated that in the spring 
of 1979 several thousand Egyptian sol
diers were sent to Oman (this was also re
ported in several 1-!iddle Eastern papers) 
and that on February 1, 1980, 6,400 Omani 
troops conducted military maneuvers in 
Dhofar together with approximately 2,000 
Egyptian and U.S. troops.45 Both the U.S. 
and Egyptian governments denied this 
charge. 

Furthermore, the Reagan administration 
is likely to increase the U.S. presence in 
Oman. Reagan's �fational Security Advisor 
Richard Allen, for one, has repeatedly em
phasized that facilities and bases are 
"not the same thing" and spoken out for 
the need for U.S. military bases in the 
Middle East.46 Likewise, Admiral Thomas 
Moorer and Alvin Cottrell of the George
town University Center for Strategic and 
International Studies (CSIS, which has 
very close ties to the Reagan administra
tion) have pointed out the �ed for U.S. 
bases in the Middle East. They particu
larly emphasize the role of Oman. Oman 
"offers one of the most important strate

gic footholds on the Arabian peninsula ••• " 
The island of Masirah "could be used as a 

Women and the Revolution in Oman 
Special Issue of 'News from .Oman and Southern Arabia'(former 'News from Oman'), 
No 36, November 1980. 57 pages with many photos. 

This special issue is a contribution to the understanding of 
the role of the Omani women in the revolution. The participa
tion of women in the revolution has been shifting in strength 
·and changing in character concurrently with the changing con
dition� during the various phases of the Oinani Revolution.
Therefore this special issue starts with a comprehensive ana
lysis of the backgrourtd and development of the liberation
struggle under the leadership of the Peoples Front for the Li
be�ation of Qnan(PFLO) and its present situation. Then follows
a detailed analysis of the traditional role of the O:nani wo
men, her role in the various phases of the liberation strugg-·,
le, and of the impressive results which have been achieved.
Special emphasis is put on the work of the Omani Womens Orga
nization. To illustratE the general analysis this special is-
sue brings 2 interviews with revolutionary Omani Women.

,Send$ 2 / £ 1 or equivalent, and we will send you(postpaid) 'Women and the'.Re
volution in Oman' + 2 other current issues. Add$ 1 /£a.so if you pay by 
check. Enclose payment with order to 
Box 86, DK-1003 Copenhagen K, Denmark. 

26 - Counterspy
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staging base for U.S. Marine forces ••• 
More generally, Oman ••• is well situated 
for the positioning of supplies and spare 
parts for U.S. forces in the region •••• A 
clear quid pro quo for the use of facili
ties in Oman �rould be the commitment of 
U.S. military �upport for the Sultan in 
the event of a new flaring of t�e rebel
lion in the Dhofar region ... Merely a U.S. 
military presence in or near Oman might do 
much to deti7 

a revival of the Dhofar in
surgency." 

The U.S. is about to replace England as 
the dominating neo-colonial power in Oman. 
Therefore, there is a good chance that the 
U.S. will be involved directly in a war in 
Oman. Contrary to what the Sultan would 
like to believe, the PFLO is still alive. 
The main forces have moved into Democratic 
Yemen. In a speech on the 15th anniversary 
of the Omani revolution in June, 1980, 
Abdel Samad,� member of the Executive 
Committee of the PFLO stated that, in 
spite of military and political setbacks, 
the PFLO has not been defeated: "Let us 
struggle to rebuild ourselves, ideologi
cally, politically and militarily and to 
COI\tinue the revolutionary war." 

FOOTNOTES 

1) MacLeans, 5/26/80, p.29.
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3) ibid.
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by Konrad Ege 

command between the Philippines and the 
Mediterranean." U.S. officials called the 
�mall naval taskforce operating out of 
Bahrain "a key to stability in the Gulf 
and the· area's 40 perc

1
nt of the world's 

proved oil reserves." 
Bahrain was a British colony until 1971. 

·rt is ruled by Sheik Isa Ibn Sulman al
Khalifa. For his survival, the Sheik de
pends on British and U.S. aid. He leads a
repressive regime, or, as a confidential
CIA memorandum of March 22, 1976 words it:
'"He reigns industriously, providing the
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velvet glove for the family's iron grip on 
Bahrain." At the same time, the memo con
tinued, "The Amir faces a significant 
amotmt of political dissidence a..,d diffi
cult economic and social problems." 

So far, Sheik Sulman has been able to 
suppress "political dissidence", thanks to 
his British advisors. Indeed, a number of 
British citizens have been.hired by the 
Sheik to rtm the Public Security Force, 
which has about 1,500 employees. It is di
vided into three units: the Security 
Force; the Special Branch; and the police. 
All three tmits are tmder the control of 
the Interior Ministry.2 A U.S. government 
publication stated in 1977 that. "The Spe·
cial Branch performs both criminal inves
tigation and political intelligence gath
ering. Many of the senior officers of the 
Special Branch and the Security Force are 
non-Bahraini. In 1976 British, Jordanians, 
and Pakistanis were responsible for many 
operations, particularly technical equip
ment and the surveillance of resident 
aliens. Foreign observers described the 
two units as particularly effective in•in
telligence gathering. 113

The small Bahrain Defense Force is like
wise virtually controlled by foreigners, 
mainly from England from which Bahrain 
gets most of its arms. Fred Halliday con
firms this foreign influence: "Security in 
Bahrain is tmder the command of two long
standing British cotmterinsurgency ex
perts, Ian Henderson, a veteran of the Mau 
Mau campaign in Kenya in the 1950's, and 
Maj, Gen. Jim Bell,'' 4 In short, the 1976 
CIA memorandum was hardly exaggerating 
when it described Sulman al-Khalifa as 
"highly responsive to his British advi
sors." 

While the British are still the dominant 
force in Bahrain, over the last ten years 
the U.S. government and U.S. corporations 
have managed to increase their influence. 

.In 1977, a $500,000 "U.S.-Bahrain Security 
Assistance Program" was launched, and ten 
U.S. advisors went to Bahrain.5 In 1979, 
the State Department's Office of Munitions 
Control li.censed the shipment of military 
goods worth $694,756 to Bahrain; $88,300 
worth of the material was classified under 
the category "Riot Control Agent/Herbi
cide. 116 The $694,756 amotmt in 1979 was a
considerable increase from $126,440 in 
1978.7 In addition, according to the U.S. 
Defense Security Assistance Agency, Bah
rain received $83,000 worth of U.S. mili
tary training in 1978.8

28 - Counterspy

U.S. influence also reaches into the 
economy. One of Bahrain's largest employ
ers, the Bahrain Petroleum Company (BAPCO) 
is owned by Caltex and run by U.S. citi
zens. A number of U.S. corporations have 
moved their Middle East headquarters to 
Bahrain, drawn there by incentives ex
tended to them by the Bahraini rulers. 
Bahrain is becoming a major banking center 
in the Middle East with tax laws extremely 
favorable to foreign investment; and while 
Bahrain's own oil production is small the 

' 
' 

country s business establishment profits 
greatly from the Saudi oil wealth. 

During the early 1970's, the U.S. Navy 
was very visible in Bahrain with the pres
ence of as many as 1,150 U.S. sailors and 
dependents.9 The Bahraini rulers allowed 
U.S. warships and planes almost unlimited 
access to the country. Sheik Sulman was 
the only Arab ruler to allow oil to be 
loaded for use by the U.S. forces in Viet
nam during the 1967 Arab-Israeli War. Dur
ing the late 1960's and early 1970 1 s, 
BABCO also supplied large quantities of 
aviation gas to U.S. pl�es raiding and 
bombing North Vietnam.10 

During the October 1973 Arab-Israeli 
War, Sulman al-Khalifa told the U.S. gov
ernment that the &avy had to leave. One 
year later, the Sheik reversed himself 
"reportedly after two high U.S. officials 
visited Iran and Saudi Arabia. The Saudis 
exercise considerable influence over Bah
rain's foreign policy.1

111
However, in August 1975, Sheik Sulman 

informed the U.S. government that the 
Navy's $4 million-a-year lease would be 
terminated by June 30, 1977. It appears 
that he was motivated by internal opposi
tion to the U.S. presence and by criticism 
of other Arab countries. June 1977 came, 
but not much changed. On paper, the U.S .• 
naval base was dissolved, and its opera
tions were shifted onto the flagship of 
MIDEASTFOR, the U.S.S. La Salle. In spite 
of the official base closure, U.S. mili
tary personnel are still stationed on the 
ground in Bahrain. The gate to their "non
existene' facility -- which has no identi
fication sign -- is guarded by Bahraini 
government security personnel, and U.S. 
military personnel must change into civil
ian clothes when they leave the facility. 
And, despite its "non-existence", in 1979, 
the U.S. government paid Bahrain $2 mil
lion for the use of the al-Jufai., base.12 

After the official closing of the base 
in June 1977, Newsweek commented: "What's 
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the most remarkable about the termination 
of the U.S.-Bahrain agreement is how lit
tle will actually change. 11 13 The DMS Mar
ket Intelligence Report wrote about the 
base closing and a new U.S.-Bahrain agree
ment restricting U.S. access to the is
land: "The new agreement negotiated be
tween the U.S. and Bahrain ••• is actually 
only a cosmetic alteration of the military 
situation. 11 14 In fact, the number of U.S. 
military personnel was only reduced and 
their families were sent home. Transport 
planes from the U.S. Military Airlift Com• 
mand continue .to use Bahrain airport to 
deliver supplies and exchange personnel. 
In addition, the commander of MIDEASTFOR 
still lives in Bahrain's capit�l, Manama. 

A CIA officer stationed in the U.S. Em
bassy in Manama, Bahrain is John F. 
Purinton. He was bom on June 29, 1938� 
and has served in New Delhi, India, and 
in Karachi, Pakistan. In Manama, 
Purinton uses the cover of a ''Second 
Secretary for Economic/Corrmercial Af
fairs". He was assigned to Mancuna on 
Noverrber 9, 19?9. 

In September, 1980, the Peoples' Front 
in Bahrain (PFB) issued a report which 
further strengthened the contention that 
the U.S. Navy had never left Bahrain. The 
Front wrote the following: "In spite of 
the Bahrain! government's refusal to ac
knowledge the presence of permanent U.S. 
military establishments, personnel of na
val units in Bahrain, !ihe attache4] docu-
1ments prove [tha(] •.. the U.S. has a per
manent military presence in Bahrain (the 
al-Jufair Naval Base)." 

To prove that point, the PFB provided a 
copy of a disembarkation card of a U.S. 
citizen, Stephen E. Baker, who gave his 
occupation as "U.S. Military", and his ad
dress as ."U.S. Navy, Bahra:i!n". Baker, ac
cording to the document, entered Bahrain 
on June 18, 1980. Another disembarkation 
card obtained by the PFB had been issued 
to Ellen Herbert. She gave her address as 
"U.S. Navy, Bahrain", and her occupation 
as "wife". 

While Sheik Sulman has been sustained by 
the British and U.S. governments., it has 
not been without its cost. Over the years, 
there have been repeated demonst�atioas 
against the U.S. military presence in Bah
rain. After the failed military mission 
into Iran in April, 1980, anti-U.S. demon
strations took place in Bahrain for sever
al days when reports appeared in the press 

that U.S. planes used an airfield in Bah
rain in the mission. 

In the 1950's and 1960's, numerous work 
strikes were directed at BABCO. At times 
the strikes expanded into country-wide 
strikes wLth the workers demanding the 
right to form trade unions, improved work
ing conditions, and institution of a min
imum wage. In response, the ruling family 
resorted to brutal repression, but to this 
day has rtot been able to crush the mili
tant workers' movement. 

In 1973, the Sheik tried his luck with 
"limited democracy". After the women were 
deprived of their right to vote, a nation
al assembly was elected, which was highly 
restricted and had very little power. 
Still, when some members began to criti
cize the ruling family, Sheik Sulman shut 
the assembly down and hasn't tried another 
"experiment in democracy" since. 

In dealing with the opposition movement, 
the al-Khalifa family has never hes.itated 
to resort to torture and murder. A March 
5, 1980 underground paper listed 76 per
sons who were arrested in late 1979 and 
put in prison. 15 

The Bahraini rulers are also worried 
about the 3,000 students enrolled abroad. 
In May, 1980, Education Minister Sheik 
Abdulaziz Mohannned al-Khalifa issued new 
guidelines for Bahraini students abroad. 
They included the Ministry's right to su
pervise all students and gather informa
tion "to ensure they are studying satis
factorily" and, as far as students on 
scholarships are concerned, "the right of 
the Scholarship Board to withdraw a stu
dent from his studies if he has committed 
a crime or moral offense, or taken part in 
a political activity not approved by the 
Government.11 16 The Education Minister said 
that there "has been detectable political 
indoctrination, and some L5tudents] have 
gone too far, particularly those studying 
at Kuwait and Texas, and a few in Canada." 
He added: "The leftists are the worst, 
followed by the religious extremis ts. 11 17 

Bahrain is a prime example of an author
itarian, foreign-dominated regime which 
can hold on to power only through severe 
repression. In turn, the repression can 
only be carried out with foreign assis
tance. 

The rulers of Bahrain have managed to 
pacify a certain part of the population by 
letting them "share" the wealth from Bah
rain's oil and banking enterprises, but 
the regime -- with all its foreign advi-
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sors who run the country -- is on shaky 
1ground. Inevitably, the Sheiks will be 
forced to realize that their autocratic 
rule is doomed; the British will learn 
that they cannot have colonies forever 
.even if they give them "independ�nce"; and 
the U.S. government and corporations will 
be given another lesson in revolution. 
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Secret World Bank Document 
on Marcos: 
An Alliance Coming Apart? by Walden Bello 

(Ed. note: Dr. Walden Bello is with the 
Congress Task Force of the Anti�Martial 
Law Coalition and the Philippine Solidar
ity Network. The address of the Task For�e 
is P.O. Box 2386, Washington, D.C. 20013. 
Copies of the World Bank docwnents re
ferenced in this article are available 
from Counterspy and the Asia Record, 560 
College Ave., #6, Palo Alto, CA 94306.J 

"Attached is a draft paper on 'Political 
and Administrative Bases for Economic Pol
ic:y in the Philippines.' A luncheon semi
nar has been scheduled for 1230-1500 on 
Friday, Dec.5 to discuss it. Since the 
contents of the paper could be controver
sial, I would appreciate your treating it 
accordingly." (From cover letter by L.E. 
Hinkle, acting chief, World Bank Philip
pine Division) 

"The paper's assertions are intended to . .• 
sensitize Bank staff to potential problems 
that could affect the viability of the 
Bank's approach and operations in the 
Philippines." (From cover note by William 
Ascher, Central Projects Division, World 
Bank) 

30 - Counterspy 

"Here it is," our "deep throat" in the 
World Bank whispered as he passed me the 
document in the crowded Bank cafeteria 
where the subsidized food for some of the 
world's highest paid "civil servants" 
makes it one of the cheapest places for 
lunch in Washington. 

"They've prepared it for the Consulting 
Group meeting in January," he added as he 
pulled �ay, referring to the informal 
grouping of governments, development agen
cies, and multilateral banks that will de
cide the fate of future lending to the 
Marcos regime in Paris on January 29 and 
30, 1981. 

The uproar that ensued after the Con
gressional Task Force and Counterspy re
leased the document.to the press confirmed 
what our nervous contact had told us about 
the explosiveness of the document. A call 
to the World Bank drew the angry denial 
that the secret paper was an "official 
World Bank document" together with the ad
mission that it was, neve'rtheless, a World 
Bank study. The press officer inadvertent
ly slipped and revealed that four govern
ments had innnediately demanded the report, 
but he was quick to add, "We had to re
fuse, on grotmds of confidentiality." The 
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Agence France Presse correspondent in
formed us that Bank officials were · "very 
angry and determined to find the leaker. 1'
Somehow, the Congress Task Force telephone 
number got to a number of corporations and 
banks, and we were soon hearing from 
alarmed executives eager to get their 
hands on the document� "We've poured quite 
a sum in those islands, you know," volun
teered an economic analyst from a Los An� 
geles based bank. 

THE ASCHER MEMORANDUM 

The document that sent a shudder through 
international financial circles was a 14-
page memo the likes of which had never be
fore been flushed out of the World Bank. 
It was prepared under the direction of 
William Ascher, of the Bank's Cent.ral Pro
jects Division and a "political risk" spe
cialist at Johh Hopkins University. Mem
bers of the Bank's East As'ia Division as 
well as commercial bankers contributed to 
its conclusions. Ignoring the usual bland 
technocratic jargon of Bank reports, the 
document bluntly confirmed the worst fears 
that the banks and corporations had about 
one of their favorite clients. It asserted 
that: 

1) Marcos is doomed. The memo projects
"increasing precariousness of the current 
administration, whtch could result in the 
lifting of martial l�w under a parliamen
tary system in which President Marcos, 
even if initially situated as Prime Minis
ter, would have serious difficulty remain
ing in power, or a military government." 
It traces the loosening of Marcos' grip on 
power to "an almost universal perception 
in the Philippines that income distribu
tion is deteriorating. This perception is 
reinforced by declining real wage rates 
and by the government's concurrence in the 
Five-Year Development Plan 1978-82 that 
regional disparities in income-distribu-
tion have been increasing. 

"The political implication of this per
ception of a worsening distribution of in
COll\e,11 continues the analysis, "ha·s been, 
as one might expect, to detract from the 
popularity of the Marcos administration 
and to bring into question the sincerity 
and competence of the 'New Society' pro
gram .•. Marcos' justification of martial 
law, which had included the argument that 
the economic elite had a stranglehold 
over the economy through its political 
�ower, is weakened by any evidence that 

the martial law arrangement cannot reverse 
the trend of income concentration." The 
A.scher memorandum points to the emergence 
and consolidation of a "'new ruling coali
tion' consisting of the Marcos family and 
personal associates, high-level techno
crats, key bureaucrats and military offi
cers, and some wealthy businessmen. The 
alliance is cemented by personal loyalty 
to the President and by the fact that many 
of these figures, even in the military, 
are. from Marcos' home regipn of Ilocos." 

2) World Bank programs. in the Philip"'
pines have either failed or backfired. 40 
percent of the Bank's loa-;-program of $1.8 
billion between 1976 and 1980 went to "ru
ral development". But the report states 
that there has been "little improvement in 
the administrative capacity of the bureau
cracy, and hence in undertaking or even 
attempting rural development projects." 

More .central to the Bank's concerns, 
however, is its backing of the "industrial 
reform" program -- a wide-ranging effort 
to transform Philippine industry by dis
mantling protective tariffs, eliminating 
subsidies for local entrepreneurs, giving 
even more favored treatment to foreign in
vestors, and creating more export-pro
cessing zones. This program has been de
signed in line with the World Bank-Inter
national Monetary Fund (IMF) prescription 
of "export-led industrialization" as the 
strategy for Third World development. The 
program, asserts the study, has created 
considerable resentment among Filipino 
businessmen. "In this regard, 11 it warns, 
"the World Bank's imprimatur on the indus
trial program runs the risk of drawing 
criticism of the Bank as a servant of mul
tinational corporations and particularly 
of U.S. economic imperialism." 

3) Foreign Domination of the Philippine
economy has increased sharply, partly �i! 
result � World Bank policies. "Multina·• 
tional ,corporations," notes the Ascher 
memorandum, "have become more important, 
and the investment-promotion efforts of 
the administration are attracting more in
vestment from such companies as Ford, 
Shell, and American Can Company; foreign 
investment in 1980 will be more than five 
times the annual average for the previous 
decade .11 

The elimination of protective tariffs 
and subsidies -- the linchpin of the 
Bank's industrial reform program -- will 
result in even greater foreign control. As· 
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the memo candidly admits, "Protectionism, 
one of the few bulwarks of the precarious 
local,private entrepreneurial sector, is 
the major target of the liberalization 
program. The government has indicated that 
it plans to reduce the number of 'over
crowded' industries from 33 to less than 
ten." Only ten sectors, in other words, 
will enjoy some degree of protection from 
foreign multinational competition. 

4) Political alternatives to Marcos
would probably carry out nationalistic 
economic programs inimical to the Bank's 
economic prescriptions. In response to be
ing squeezed, the local industrial sector, 
warns the memo·, is "now using the nation
alist argument to criticize the. govern
ment's policy, thereby finding common 
ground with the m�re ideologically-o.rient
ed opposition centered at the universi·· 

' ties. If nationalism is the general appeal 
of the opposition's attack on Marcos' eco
nomic �olicy, anti-American sentim�nt is 
its most immediate and growing manifesta
tion. Even though much of recent foreign 
investment is in fact from Japan and 
Western Europe, the inflow of foreign in
vestment has been portrayed by critics as 
American recolonialization." 

The paper then proceeds to sketch out 
likely "political scenarios": 11For the 
Philippines' political future beyond the 
next 3-5 years, it would be difficult to 
rank the likelihood of three plausible 
scenarios: continued control by Marcos, a 
restoration of democratic practices domi
nated by the current opposition, and mili
tary intervention. Each would imply a dif
ferent atmosphere for the choice and im
plementation of economic policy. 11 

· · The Ascher study thus comes to the
Bank's excruciating dilennna: Marcos is on
his way out, yet all likely alternatives
would be detrimental to the Bank's inter
ests. Military intervention against Marcos
would probably result in the installation
of "younger officers vhose political atti
tudes were molded by the more radical pe
riod of the 1960' s ••. " Thus, a successor
military ·regime, "given its expectab1e
preoccupation with national security and
self-reliance, is likely to be at least
somewhat more nationalistic in its orien-

. tation than Marcos has been."
A scenario of "restored democratic prac

tice, under either a presidential-congres
sional or parliamentary system" is equally 
distasteful since "the nationalist posi-

; .... , tion of Marcos' opposition commits them to 
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support nationalist legislation, even if 
at rather high economic costs. If not, the 
precarious inter-class coalition cemented 
by the nationalism issue would be jeopar
d'ized." 

The nationalistic government would sweep· 
away the "technocrats" who act as the most 
effective spokespersons of the Bank within 
the current administration. "The techno
crats have no power base except through 
their connection with Marcos and his close 
allies , making it unlikely that they could 
battle back to power unless and until the 
new administration wants them." The memo
randum predicts bleakly: "An industrial 
program based on foreign investment would 
in all likelihood come under strong at-
tack." 

The Bank, nevertheless, appears to re
gard either alternative as unstable and 
suggests that a third, more worrisome out
come is waiting in the wings: While down
playing the current strength of the New 
People '·s Army, it nevertheless warns that 
"it could appear as the main armed oppo
nent of the Government_ if things fall 
apart dramatically after Marcos." 

ANALYTICAL SHORTCOMINGS 

The Ascher study is not without its 
shortcomings. For one, it overemphasizes 
the nationalist movement of the current 
opposition to Marcos of the local business 
community. At this point, the mainspring 
of entrepreneurial opposition is anti
Marcos rather than anti-imperialist. It is 
nevertheless accurate in projecting that 
if the current trend of foreign domination 
continues and th� industrial reform pro
gram is implemented brutally, as planned, 
the business class will have no choice but 
to adopt a nationalist stance and close 
ranks with the left. 

It is in its analysis of the left that 
the Ascher memorandum falters. But perhaps 
we come here against the limits of bour
geois class consciousness, which tends to 
downgrade the role of the masses as the 
key actors in history. It does not seem to 
be aware of the existence of the National 
Democratic Front, the most organized sec
tor of the resistance, which integrates 
the most active mass oppositionists in the 
urban, rural, church, and student sectors 
on an anti-feudal and anti-imperialist 
program. It mistakenly belittles

., 
the 

weight of the Christian left in the Church 
political spectrum, though it entertains 
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the afterthought that "the impact of radi
cal priests on the populace they influence 
may have long-term effects." Similarly, 
the upsurge of student activism since 1977 
is attributed to economic grievances, 
whereas, in fact, protests over tuition 
rates have been mainly used as a smoke
screen for political demands such as the 
lifting of martial law. The biggest out
pouring of student unrest in recent months 
has, in fact, been over a palitical issue 
and motivated by anti-imperialist poli
tics: the National Education Act of 1980 
has been targetted by student leaders as a 
World Bank-financed effort "to regiment 
Philippine education in accordance with 
the demands of foreign vested interests.11

1 
The remarkable expansion of the New Peo

ple's Army (NPA), even under conditions of 
extreme repression, to more than half of 
the Philippines' 71 provinces since the 
declaration of martial law is ignored, and 
one fails to see even one reference to its 
more obvious successes in building consol
idated base areas, such as those on the 
island of Samar. Instead, the study falls 
back on such obsolete axioms of the coun
ter-guer.rilla establishment as the left 
"has no leader of the stature of Ho Chi 
Minh" or "Apparently, most Filipinos re
main staunch anti-communists." 

THE MAKING AND UN-MAKING OF AN ALLIANCE 
-- -- --

To appreciate the significance of the 
document, one must see it in the context 
of the overwhelming political influence 
that the World Bank has exercised in the 
Philippines since the declaration of mar
tial law on September 21, 1972 

In the mid-seventies, the Philippines 
was designated by the Bank as a "country 
of concentration" to which the flow of aid 
in the next few years would be "higher 
than average for countries of similar size 
and income." 2 The designation followed an 
assessment that martial law was benefi
cial for the growth of the Philippine eco
nomy. The abolition of Congress was viewed 
by Bank staffers as providing the execu
tive "with almost absolute power in the 
field of economic development," resulting 
in "a significant improvement in economic 
and financial management." 3 

At a time that Anmesty International had 
already come out with its famous 1976 re
port on torture in the Philippines, the 
Bank emerged as a conscious apologist for 
the dictatorship. A confidential memoran-

durn issue<l by the Philippine Division 
chief Michael Gould asserted: "While the 
country is formally under martial law,the
basic strategy of the Government is to 
resort as little as possible to outright 
coercion and to broaden support through 
the development of effective economic pro
grams." 4 

Projected in its public propaganda as a

neutral, apolitical institution, the World

Bank was candidly portrayed by Gould as 
continuing "to have a close working rela
tionship with the Government and to play
an important role in suppor!ing the coun
try's development effort." He boasted 
that the Bank's basic economic report "pro
poses a broad framework for future devel
opment which the Government has accepteg as a basis for future economic plans." 

Key in implementing the World Bank's 
plans for export-led growth and rural de
velopment were set of Ivy League-educated 
Filipino technocrats like Gerardo Sicat, 
chief of the National Economic Development 
Authority, and Finance Minister Cesar 
Virata, whose training had provided them 
with the same mindset as the Bank's opera
tives. "The Bank can play a major role," 
Gould asserted, "because the Government is 
receptive to Bank staff advice. An active
Bank presence also has the effect of 
strengthening the position of the highly 
trained technical leadership in the Gov
ernment and helping them to achieve policy
objectives, which we endorse." 7 

By 1977, the Philippines had leaped to 
the list of the top seven recipients of 
World Bank loans.8 Whereas between 1946 
and 1973, the country had received only 
$301 million in Bank loans, between 1973 
and 1980, more than $2 billion was fun
neled heatedly into some 47 projects.9 By 
early 1980, another $3 billion was on the 
drawing boards for the period 1982-86.10 

The sharply increased World Bank funding 
for the Philippines was accompanied by de
creased financing from the U.S. Agency for 
International Development (AID). The move 
was engineered by the Bank's dominant mem
ber, the United States, whose bilateral 
aid programs were coming under congressio
nal and popular criticism for their role 
in propping up repressive right-wing re
gimes. The Gould memo explicitly tied the 
bigger role of the World Bank to these po
litical developments: "We do n.ot expect 
[loan] connnitments from the major bilater
al donors to increase in real terms during
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the coming years due to fresently unfavor
able political climate for foreign aid and 
other competing claims on their aid re
sources ••• Continued IBRD [World Bank,] and 
ADB [Asian Development Bank] assista�ce on 
a large scale would not only help to en
sure that the overall maturity structure 
of external debt would remain within man
ageable limits, but also would help the 
Government to increase its borrowings from 
Ex-Im Banks and other commercial 
sources." 11 

Having tied itself to the political for
tunes of the Marcos regime, the Bank moved 
into the center of Philippine political 
controversy. A World Bank-Marcos plan to 
erect the Chico River Dam complex in 
Northern Luzon evoked widespread resis
tance when it was revealed that it would 
displace some 100,000 Kailinga and Bontoc 
tribespeople and flood o�t 3,419 square 
kilometers of rice terraces that made up 
one of the world's most energy-efficient 
systems of agriculture.12 

The Bank also ventured into a minefield 
in its urban-development efforts. It 
emerged in the early seventies as the most 
influential backer of the Marcos plan to 
create a "Metro-Manila Govemment11 that 
would centralize the administrative and 
political authority of 13 separate cities 
and municipalities. "The Bank strongly 
supports the establishment of a Metropoli
tan Manila Government, 11 World Bank officer 
George Votaw stated in 1975, 11and we stand 
ready to assist the Government with tech
nical assistance and financing to tackle 
questions of organization and management, 
fiscal policy, programming and budget
ing." 13 

It thus assisted directly in scrapping 
what remnants of local control remained 
after the declaration of martial law, and 
concentrating power in the hands of the 
Marcos family -- something that became 
very clear when the dictator appointed his 
wife, Imelda, to the governorship of the 

· area, which is the Philippines' richest
region.

When the Bank and Marcos moved to relo
cate 2,000 urban-poor families in the
Tondo Foreshore area of Manila to provide
port facilities servicing multinational
firms, mass resistance, as in Chico, broke
out, touching off a well-publicized spiral
of resistance and repression that saw the
leaders of the urban poor hunted down and
tortured by the authorities.

These events triggered the first strains
34 - Counterspy

in the Marcos-World Bank relationship; and 
they could only be exacerbated by the 
critical stance that such U.S. allies as 
West Germany and Japan began to take to
ward the Bank's heavy involvement with 
Marcos. In late 1979, an official West 
German Government aid mission issued a 
scathing criticism of the Bank-funded 
Tondo relocation project, calling atten
tion to "the lack or almost total absence 
of genuine cooperation and communication 
between the implefenting authorities and
the squatters." 1 Also sharply disputed
by the Germans was the Bank's claim that 
the relocation lots provided by its dif
ferent projects could be afforded by the 
urban poor. "It seems that the income data 
on Metro-Manila for 1979 used by ••• the 
World Bank," asserted the mission, "are 
extremely inaccurate for the lower 50 per 
cent of the population." 15 

In a rare admission that things were, in 
fact, different from its public claims of 
success, the Bank's Urban Division was 
forced to acknowledge that "the govern
ment's provision of shelter to the urban 
poor in Manila with which the Bank has 
been associated benefited fewer people 
than ultimately need assistance and cannot 
necessarily reach the very poorest seg-
ments of society." 16 

The Japanese, for their part, worried 
about the World Bank's easy lending to 
Marcos and its lackadaisical attitude to
ward the Philippines' escalating debt. 
When Bruce Jones, then acting chief of 1the

Philippine desk, estimated at the December 
1979 Consultative Group meeting that the 
Philippines' debt-service ratio (the ratio 
of debt repayments to export receipts) 
would rise from 19 per cent in 1980 to 22 
per cent in the mid-eighties, the Japanese 
delegation protested. Noting that the 20 
per cent figure for debt service is what 
is commonly regarded as the danger thresh� 
old, they warned, "The established figure 
of debt service now seems to us suffi
ciently high and may even tend to rise ••• 
if export receipts grow less than was ex
pected in the 1980's. We therefore con
sider that a cautious and reserved atti
tude toward this point should remain war

ranted." 17
Scattered criticism began to filter in 

from field missions .of the Bank. With the 
institution's heavy involvement in rural 
project�, Bank operatives were greatly 
concerned with the Government's two show
case programs: land reform and the Masa•. 
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gana 99 rural credit program. The results 
were discouraging.-

On land reform, a 1978 Bank review noted 
ext.remely slow movement, with only five 
per cent of the landlords and ten per cent 
of the target area subjected so far to the 
reform. "The basic reasons fo·r these de
lays," asserted the report, "are as fol
lows: (a) incomplete records of land ti
tles and land rights; (b) lack of dynamic 
leadership within the principal agencies; 
(c) inefficient management and shortage of
trained manpower; and (d) opposition to
the land reform program by landlords,
coupled with lack of power on the part of
the DAR [Department of Agrarian Reform] to·
enforce the reform legislation." 18

The same review asserted that in the 
Masagana 99 rural credit program, "Gener
ally, performance has been disappointing 
••• farmer participation rates and credit 
repayments have been decreasing." l9 Not
ing a stunningly high rate of default 
among peasant debtors, a 1980 Bank study 
reached a more drastic conclusion: " •• the 
program has had a high cost in terms of· 
unrecovered capital, the serious effect 
on the financial condition of lenders, 
and the credit attitudes of lenders and 
borrowers alike ••• The impairment of the 
financial capacity of rural banks -- and 
many borrowers -- and the detrimental im
pact of these programs on the credit atti
tudes of both, have jeopardized the abili
ty of agricultural credit to serve longer 
term production objectives in the Philip
pines." 20

Project reviews began to accumulate mul
tiple instances of cost overruns, time 
overruns and other technical obstacles, 
leading to a 1979 evaluation that 63 per 
cent of all Bank projects were saddled 
with implementation problems, up from 30 
per cent in 1977.21

More disturbing, however, were the con
clusions of a major Bank mission sent to 
the Philippines in 1979 to study the ex
tent and dimensions of poverty. The mis
sion found a "startling" 50 per cent de
cline in real wages between 1960 and 
1975, and noted that much of the increase 
in absolute poverty occurred in the first 
half of the seventies -- the first years 
of martial law.22 .It was not, however, 
only the intentions and effectiveness of 
the regime that was called into question 
by the poverty mission report. In the pre
liminary draft of the document, the mis
sion cautiously suggested that a great 

part of the blame lay in the large deval
uation of the peso in 1969, which was im
posed by the World Bank and the IMF in the 
effort to "open up" or "liberalize" the 
Philippine economy. In arcane economese, 
the mission argued that the move made the 
production of agricultural export crops 
more attractive than producing manufac
tures for the local market. The conse- · 
quent outflow of capital from industry 
then drastically reduced workers' real in
comes.23 Resistance to the suggestion im
mediately came from Bank higher-ups, 
since, carried far enough, the analysis 
would erode the very rationale of export
led growth. 

THE CRISIS OF EXPORT PROMOTION 

The crisis of export-led development 
which was nothing but a euphemism for a 
poli£y of deepening and consolidation of 
the Philippines' agricultural exporting 
role in the neocolonial division of labor 
could not, however, be ignored. The most 
palpable index of the failure of the 
strategy was the current account deficit, 
which had widened sharply from $827 rrui.l� 
lion in 1977 to $1.6 billion in 1979. Un
der the most optimistic assumptions, the 
excess of imports of goods and services 
over exports was calculated to hit $3-
hillion in 1983. 24 

Worried delegates to the Consultative 
Group meeting in December 1979 'were told 
to expect large loan requirements for the 
Philippines in the coming years because 
the country had to borrow not only for 
development but also in order to cover 
the trade gap.25 External debt was pro
jected to rise from $11.7 billion in 1981 
to $19.3 billion in 1984; and dept ser-· 
vice payments from $1.7 billion to $3.1 
billion. The IMF had to concede that 
"the nature and extent of· the disequilib
rium facing the Philippine economy •.• can-
11ot be corrected in a short period of 
time." 26 

The disequilibrium was to be corrected, 
however, wi�h the application of more of 
the same medicine that the doctrinaire 
minds of the Bank and the IMF had con
sistently prescribed for troubled Third 
World economies. The main elements of the 
"stabilization 11 plan that came out of the 
Consultative Group meeting were the fol
lowing: 

(1) Dismantling .Qi_ price controls or �
ward adjustment ..Q.f controls on essential 
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counnodities and services, including petro
�' rice, sugar, flour and electricity. 
This method of dampening import demand was 
certain to erode even further the real in
come of workers, which had already de� 
clined by over 40 per cent since 1972. 

(2) More intense taxation to generate 
revenue to supplement external loans. 
Special taxes on oil, power, and transpor
tation were, mandated, as well as more 
stringent efforts to tighten up on the 
collection of income taxes from the rural 
population. 

(3) Maintenance of a "flexible rate of
exchange" responsi� to "market f�s"-.
Strong suggestions for a major devaluation 
of the peso were increasingly being 
floated by the Bank and IMF in the hope 
that this would fmprove the competitive
ness of Philippine exports. 

INDUSTRIAL REFORM 

The most controversial item pressed by 
the World Bank and the IMF, however, was 
the• "industrial reform program." The key 
element of this program. designed to bene
fit multinationals and spur e�ort-led 
growth was the dismantling of the tariff 
barriers and subsidies that constituted 
the last, precarious protection ·of the na
tional bourgeoisie against the onslaught 
of foreign corporations. Loath to lose the 
support of such a key social sector, the 
regime had hemmed and hawed on the issue 
since the mid-seventies. This time it had 
to concede. "Further steps will be taken 
to reduce the level of protection in order 
to open import-substitution industries to 
the test of external competition," de
clared IMF' s Andreas Abajis triumphantly 
at the Consultati�e Group meeting.27 The
terms of capitulation were laid out in a 
letter from the Philippine Government to 
IMF Managing Director J.D. Larosiere: 100 
and 70 percent tariffs would be immediate
ly reduce·d to 50 per cent, with more re
ductions phased in over time,28

Other elements of the reform included 
more attractive incentives for foreign in
vestors, more incentives for the produc
tion of "non-traditional" light-manufac
tured exports, and the creation of more 
"export-processing zones" where multina
tionals enjoying tax exemptions on imports 
and exports could locate their operations 
to take advantage of low-cost Filipino la
bor. 

Intent on drawing all resources toward 
export promotion, the IMF and the World 
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Bank also vetoed Marcos' grand plan to 
initiate eleven major capital intensive 
projects ranging from a petrochemical com
plex to a copp·er smelter. Designed by some 
narcos technocrats worried about the vir
tual non-existence of a heavy industrial 
base for the economy, and floated by a 
dictator· desperate for some scrap of le
gitimacy as an "economic nationalist", the 
project was shot down by the Bank: "Our 
view is that while some of these capital
intensive projects'are economically well 
justified (such as the ••• export-oriented 
copper smelter), others may not be, and do 
not harmonize well with· the policy re
forms ... " 29 It warned: "We expect the 
government to continue to display prudence 
and flexibility with regard to these pro
jects." 30 Capitulating once more, the re
gime subsequently "declared that the pro
j�cts would be implemented only if found 
viable by rigorous economic analysis." 31 

Awarding the carr6t after brandishing 
.the stick, the IMF gave Marcos a loan of 
$654 million for "balance-of-payments 
support" in February 1980. The World Bank 
followed shortly thereafter with a $200 
million commitment to finance all aspects 
of the industrial reform program. 

In spite of their outward demeanor of 
rationality, however,both the Fund and the 
Bank were groping wildly. Export promotion 
was, in fact, a blind alley, for fears of 
recession and inflation had triggered a 
wave of protectionism in the advanced cap
italist coµntries that were the princ�pal 
market for Philippine exports. Indicative 
of the growing, protectionism in the Phil
ippines' prime export markets were the 32 

major restrictions placed.on Philippine 
products in ten advanced countries in the 
last few years. Textile exports, for in
stance, which World Bank and government 
economists regarded as the "locomotive" of 
export-led growth, had triggered restric
tions in Australia, Canada, the Common 
Market, Norway, and Sweden. 32

· The IMF itself acknowledged that "export
promotion has become more difficult ·in the
present climate of uncertainty of the.in
ternational economy as well as the trade
restrictions faced by Philippine export
ers." 33 The success of the industrial re-.
form program, the Bank likewise admitted,
was greatly dependent on a non-protection
ist West: " ••. the benefits resulting from
export expansion would depend on the eco
nomic growth·and trade restrict!ons in in
dustrialized countries. If the environment
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turned out to be more adverse than pro
jected, then the ultimate benefits under 
the adjustment program would be re� 
duced." 34

THE SOMOZA SCENARIO 

It was within this �arger context of a 
neo-colonial economy slipping into irre

versible crisis that bombings began- to 
rock key establishments in Manila in the 
summer of 1980. Planned and put into mo
tion by elements of the local business 
elite, the traditional opposition, and the 
small "Social Democratic" groupings, the 
bombing campaign was motivated not so much 
by nationalism as by anti-tfarcos feeling. 
Indeed, the aim of the "urban terrorists" 
was to create an atmosphere of instabili-
ty, so as to provoke the United States to 
intervene and oust Marcos. 

Divorced from a mass base -- in contrast 
to the left -- and amateurish in organiza
tion, the urban bombers were easily 
smashed by Marcos' security forces and 
neutralized for the time being. But the 
significance of their actions was not lost 
to the World Bank: The withdrawal of local 
business support meant that, for all in
tents and purposes, Marcos' social base 
has been whittled down to the heavily 
Ilocano armed forces. The parallel with 
the developments in Nicaragua in 1978-79 
is increasingly evident: business going 
into active opposition and a dictator to
tally devoid of social support, except for 
the privileged National Guard. 

So behind the back of their favorite 
clients, the Bank high command commis
sioned the Ascher study to make a hard
headed assessment of what options were 
available to the Bank in the increasingly 
volatile situation. As the study demon
strates, the options are very limited. In 
the face of two or three nationalist al
ternatives, Marcos is still the least un
attractive from the point of view of the 

· World Bank and its masters, the multina
tional corporations. Thus the great
dilemma.

It is likely that no sudden move will 
emanate from the Bank. Aid currently com
mitted will probably go through. Rather, 
we might see a gradual phaseout of Bank 
financial support, in the hope that when 
the inevitable happens, the Bank will be 
able to cut its losses and be in a better 
bargaining position with a successor re
gime. Though principally political in in
spiration, what cutbacks may'occur will 

be justified on economic and technical 
grounds. This "out" was articulated in the 
Gould memorandum in 1976: " ..• the proposed 
lending program is predicated on the as
sumption that the good general management 
of the economy will continue .•. Should any 
of these re-conditions no longer apply, 
the lending program will be reviewed with 
a view t�5

making the necessary reduc
tions." 

Like the proverbial Dr. Frankenstein, 
the World Bank now finds itself in the un
enviable position of having to distance 
itself from - and, possibly eventually, to 
help bring down - a creature of its own 
making. 
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AlfLD's Corporate Intervention 
in Colombia 

(Ed. note: We have agreed to puhlish this 
article anonymously since the author trav
els regularly to Latin America.) 

Only recently has Colombia come into the 
international spotlight as a human rights 
violator. Although allegations of politi
cal repression and torture of pris0ners 
have been increasing throughout the past' 
two years, this nation of 26 million in
habitants in the northwestern part of 
South America maintained its image as one 
of the few remaining "civilian democra
cies", until the February 27, 1980 take
over of the Dominican Republic embassy by 
the M-19, a revolutionary group, and the 
April, 1980 Amnesty International report 
on massive violations of human rights in 
Colombia. 

Of co�rse, Colombians themselves are all 
too painfully aware of the fact that they. 
have been living under a state of siege 
for many years and that police powers were 
further heightened by the Security Statute 
which went into effect in September of 
1978. During the past two years, repres
sion h.as increased and become much· more 
visible to all, including international 
observers. Amnesty International cata-· 
logues a long litany of well-documented 
charges of torture of prison�rs, massive 
roundups of political and labor activists, 
and political assassinations at the hands 
of the government of Julio Cesar Turbay 
Ayala. Although the Colombian president is 
a civilian, he was elected through a pro
cess which was clearly manipulated by the 
two upper-class parties (Liberal and Con
servative), and he has given the military 
and police all the latitude they want to 
crack down on those working for social 
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change. 

U.S. CORPORATE ROLE 

What has the presence. of U.S. governmen
·tal agencies and multinational corpora-
tions meant to Colombia ? Like other Latin
American countries, Colombia has always
kept at least one eye on the 1colossus to
the north.11 

One of the most painful memories for Co
lombians is that of the 1928 "massacre of
the banana workers, 11 an atrocity which was
carried out by Colombian troops serving
the interests of the United Fruit Company
(now United Brands). The workers had gone
on strike against the conglomerate; esti
mates as to how many banana workers were
slaughtered by the troops in order to
break the strike go as high as several
thousand.

United Brands remains an important eco
nomic power on the Colombian scene, al
though now its· involvement takes the form
primarily of buying and exporting the ba
nanas, the key part o.f the business. A
1975 study published by the Colombian As
sociation of Agricultural Engineers noted
that the "Northamerican monopolies which
control the market apparatus, like the
United Fruit Company, along with the large
cattle ranchers and a handful of interme
diaries, own everything and get fabulous
profits at the expense of the workers who
live in the midst of hunger, misery, and
sickness."

In 1975 Priests for Latin America, an
organization of Colombian Catholic priests
who are in the forefront of the struggle
for a new society, published an article on
multinationals in Colomb�a. Referring to
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Colombia's mineral wealth, the author 
notes that "since the beginning of this 
century Northamerican monopolies came to 
control almost 100% of the production of 
gold, silver, and platinium. The produc
tion of gold, since foreign capital en
tered the picture, has been equal to that 
of three previous centuries." 

Colombia is also rich in petroleum, but 
the state-owned Ecopetrol controls only a 
miniscule part of the industry. The royal
ties paid to the government by the oil 
companies do not even amount to 15%, and 
the government participates in only 18% of 
oil exploitation. In other countries, such 
as Venezuela, the government's sr � is 
over 50%. Colombia is a foreign in- astor's 
paradise. 

Describing the effects of the "de-na
tionalization" of Colombian industry, one 
economist highlighted "the loss of control 
of certain decisions which affect the 
country. The multinationals have a global 
strategy for their worldwide operations, 
and as a result they show little sensitiv
ity to the economic policy of the host 
government." Basic economic activities 
like petro-chemicals, rubber, pharmaceuti
cals, electronics, paper, glass, and even 
the refining of petroleum are controlled 
by multinationals. Another source of con
flict lies in the repatriation of profits 
and royalties. The economist noted that in 
those countries "where the process of im
port substitution has been accompanied by 
foreign penetration of industry, balance 
of payment problems have increased. This 
is precisely the opposite of what was 
supposed to happen through import substi
tution" -- the policy which was said to be 
able to curtail imports by bringing for
eign firms onto native soil. It turns out 
that the multinationals themselves are ma
jor importers of the goods they use. 

In 1977, the Colombian Association of 
Agricultural Engineers offered a widely 
accepted critique of its "anti-national" 
ai.ld "pro-imperialist" government: "Yankee 
imperialism expropriates our national re
sources by using the tyranny of our Lib
eral and Conservative governing parties," 
but the working class "is rising up to 
denounce this shameful sell-out of our 
country •.. The hatred against the foreign 
exploiters ... , grows when one compares the 
disastrous conditions of the region with 
the immense riches beneath its soil, 
riches which are exploited for the profit 
of the monopolies at the expense of the 

local inhabitants .••• And this is done 
against a hard-working people who sooner 
rather than later will gain their demand: 
'Yankees out of Colombia!'." 

The Yankee corporate and governmental 
"guests", however, have no intention of 
leaving. Commerce America, an official 
publication of the U.S. Commerce Depart
ment keeps potential U.S. investors 
posted on promising business opportuni
ties in fields such as "U.S. motor vehi
cle maintenance and service equipment" 
which "dominates the Colombian market. 
Local industry produces simple hand 
tools. No significant production of pre
cision tools is anticipated in the near 
future; there is no production of auto 
diagnostic equipment." 

The �merican Chamber of Connnerce has its 
offices in the Bogota Hilton, where a typ
ical factory worker could enjoy a poolside 
"American breakfast" for one day's wage. 
The former chief of the U.S. Air Force 
Mission in Colombia, Colonel Bradford, is 
now in command of the Chamber, having pre
viously run the U.S. Air Force school in 
Panama. In an early 1978 interview, he ad
mitted that the U.S. Air Force had given 
some helicopter assistance to a Colombian 
government counter-insurgency campaign in 
1963. The colonel also connnented on the 
value of bringing Latin American military 
students to the U.S. for training: they 
become U.S.-oriented, and when they return 
home they are likely to be customers for 
U.S. military sales, which in turn entails 
U.S. parts supplies and other methods of 
influence. 

Colonel Bradford mentioned that the Co
lombian Constitution prohibits expropria
tion and that in general there are good 
guarantees for investments. His tone 
changed, however, when he noted that for
eign investors are beginning to be worried 
about the labor situation. One labor fed
eration in particular (the CSTC) always 
asks for more, he said, and seeks to 
create turmoil. 

AIFLD MOVES IN 

In order to calm the incipient fear of 
U.S. investors and to prevent labor "tur
moil", the U.S. has gotten heavily in
volved in· the union mo1ement in Colombia.
In 1975, Robert A. Hurwitch, then the U.S. 
Ainbassador in the Dominican Republic 
(where he made special efforts to defend 
Gulf and Western, owner of one third of 
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the sugar industry), wrote a letter in re
ply to a query about the nature of his 
former role as Labor Attache at the U.S. 
embassy in Bogota: "As Labor Attache, I 
worked to strengthen the non-Marxist Co
lombian trade union movement. I worked 
particularly closely with the UTC, which 
as you know is a Catholic-oriented trade 
union, and was.especially associated with, 
not the AIFLD but rather Jesuit Father 
Victor Andrade, the UTC spiritual advisor. 
I was also quite active in cooperating 
with the CTC • " 

The UTC -- Union de Trabajadores de Co
lombia, or Union of Workers of Colombia -
was founded in 1946 with heavy Church sup
port in order to provide a "free" and 
"democratic" alternative to the CTC -
Confederacion de Trabajadores de Colombia, 
or Confederation of Workers of Colombia -
which was thou�ht to be too worker-orient
-ed. Father Vicente Andrade was instrumen-
tal in the founding of the organization. 
In a January 25, 1964 article in America, 
he bemoaned: "Most of the early attempts 
to organize Latin America's workers into 
national, and, later, continental federa
tions were, alas, due to revolutionary 
leaders .11 

He nvantions the Confederation of Latin 
American Workers (CTAL) but notes that its 
guiding spirit was a Mexican communist. 
"Under the growing threat of this Commu
nist domination of labor, the idea arose 
of grouping all the democratic forces of 
labor in a confederation that would em
brace not only Latin America but the whole 
hemisphere. The AFL and the CIO, together 
with the UTC (Confederacion Interamericana 
de Trabajadores, Interamerican Confedera
tion of Labor) and other anti-Communist 
national groups, founded the CIT in Lima 
in 1948. Three years later this was re
named the Inter-American Regional Organi
zation (ORIT).11 

The role of Latin American labor federa
tions is a matter "of great moment for the 
future of democracy in America because, as 
experience has shown over and over, one of 
the instruments that communism uses to im
pose its sinister dictatorship is orga
nized labor. 11 Andrade speaks approvingly 
of ORIT's project to form trade union 
leaders and notes that 11this effort culmi
nated in the creation of the American In
stitute for Free Labor Development, with 
headquarters in Washington, D.C. 11 

Although the confederations include only 
a small percentage of workers in Latin 
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America, "in these countries, where polit
ical stability is so uncertain, the power 
of the democratic unions has been used 
tellingly, on more than one occasion, to 
tip the scales in favor of order and 
peace." As an example he cites "the common 
stand of the Colombian UTC and CTC this 
year against Communism." 

The UTC has been one of the main benefi
ciaries of the American Institute for Free 
Labor Development (AIFLD), founded in 1962 
under the leadership of George Meany and 
the AFL-CIO, the U.S. government, and al
most 100 of the top U.S. multinational 
corporations. The Institute naturally re
flects the fierce anti-communism of its 
supporters. "Anti-communism", however, is 
a convenient banner which in reality sig
nals a well-financed and well-coordinated 
crusade to insure "stability" for the cap
italist economic system, and to maintain 
"labor peace". 

Specifically, the AIFLD provides train
ing and sociai assistance programs for the 
benefit of the more conservative, pro-cap
italist labor federations. It exports 
"bread and butter unionism" -- the kind of 
labor organizing which concerns itself on
ly with wages and working conditions and 
which considers itself non-political in 
that it does not fundamentally challenge 
the premises of multinational capitalism. 
Like other institutions which call them
selves non-political, however, it plays an 
important political role by accepting the 
present system and by violently opposing 
radical change. 

By preserving "stability", AIFLD insures 
a favorable climate for investment, which 
is clearly desired by the U.S. government 
and corporations; by defending "free en
terprise", it gives full liberty to the 
companies for the exploitation of cheap 
labor, natural resources, and markets; and 
by extolling "democracy", which is hardly 
visible in Latin American pro-capitalist 
dictatorships, it seeks to discredit so
cialist alternatives on the false premise 
that socialism must be totalitarian. Since 
AIFLD receives about 90% of its funds from 
the Agency for International Development 
(AID), the foreign aid arm of the U.S. 
government, and since its directors in
clude the executives of the principal mul
tinationals, the AIFLD shows more loyalty 
to U.S. corporate interests than to Third 
World struggles. � 

In 1971 Justiniano Espinosa, former Sec
retary of the UTC, wrote that his federa-
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tion took up ;'the immense task of putting 
into practice the papal encyclicals" con
cerning labor relations. (In this context 
it is important to note that Catholic so
cial doctrine, while it criticizes exploi
tation and injustice, considers these to 
be "extremes" and "aberrations" of capi
talism and essentially defends the capi
talist system.) Espinosa continued: "The 
UTC rejected class struggle and accepted 
the principle of understanding, coopera
tion, and dialogue in the search for 
practical solutions to the grave social 
and economic problems." (The AIFLD also 
exists to combat the notion of class 
struggle and to promote mere dialogue.) 

El Spectador, a leading Colombian news
paper, citing official statistic-s, pointed 
out on January 3, 19 78 that "the real sal
ary of the Colombian working class fell 
22% from 1970 to 1977. But food prices 
went up 49% just in the last year of that 
period." As for the workers who receive 
only the minimum wage, their "buying ,power 
decreased 45% between 1963 and 1977, in 
spite of wage increases." 

The UTC official makes a telling state
ment when he says that his organization 
"defends private property but with the un
standing that this has a social function." 
What counts in the eyeB of the Colombian 
oligarchy and the U.S. benefactors of the 
UTC is the clear defense of private prop
erty; homilies as to how it should serve 
the common good need not be taken serious
ly. 

The official seems to take pride in 
stating that the UTC has been involved in 
takeovers of large uncultivated land hold
ings "in order to install thousands of 

I 

peasant families who owned nothing. Nei-
ther have the leaders of UTC permitted 
the capricious closing of companies, and 
in striving to impede unemployment they 
have ordered the workers to take over·fac
tories." In one such instance, in 1966, 
workers took over a sugar mill after they 
had been o� strike for six months and the 
company had decided to close it for good. 
The UTC explained that the workers "did 
not intend to usurp private property but 
to use it to benefit the community." 
Clearly, the temporary occupation was not 
intended to pave the way for the institu� 
tionalization of expropriation of capital. 

Espinoza claims that the UTC activities 
show how Christian social principles can 
be apJ>lied "without recourse to destruc
tive violence_or sterile demagogery." He 

notes that in 1948 the UTC "reaffirmed its 
opposition to Marxist programs and activi
ties." (In l�ne with this, the UTC de -
mantled that the government break relations 
with Cuba.) Espinosa concluded: "The true 
apostles of the workers are not the 
preachers of hatred nor the instigators ot 
violence but rather the honest leaders who 
through hard work create lasting projects 
and transform the existing social order." 
More contemporary "apostles of the work
ers" -- e.g. groups like Priests for Latin 
America -- make it clear that neither are 
they preaching hatred nor "instigating" 
violence. The institutionalized violence 
(never mentiqned by Espinosa) of the sta
tus quo, which means the exploitation of 
workers and government repression of so
cial movements, already exists, just as 
the class struggle of the rich minority 
against the poor majority already exists. 

It should be noted that the CTC -- Con
federation of Workers of Colombia -- also 
has a conservative approach to labor is
sues and thus is considered part of the 
labor establishment with which the pre
viously quoted U.S. Labor Attache was able 
to "cooperate". In a textbook prepared by 
the CTC for labor leaders, we find that 
•�egotiation or collective bargaining can
be compared to the cordial dialogue be
tween two interested parties who come to
gether to solve their differences." With
this approach the CTC is no threat to U.S.
corporate or governmental interests or to 
the Colombian oligarchy.

In early 1978 a visitor to the U.S. em
bassy in Bogota interviewed Donald Knight, 
the Labor Attache. He explained that his 
job consists largely in supplying Washing
ton with a wide variety of reports on the 
Colombian political, economic, and soci,al 
situation, not only on labor matters. He 
noted that AIFLD funds training programs 
for both the UTC and the CTC, but he ex
pressed concern over the fact that some 
Latin American unionists who are brought 
to the U.S. for education in economics re
turn to their countries but then go to 
work for business or for communist-ori
ented unions. 

The visitor left the embassy and went 
over to the AIFLD headquarters. The direc
tor, Mich�el A. Donovan, Jr., ac�nowledged 
that his Institute is funded mainly by 
AID. On the question of labor relations 
he is a believer in the importance of each 
�ide understanding the other side., He 
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mentioned AIFLD's plans to begin working pressed fear of getting out of his car 
with the peasant se�tor of the Colombian while driving downtown.· The interview pro-
population. Donovan was in Chile during vided some interesting glimpses into the 
the Allende years and felt sympathy for political assumptions and personal atti-
the people who had to wait in line for tudes of a man who represents the combined 
scarce goods. (He did not talk about the interests of the U.S. government, corpora-
plight of the poor majority who, before tions and (supposedly) labor. 
Allende's socialist experiment, had no ac- Soon this situation may change as cer
cess at all to some of the basic necessi- tain progressive sectors of the U.S. labor 
ties of life.) Donovan acknowledged that movement are beginning to take a close and 
AIFLD was originally cl.early anti-commu- critical look at how they are represented 
nist and that it still retains some of. in the Third World. They are not surprised 
that emphasis. In early 1978 there were that the U.S. government and corporations 
r�mors of a possible military coup in Co- seek to maintain "stability" ·and "labor 
lombia; the AIFLD director, like the peace" and work to suppress revolutionary 
chief of the U.S. military mission in Bo- change, but they are indignant that the 
gota, said that maybe that would happen. U.S. labor establishment is involved with

N�ither of these officials expressed en- reactionary forces which serve the inter
thusiasm for a coup, but Donovan mentioned ests of the multinationals rather than the 
that perhaps it would solve some of Colom- interests of the international working 
bia's problems for a couple of years. Rob-· class. More and more U.S. workers are con
bery, kidnapping, and other kinds of crime �inced that they must 1:>ecome allies of 
are serious problems in Bogota, as in oth- their Third World brothers and sisters in 
er poverty-stricken cities; Donovan ex- the struggle against a common foe. 

Australia: 
A Nice U.S. Colony 

I 

In late 1980, two highly explosive books 
were published in Australia. One of them, 
! Suitable Piece £f Real Estate by Desmond
Ball (Hale and Iremonger,·Sydney) details
the real functions of u.·s. installations
in Australia and provides a tremendeous
wealth of information on U.S. intelligence
in Australia. The other book, Documents of
Australia's Defense and Foreign Policy,

-

1968-1975, written by Richard Walsh and
George Munster (the book was printed in
Hong Kong) consists for the most part of
reprints of Australian governmental docu
ments, most of them classified.

While Ball's.book found a wide reader
ship, Walsh's and Munster's work didn't. 
Before it reached the bookstores, the 
Australian government blocked its distri
bution. Two papers, the Sydney Morning 
Herald and the Melbourne Age, which h'ad 
printed excerpts of the book, were also 
confiscated before they hit the news-
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stands. Later, both papers appeared with 
blank spaces where the excerpts had been. 

Australian Foreign Minister, Anthony A. 
Street said the court injunctions ·against 
the book were necessary "to preserve na
tional interests." The censorship of the 
book and the newspapers is the first such 
case in Australia since World War II. Many 
observers suspect that the real reason the 
book was stopped was to avoid embarrass
ment for the Australian government. 

Counterspy magazine was able to obtain a 
copy of the censored book. _The range of 
topics in the documents reprinted in it is 
wide. They include u.s.-Australian mili
tary and intelligence relations, Austra
lian-British intelligence links, Austra
lia's nuclear policies, an evaluation of 
the Australian and U.S. role in the Viet
nam war, Australian-Indonesian and Austra
lian-Malaysian collaboration, Australian 
and U.S. policies on East Timar, Austra-
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lian-Philippine relations, the decoloniza
tion of Papua New Guinea and an Australian 
analysis of the situation in the Middle 
East. In this article we will review ex
cerpts especially significant to the U.S. 

Chapter 1 focuses on the ANZUS (Austra
lia, New Zealand, U.S.) Treaty, which was 
finalized in 1951. Originally "designed to 
protect Australia against a possible re
surgence of Japanese aggression," it has 
become a justification for a number of 
U.S. bases in Australia. While some Aus
tralian officials argue that the U.S. bas
es can be used to commit the U.S. to the 
defense of Australia against a perceived 
enemy, the documents make clear that, in 
itself, "the ANZUS Treaty gives no binding 
assurance of U.S. support of Australia in 
the event of an armed conflict." 

The treaty is intentionally vague, and 
the Australian government, like a client 
state, leaves·"t:he interpretation of basic 
clauses to the U.S., such as Articles IV 
and V, which state that each signatory of 
ANZUS has to "act to meet the common dan
ger" in case 6f an armed attack on the 
armed forces, vessels, or aircraft of a 
signatory in the Pacific area. A brief for 
the Australian Minister of Foreign Affairs 
prepared by the Department of Foreign Af
fairs in June 1975, reports the following 
incident: 

"In 1959 Mr.WhitZam (Gough Whitlam, Mem-
ber of ParZiament) asked in Parliament 
'whiah of the islands off the aoast of 
China and Australia are inaluded in the 
term Paaifia Area in �he Seaurity Treaty 
between Australia, New Zealand and the 
us4 r "

' 

The Australian foreign minister didn't 
know and decided to ask the U.S. State De
partment. The document goes on. 

ship between -the three Governments this is 
something that is weZZ Zeft for deaision 
from time to time in the Zight of ahanging 
airaumstanaes. '"

A similar incident, documented in the 
book, took place in March, 1973, shortly 
after the Labor government had taken pow
er. It took a more cautious approach to• 
wards the presence of U.S. bases in Aus
tralia and began to inquire about the ac
tual purpose of the North West Cape base. 
This information could,not be located in 
Australian governmental documents, and a 
cable was sent to then Australian Ambassa
dor in Washington, Sir James Plimsoll. At 
first, he also was not able to get an an
swer. The following is an excerpt from his 
reply ,in a Confidential cable of March 20, 
1973. 

1'Beaause of the absenae from Washington 
of a nwnber of senior Defense Group offi
aers we have been hampered in providing 
answers to the questions raised in your 
telegram above. . • . . The fo Zlowing however 
is sent as a first report. 

You may be interested to look at 'The 
Mi Zi tapy Ba lanae l9? 2-73 ' published by the 
International Institute of Strategia Stud
ies (IISS) in London whiah Zists.United 
States radar and traaking faailities in
aZuding: 

(A) Distant Early Warning (DEW) Line: 33
stations, ro._ughly along ?O degree north
paraZZeZ (on whiah the Canadians might
be ab le to throw some light),
fB) BaZZistia Missile EarZy Warning Sys
tem (BMEWS): stations in Alaska, Green
land (Thule) and England (FlyingdalesJ -

on whiah the British-111ight be able to 
t'hrow some light, 
(CJ Pinetree Line: 23 stations in Cen
traZ Canada • . . . . . .

We have given a aursory examination to .!'The United States State Department sug- , the 11-part report of the hearings of the
gested a repZy as foZlows: 'The phrase Pa- Symington committee on 'United States Se-aifia Area as used _in severaZ _PZaaes in aurity Agreements and Commitment� Abroad' 
t�e ANZUS Treaty, 1-s not pre�1,sely d�- whiah was pub_lished over th� penod �ovem-
f1-ned, but doubtless has a w1-de appZ1-aa- ber 1969 to Januapy 1971 wh1-ah aonta1-ns 
tion. In view of the intimate reZationship aonsiderable detail of United States de
between the three Gov�rnments any areas of fence faaiZities abroad.
doubt might well be left for deaision from However referenaes to the funations of 
time to· time, in the light if ahanging , individuai faailities were deleted in the 
aiPaumstanaes. ' Mr. Casey, the Minister pubZia version of the report. 
for ExtemaZ Affairs, repZied to Mr. There are, nevert�eZess, referenaes to 
Whitlam as follows: 'The broad phrase Pa- navaZ aommuniaations stations at Rota i� 
aifia Area as used in several plaaes in Spain and Kinetra in Moroaao. 
the ANZUS :rreaty, is not preaiseZy de- As you.will know, senior United States 
fined. In view of the intimate ,reZation- offiaiaZs•have always denied there are any 
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United States missiZe submarines (SSBN's) "Australian inteZZigenae agencies are in 
opera.ting in the Indian Oaeari..... active liaison and exchange with the_Cen-

As you wiZZ aZso know, United States traZ InteZZigenae Agency (CIA), the De-
SSBN's operate from forward bases at HoZy fense IntelZigenae Agency (DIA), the Na-
Loah, Rota and Guam: tionaZ Security Agency (NSA), and the in-

(Aaaording to aaaoipits which we have telligenae organisations of the singZe 
· 

seen 32 of the 41 SSBN 's are normaUy de-- Services. . 

pZoyed - approximateZy 25 in the Atlantia At the JIO level there is a aiviZian JIO 
and approximat�ly seven in the Paaifia.) attaahe in Washington aaaredited to CIA, 
.

The United States has, however, a grow- �d aZ�o to DIA for Ziaison on scientific 
i.ng a'lass of nuclear attack submarines i.nteUi.genae matters. A Lt. Col. from 
(SSN's) of which you wilZ see from a sepa- ,JIO, titZed 'Australian Defence InteZZi
r�te aabZe ... that there are. 60 in oper�- genae Liaison Offiaer' (ADILO), is aa-
ti.on . . . arediied to DIA for. Ziaison _on pureZy 

SSN's might weZl operate in the Indian joint Sewiaes inteZZigenae matters. Liai-
Oaean from time to time.;r son with singZe Sewiae int�ZZigenae orga-

North West Cape, in fact, is one of the nisations is effected by part-time JIO re
most important U.S. bases. On paper, it is presentatives, one· for each Service, from 
run jointly by the U.S. and Australia, but the AustraZian Defence Staff. At NIC ZeveZ 
in fact, as U.S. Admiral I�elin stated in we are represented by a Foreign Affairs

1978: "There are a very, very small number officer 'Of CounselZor rank at the Embassy. 
of Australians who man that base." The There are two CIA Ziaison officer resi-
North West C�e facility includes a very dent in Canberra aaaredited to JIO, one 
low frequency transmitter whose primary from the DDI-OCI area and the other .from 
function tt is to communicate to u .S. sub- DDS and T. In addition, JIO has in resi
marines, including nuclear submarines. The denae a DIA liaison officer of Lt. CoZ. 
b·ase also contains a communication center rank. 
whi�h, according to Desmond Ball, is used Defense InteZligenae Agency (DIA) .

by the U.S. Army, Navy, and Air· Force as There is a formaZ agreement on inteZU-
well as the Naval Security Group, the genae Ziaison and exchange between· JIO and 
largest component of the u.s. National Se- DIA from whom we receive a wide . range 
curity Agency. North West Cape played an of reporting, inaZuding current intelZi-
important role in the mining of North genae, pubZished reporting on miZitary and 
Vietnamese harbors in 1972. Ball sums up: -alZied subjects, and 'rco.,)' intelligence 
Nor'th West Cape is 11not required by Aus- from DIA· fieZd agencies. 
tralia's own security interests, and · In addition, JIO receives annually a 
would not have been established except to limited nwrber of DIA Estimates. We also 
satisfy U.S. strategic communications and e�ahange estimates at the annuaZ Tripar-
intelligence interests. 11 In Documents of ti.te (DIA, NZ and JIO) Defence InteUi-
Australia' s Defense and Foreign Policy--;e genae Estimates Conferenae inaugurated in

also find a brief prepared for the Austra- 1973. 
lian Minister of Defense in 1975 which de- Central InteUigenae Agency (CIA) 
tails Australian�u.s. intelligence �ollab- JIO enjoys aZose liaison and a wide-
oration. ranging exchange of intelZigenae with CIA, 

ABBREVIATIONS 

JIO: 

DDI: 

Australian Joint Intelligence Orga
nization 
CIA Deputy Directorate for Intelli-
gence 

DDS and T: CIA.Deputy Directorate for 
Science and Technology 

OCI: Office of Current Intelligence 
(Australian and U.S.) 

BAKIN:· Indonesian state intelligence 
agency 

NlC: Australian National Intelligence 
Committee 
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aZthough -we have no formaZ, written agree
ment with the Agency. We have found CIA 
more ZiberaZ in its interpretation of the 
U.S. Government's information disclosure 
poZicy than DIA. 

The daily CIA-OCI NationaZ Intelligence 
BulZetin in a sanitised form is received 
by JIO. In crisis situations the CIA aZso 
produces a thrice daily speaia l Si trep 
which is transmitted eleatriaaUy to Aus-· 
tralia. In the reverse direction the JIO
OCI daiZy and weekZy buZletins, exaZuding 
AUSTEO items, are transmitted t� Washing
ton. In addition, the DDI�ocI Ziaison of-
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fiaer sits· in on JIO-OCI auiorent intelli
genae planning (but not d:l'afting) meetings 
as an observer. 

The National Intelligenae Corrimiittee li
aison offiaer ... in Washington maintains 
aontaat with the United States Intelli
genae Board, �hiah is the release authori
ty for U.S. national assessments, and also 
with the maahinery established to produae 
these assessments. He also attends the 
weekly intelligence briefing of Corrunon
wealth liaison officers by CIA-OCI and 
aonsults as neaessaey on an ad hoa basis.

Attached to thi_s docwnent is a curious 
bi9graphy of then CIA Director William 

• Colby. For reasons �nown only to the Aus
tralian Defense Department, the brief
lists his CIA assignments in Stockholm,
Rome, and Saigon in the 1950's as "Embassy
service", and in the years from 1968-71,
when Colby was running the CIA's Operation
Phoenix in Vietnam, he is listed as "Agen
cy for International Development posted to
Saigon".

Other documents shed some light on how
different Australian government agencies
and officia.ls ·viewed . the Indonesian inva- 1 

sion of East Timer in 1975/76. For one, it
is disclosed that Indonesian and Austra
lian intelligence agencies had been col
laborating since 1971. At �he same time,
an Australian Department of Defense brief
of March 19 72 made clear that this coop
eration was to be kept secret.

"We and tne Indonesians are both-anxious
to avoid any particular publiaity about
the intelligenae talks. If questions were
asked,' it would be desirab"te to give some
response in broad t?rnzs, e.g. 'there are
naturally general disauesions, as occasion
permits, on mutual seaurity interests. "'

Another secret Australian Department· of
Foreign Affairs cable after lhe UDT (Union
Democratica Timorese, a rightwing group)
attempted a coup in East Timer on August
11, 1975 stated that "there seems to be a
genuine surprise in the Indonesian Foreign
Ministry" about the events in East Timer.
But the cable goes on: "Other very deli
cate sources ••• suggest that UDT acted
with at least some foreknowledge of the
(Indonesian) State Intelligence Agency
(BAK.IN) • II 

R.A. Woolcott, who was appointed Austra
lian Ambassador to Indonesia in March
1975, urged the Australian foreign minis
try repeatedly not to make statements op-

posing an Indonesian invasion of East Ti
mer: "What Indonesia now looks to from 
Australia in the present situation is, some 
understanding of their attitude and pbs
sible action to assist public understand
ing in Australia ••• " Woolcott's secret 
cable of August 17, 1975, some four months 
before the Indonesian invasion, goes on: 

"The United States might have some in
fluenae on Indonesia at present as Indone
sia really wants and-needs United States 
assistanae in its military re-equipment 
prograrrune, but (U.S. Ambassador Douglas) 
Newsom told me_ last night that he is under 
instruations f�om Kissinger personally not 
to involve. himself in discussion� on Timar 
with the Indonesians on the grounds that 
the United States is involved in enough 
problems of greater importance overseas at 
present. The State Department has, we un
derstand, instructed the Embassy to aut 
down its reporting on Timar. 

I will be seeing Newsom on Monday but 
his present attitud� is that the United 

. States should keep out of the Portuguese 
Timor situation and all(Jl,) events to take· 
their aourse. His somewhat aynical com
ment to me was that if Indonesia were to 
�ntervene the United States would hope 
they would do so 'effeatively, quiakly 
and not use our equipment. '"

While the U.S. government was quiet 
I about the imp�nding Indonesian invasion of 

East Timer, U.S. Ambassador to Indonesia, 
Douglas Newsom had been told by Indonesian 
9eneral Yoga Sugama of BAKIN on August 20, 
1975 ·that most of the people in. East Timer 
wanted independence. The conversation was 
relayed in a secret cable from the Austra
lian Embas�y in Indonesia. 

"Newsom asked if Indonesia pezoaeived 
that the option of merger with Indonesia 
had beaome more popular in Portuguese Ti
mar. Yoga replied that it had not gained 
more support and that only APODETI favored 
inteqrotion with Indonesia. 11 

(For more information about the Australian 
-U.S. intelligence role in East Timer see
,the article by Denis Freney in co·unterSpy.
spring 1980.)

Juiother chapter of the book contains 
excerpts from an August 17, 1974 draft 
paper by the Australian National Intelli
gence Committee (NIC) entitled "Iran: Some 
Strategic Prospects". The NI{:; 1.s comprised 
of high ranking officials including the 
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head of the JIO. In ;he preface George supervision in A.ustralia; some even have 
Munster and Richard Walsh write that in the potential to intercept phone calls . 
"evaluating" Iran, "Australia was partly made inside Australia. Others make Austra-
relying on the assessment of the CIA." The lia a likely target in a nuclear war and 
paper, which doesn't mention the I�anian have been used in the U.S. war in Vietnam 
secret police SAVAK once, is astounding ·and in the Arab�Israeli war, The CIA is 
because of its complete failure to capture 'operating with virtual impunity in Austra
the situation in Iran. lia an.d has gotten involved intimately in 
--------------------• .domestic Australian affairs. "Iran is a constitutional monarchy� After aome years of relative. silence, -r:uled by the Shah· (Mohammed iliza Shah the U.S. role ir{ Australia has, once more, Pahlavi) ... The Shah has been the main �become an important issue in that country. driving force in establishing the modem- Prime Minister Mal�olm Fraser, who nearly isation and reform of his country." He is lost the October 18� 1980 elections (partstitZ relatively young (in his early SOs) ly due to what even the Washington Post and, barring the unforeseeab1,e· possibility calls his "authoritarian" leadership and
of assassination, this p�per assumes that his rightwing, pro-U,S"poli'cies) is conthe Shah will, continue to rule Iran for at tinuousiy attacked for his .almost uncon�
least the next five years.... ditional approval.of U.S. bases in Austra-

The Shah has also spent considerabl� ef- lia. It is no surprise then that he saw no
forts on· improving intemal security. In other choice than ban'Q.irig the distribution 
Iran guerilla bands remain act�ve repre- of Documents of Australia's Defense and 
-senting both Ma.rxist and .fundconentalist Foreign Policy. While i.t is hard to find 
Muslim opposition to his rule. Any dissi- any material in the book that could be in-
dent movement in Iran to be successful, terpreted as endangering Au�tralia's na� 
�d ·appear to need extem,al, support.••• tional secu,rity, the book is embarrassing 

l>octnnents of Australia's Defense and and makes clear that the various Austra-
Foreign Policy, 1968-1975 is an important 1ian governments have entered into agree-
book, 1not only 'for Australians, but also ments with the u·. S, that could easily be 
for people in the u. s. The s�me is true interpreted ,as being against Australian 
for Desmond Ball's A Suit.able Piece of national interests, By reprinting a small 
� Es-tate which is dedicated t9 "asov- part of these documents,. Counterspy hopes 
ereign Australia. 11 Exactly that, a sover- to contribute to the struggle for true Aus• 
eig11 Australia is the issue. Up to this _tralian self-determination. 
day, U.S. bases.operate with hardly any 

.. 

Soldiers 
of White· Capitalism 

Mercenaries: some call them hired kill
ers, others romanticize them� "soldiers 
of fortune", but Maj or Mike Williams de-
. fines mercenaries as "journeymen". "T_hey 
work at a trade that they have learned in 
the military ••• Some mercenaries do this 
for money, others do it for ideals." 
Williams should know. He served as a mer
cenary for two years in what was then 
called 11 Rhodesna". 

"Major Mike" as he is called by his 
46 - Counterspy

by Konrad Ege 

friends and admirers made his stateme�t at 
a Soldier of Fortune Convention which was 
held from September 26-29,·1980 in Colum- . 
bia, Missouri .. The convention was orga
nized by Soldier of Fortune magazine and 

. labeled "a gestureof good will from _the 
magazine towards its readers." Soldier of 
Fortune, or SoF, presents itself as "The 
Journal of Professional Adventurers". It 
is published monthly and claims a �ircu
lation of over 170,000.
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The conventi�n featured events like a join the battle against connnunism over 
shooting match, knife throwing demonstra- there in Rhodesia." Moore told the story 
tions, airborne operations plus the usual of how he started the "Crippled Eagles 
cocktail hour and banquet (the official Club" in Salisbury for the white mercenar-
schedule of events recommended that par- ies that were fighting in the Rhodesian 
ticipants wear "camouflage fatigues, mil- Army, which was "the last great foreign 
itary or police uniform or appropriate legion until the next one which will un-
civilian dress"). doubtedly be in South Africa." 

It was the first convention SoF had or- Moore didn't spare the sexist and racist 
ganized. Usually the magazine limits it- remarks ("What's such a big deal about 
self to reporting about mercenary activi- shooting a gook ••• " and offered his polit
ties around the world, fighting techiques, ical opinions: "I pray that we bring in 
U.S. exploits during the war in Vietnam Ronald Reagan who takes what I consider to 
and new weapons on the market. Other fea� · be a totally healthy approach towards gov-
tures over the last year included inter- ernment, towards war ••• " The next day, 
views with CIA agent Brian Crozier; Ulrich Moore was expelled from the conference by 
Wegener, the commander of West Germany's SoF publisher Robert Brown: "Unfortunate-
" anti-terror" squad GSG 9; and Lt. Col. · ly, convention and customs does not permit
Alfonso Villa, the CIA-trained head of the one to punch out a speaker in the middle 
late Anastasio Somoza's Office of National of his address. I was thoroughly embar-
Securi ty. rissed by Moore's remarks. For ·the rec-

SoF particu�arly glorifies the achieve- ord, we at Soldier of Fortune disasso
me� of U.S. mercenaries in w�at was once ciate ourselves fromthe racial opinions 
Rhodesia. The articles are lively, in a of Robin Moore. I don't think anyone 
military jargon (in SoF you don't read "it should be surprised that we should do so." 
was half past six" but "it was 0630 Brown_ emphasized that the most important 
lhours") and written in a deliberately struggle is the fight against communism, 
macho style. Take the example of the fea- which, he says, is carried o.ut by "men of 
ture :'Vigilante ! ", an article about an all races." 
"anti-stock theft force on a Rhodesian When one reads SoF, it is hard to imag-
ranch" in the April 1979 issue. Roger L. ine that publisher Brown would expell 
Barnes writes about "hunting down" some someone for racist statements. The maga-
"cattle thieves": " ••• the thieves took zine is fu).1 of them. Its June 1980 issue, 
off closely followed by a hail of automat- for •example, features an article "Silent 
ic fire. One was dropped with a full load Invasion" which is subtitled "U.S. Has 
of buckshot in the back of his head, an- Hands Tie·d in Confronting the Brown Peril, 
other went down with a 7 .62 round in his Mexican Illegals." Moreover, the articles 
hip ••• he collected two more in his chest on "Rhodesia" and Indochina are soaked 
and had five minutes ·to live. Another took with at times open but more often subtle 
a round in his gut.,, he wouldn't make it racism. 
either ••• " But then, Robert Brown seems to be try-

The keynote speaker at the SoF conven- ing to·get away from that image. At the 
tion in Columbia was Robin Moore, another SoF convention, Brown gave a grandiose 
mercenary who fought with the deposed rac- speech on'the "state of the national de
ist regime in "Rhodesia". He was intro- fense." He complained about lack of ade
duced by Major Mike: "Robin's exploits in quate training in the U.S. Army ("Un-
Rhodesia were well received by everybody trained soldiers, ladies and gentlemen, 
except goats, cows, pigs, chickens" -� die.") and the low intelligence of present 
someone in the audience yelled: "Andrew recruits: "Combat demands intelligence. 
Young" -- Williams retorted: "exactly... , The men who do not have it [lowering his 
Robin could best be termed as the champion voice dramatically .J die." Brown went on to 
of waring and whoring throughout the complain about lack of governmental spend-
world ••• " ing for the military and about "weakness" 

Robin Moore did his best to live up to towards the Soviet Union. " There are two 
that introduction. For most of his speech, areas of the world that are opposing the 
he praised himself and promoted his latest commtmists with guns in their hands •.. One 
book, The Crippled Eagles which he has is Angola, where Dr. Savimbi's UNITA is 
written as a "story of all the men that fighting the MPLA and the Russian surro-
came from all over the Western world to gates, the Cubans; the second is Afghani-
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stan. In neith&r case are we supplying 
· .them with .a dollar or with a bullet." But
SoF is trying to make up for' the gap: "We
at Soldier of Fortune recently started an
Afghan Freedom Fighters Fund. • • We' re not
messing around. We·are collecting money
to buy them.bullets and medical supplies
••• All this money will be delivered di
rectly to the Afghan rebel leaders."

general who fought against Laotian commu
nists 11 as well as the Viet Cong and North 
Vietnamese." 

. In praising Vang Pao, Brown forgot one 
essential point. The general was very much 
involv�d in heroin trafficking from the 
Golden Triangle and a principal CtA agent 
in. Laos. In his book Air America (whi'ch is 
reviewed favorably in SoF), Christopher 

This fund, at best, borders on the il
legal, and could easily be termed a viola
tion of the Neutrality Act. Browns says
that the FBI has investigated SoF in the
past to find out whether it wattngaged

Robbins writes about Vang Pao: 
·"From the very beginning.of the secret
war i� Laos, Vang Pao was the sort of
man the C1A needed •••• VP, as the Ameri
cans called him ••• quickly rose to the
rank of major in the Laotian army and
was made commander of Meo self-defense
forces in the Plain of Jars. These vol
unteer irregulars went unpaid for
months at a time because VP pocketed

in recruiting mercenaries. That has made
Brown careful; and now he. is cautious to
:say that he is only' "providing informa
tion" about mercenary job opportunities.
For example, an ad in one of the back :i.,s
sues: "BE A MAN AMONG MEN. THE RHODESIAN
ARMY OFFERS YOU AN INTERESTING AND VARIED
CAREER WITH NEW ALLOWANCE� FOR FIGHTING
TROOPS", which gave a Salisbury· address,
is not considered recruiting in legal
terms.

There are a v,ariety of items you can buy
from � advertisers: Books (How !.2, .!!!!.,
Vol.l-4t Techniques of Harassment, and on

_issues ranging from knife fighting and
combat· shooting to "histories" of the
Vietnam war), weapons (including guns,
poison, knives, garrotes), T-shirts (with
text: "Nuke Iran", "Aitborne: Death from
Above", "Mercenaries do· ;1.t �o,: Money11 ) ,and
other clothing items and toys for would-be
mercenaries. Many Nazi items are adver
tized: Records with fascist German songs
and anti-semitic speeches by German Nazi
leaders, Nazi insignia, SS caps, SS belt
buckles and similar items. Other ads urge
readers to join white supremacist groups.

Robert Brown says he makes no apologies
for the fact that he supports the "image
of the warrior." "We are pro-military,
pro-law enforcement, pro-cop, pro-gun own
ership, anti-dope" and, one should add,
flaming anti-communist. Said Major Mike:
"We are proud of zapping a lot of commu
nists all over the world,... it is a mar
velous activity."

At the SoF Convention, Brown wanted to 
·underscore SoF's anti-communist nature by
giving an award to "a man. who saw literal
ly thousands of his men die because of
connnunist invasion, communist tyranny •••
to a man who fought for freedom in South
east Asia for many years ••• " The man is '
Major General Vang Pao, who was listed in
the official program as a former Laotian
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1 their salaries •• ; But he was to prove an
able ·1eader of the Meo, and the CIA

chose to turn a blind eye on his drug
smuggling activities despite a report
from the U.S. Bureau of Narcoti_cs in
1971 that he had financed an,attempt •••
to smuggle sixty kilos of high-grade
Laotian heroin worth $13.5 million· on
the street into France ••• The heroin had
been refined in a laboratory in Long
Tieng, VP's bas� for the secret army and·
CIA HQ in northern Laos." 

Robbins goes on to say that the CIA had 
helped Vang Pao �uy the airline which flew 
the dope from Long Tieng to Vientiane. 
Vang Pao's and the CIA's role in 9eroin � 
smugfling is also documented in Alfred 

' McCoy's book The Politics of Heroin in 
Southeast Asia� Vang Pao became rich-:-in 
the course of the war. Today, he lives on 
a 400-acre ranch in the Bitter Route_ Val
ley in Montana. 

The Columbia convention was termed a 
success by the participants, even though 
most people who attended (in spite of 
their camouflage fatigues) were not the 
type of people - mercenaries -- SoF usu
ally features. When Robert Brown w asked 
how many out of the 700 conventioneers 
were "real" mercenaries, he replied: "Damn 
few." ,But nevertheless, the participants 
at the �onvention were told repeatedly of 
their importance. Said Robin Moore :''We are· 
what's left of a nucleus of Americans who 
are dedicated, who will fight, who' are not 
afraid to die ••• We could, if necessary, 
if it came to that, be the hard core nu
cleus of .what it, takes to save i;pis coun:.. 

try if we get down to such tough a situa:.. 

tion." 
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That was the main message of the conven
tion . speeches: Save America, fight commu
:nism; and. that strengthening of this "hard 
core nucleus" might be the most important 
function SoF magazine performs today, ·•

Judging from the number of ads in SoF the 
hiring of mercenaries is not taking piace 
on a large scale through SoF today. Still 
R bi M II -- ' , o n oore sums up: SoF is the only ral-
.lying point we have today ••• Brown is giv
ing us a forum to stay in touch with each 
other ••• He has indeed created a forum 
perhaps even he doesn't know the value of. 
The forum that we represent is indeed 
unique." 

According to its own survey, SoP reader
ship isn't all that unique. 27.9 percent 
of its subscribers are in the military, 
16.3 percent are in law enforcement, and 8 
percent work for other government agen
cies. 21.3 percent say they ar� profes
sionals, and 17.3 percent craftsmen. 99.7 
percent of SoF subscribers are male. In
come distribution is as follows: 33.2 per
cent earn $15,000 to 24,999 a year; 23.9 
percent make $10,000 to $14,999, and 13.6 
percent make between $25,000 and $34,999. 
More than half of the subscribers are vet
erans, and 36.5 percent are Vietnam veter
ans. Many of the Columbia convention par
ticipants were Vietnam vets, and said that 
SoF was "almost their only forum." 

A distinguished characteristic of So� 
readers is that they are heavily a;nned: 
86.7 percent own handguns, over 80 percent 
own knives and rifles, and 71.1 percent 
own shotguns. That might be where the real 
significance of SoF lies: The magazine is 
a rallying point for the armed extreme 
rightwing and the promoters of a� all
white, imperial America. At SoF, they can 
learn about new weapons and where to buy 
them; new fighting techniques and where to 
get training. Soldier of Fortune promotes 
and organizes racism, imperialism, and 
sexism. It is an instrument to get people 
ready for war, whether it is World War III 
or a mercenary war i� a Third World 
country. In the U.S., SoF is directed 
against anything that doesn't fit into 

their America, and in spite of the at 
times ridiculously dramatic macho-military 
style, SoF is not something to joke about. 
It is an integral part of the extreme 
rightwing movement in the U.S. 

The unhampered activities of SoF is an
other example of the way justice is pro
moted by the U.S. Justice Department. Sec
tion 960 of Title 18 of the U.S. Code says 
"whoever, within the United States know
ingly ••• provides or prep.a�es a means 
for, or takes part in, any military or na
val expedition or enterprise ••• against 
the territory ••• of any foreign ••• state, 
••• or people with whom the United States 
is 'at peace shall be fined not more than 
$3,000 or imprisoned not more than 3 
years or both." In the past, courts have 
viewed that law as prohibiting virtually 
any association with individuals using 
armed force against a country with whom 
the U.S. is at peace. 

There are numerous cases where mercenar
ies �ave violated this law. And by all de
finitions, through its Afghan Freedom 
Fighters Fund, SoF is in direct violation· 
of the law. Ai;. Robert Brown himself has 
stated, money'from the fund is used "to 
buy bullets and medical supplies" and is 
"delivered directly to the Afghan rebel 
leaders." 

A Justice Department investigation into. 
that fund appears unlikely, especially 
given the fact that another U.S. govern
ment. agency, the CIA (contrary to what 
Robert Brown is saying; see Counterspy, 
vol.4 no.2 and vol.4 no.3) is likewise 
supplying the rebels. When the. interests 
of a right wing group like SoF and the 
U.S. government converge to"su°ch a degree 
that the actions of one enhance the ac
tions of the other, the likelihood of gov

ernment playing a restraining role is nil. 
The people of the U.S. can look only to 
themselves and their organizations to 
struggle against racism, sexism and -im
perialism inherent in the work of SoF. 
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CIA in Africa 

Zambia 

BEHRENS, John Frederick 
Plot 2218, 14 Nsumbu Road, Lusaka 
Phone 50857 
Telecommunications Support Offi�er 

born: 10/8/31. 
John Behrens is a CIA officer. He has 
served in the Philippines, Syria, India, 

. and Nigeria. · • 

LUPTON, .Robert H. 
20A Mutende Road, Woodlands, Lusaka 
Phone 62664 
First Secretary {Political) 

born: 3/10/28. 
Lupton is a high ranking CIA officer. He 
has been assigned to Singapore, Sierra 
Leone, Ethiopia, and Tanzania. 

WASKIEWICZ, John H. 
10 Ingwe Road, Woodlands, Lusaka 
Phone 62417 
leleconununications Support Officer 

Waskiewicz is a CIA officer. He has served 
in Nigeria, ./Greece, and Egypt. 

' 

Egypt 

ENGLEHART, Charles T. 
First Secretary (Political Affairs) 

born: 11/11/42 
Englehart is a CIA officer. He has served 
in Pakist�n (Karachi). 

LOHUARU, Mati 
Second, Secretary (Political Affairs) 

born: 5/11/45 
Lohuatu is ii CIA officer who has worked in 
Lebanon and Kuwait. 

\ 

NATIRBOFF, Murat 
Special Attache to the Ambassador 

born: 2/4/21 
Natirboff, who js a CIA officer, has 
worked in India, Indonesia, Sudan and 
Ke.nya. 
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KREUTZER, Walter E. 
Attache (Administrative Affairs) 

born; 10/6/32 
Kreutzer worked with AID's Office of Pub
lic Safety (OPS) from 1964 to 1974. He was 
an advisor to the police forces in the 
P.llilippines from 10/65-7/68 and 2/69-7/73, 
and in, Vietnam from 8/68-1/69. Thousands 
of police officers in both countries were

trained through the OPS, which worked

closely with the CIA. From 8/73-7 /74 
Kreutzer was Assistant Chief of OPS's 
Technical Services Division. 

DOYLE, Ronald J • 

Doyle is assigned to the U.S. Consulate in 
Alexandria. He is a CIA officer who has 
worked in Zaire and Syria. 

MANZ, Hans 
19, Rue-Djabarti, Alexandria 
Phone 33088 

born: 12/7/22 
Manz served as public safety advisor in 

· Vietnam for the exceptionally long period·
from 1966 until the end of the �ar.

Guinea 

CIAZZA, Adrian B. 
First.Secretary 

born: 12/10/32 
Ciazza is a CIA officer who has served in 
Afghanistan, Sri Lanka, Iran, .and Belgium� 

DECHA..�T, Lawrence 

Dechant is a CIA officer. He has served 
in Indonesia and the Philippines. 

KELLEY, Patrick J. 

Kelley is· a CIA officer. He has served in 
Sudan, Japan and Zaire. 

·Norman L. GARNER and Durwood �- HICKSON
(AID officer and Second Secretary in the
u.s: Embassy in Conakry, re.spectively)
served during the U.S. war in Vietnam.
Garner was stationed there ·for the excep
tionally long period from 1963 to 1974, as
"area development advisor" with AID.
Durwood worked-for AID in Vietnam from
1966 to 1969. At the time, AID was an in
tegral part of'u.s. counterinsurgency op
erations in Vietnam.

. .
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Uganda 
Washington Post interview. Former U.S. As
sistant Secretary of State for African Af
fairs, Richard Moose, is convinced that 

At a press conference early in his term even after the April 12, 1980 military 
former President Jinuny Carter stated coup, "Liberia retains its place in the ••. 
righteously that: "In Uganda th.e actions free commercial-financial life of the 
there h,ave disgusted the entire civilized West." 
world and as you know we have no diplomat- Moose spent much time during his last 
ic relationship with Uganda." Carter did months in office dealing with Liberia, a 
not mention that a CIA Chief of Station country with some 1.8 million people in 
�d his contingent were active in Uganda Western Africa. He visited Liberia four 
during Idi Amin's reign, even though he times between April and December, 1980 and 
had preceded his Uganda remark by saying pressured the Liberian.head of state, 
that if "I discover an impropriety or il- Samuel Doe, and his People's Redemption 
legality [by the CIA] I will not only take Council (PRC) to stay "in line". Moose had 
immediate action to correct it but also considerable economic and military lever-
will let the American people know about age with which to "convince" Doe. When Doe 
it. " (Washington Post, 2/24/77, p.A-8) ied the coup against former President 
Neither did Carter mention that ten Ugan- William Tolbert, Liberia was in an ex-
dan police officers were trained in the tremely bad economic situation. In fact, 
CIA-controlled Office of Public Safety t_he economy was in such a miserable state 
Programs in she U.S. even after Amin had that U.S. _State Department officials com-
ta�en power in January 1971. Some of them mented in late 1980 that they didn't know 
entered the OPS courses as late as January whether Tolbert would have managed to sur
and August 1972, when the brutal nature of vive until then even if he hadn't been � 

' Idi Amin!s regime was obvious. (The CIA s ousted. 
training of Ugandan police was first re- Soon after Doe and the PRC took power, 
vealed by investigative journalist Murray they found out that the treasury was vir-
Waas.) tually bankrupt. Tolbert and a small rul-

(One final note: a recent Washington ing clique - descendants of African slaves 
Post editorial called for the re-creation in the U.S. who had colonized Liberia in 
of police training programs for Ugandans the mid-1800s - made huge profits and 
and stated that Americans should overcome heaped up wealth. Even Richard Moose saic:! 
the "tiger cage syndrome". Tiger cages, in his testimony to the House Appropria-
were instruments of torture used by South tions Subconunittee on August 19, 1980 that 
Vietnamese police during the U.S. war in "there was little (popular] support for 
Indochina.) the Tolbert government or resistance to 

The following Ugandans were trained in the coup from any quarter . ..
CIA-controlled OPS programs after Amin had U.S. stakes in Liberia are high. Ac-
come to power: David W. Barlow (in the cording to Moose, U.S. private investment 
U.S. from\2-6/71); Bernard William Bato in Liberia, which uses the U.S. dollar as 
(7-11/71); J. Bigirwa (1-5/72); Matthew its currency, amounts to $350 million with 
Dbado (2-6/71); Stephen M. Itangata a replacement value of over $1 billion 
(1-5/72); Gerard O. Malinga (8-11/71); A. (other estimates are much higher). Libe-
Okware (1-5/72); Joseph Wambua Peter, ria's economy is controlled by U.S. corpo-
(1-5/72); Frederick Charles Sseruwo rations and banks. Firestone, Uniroyal and 
_(2�6/72); John Walusansa (8-11/72). Goodrich own huge rubber plantations. One 
..,;., ............. ----------------- .of Firestone's plantations alone employs 

I 

Liberia 

Liberia's revolution is "not a radical 
revolution •. � To radicalize the circum
stances .•• would alienate those who have 
be�n our traditional tforeign aid donors]" 
such as the U.S., stated Liberian foreign 
minister Gabriel Matthews in a recent 

t I 

15,000 workers and contains 1 million 
acres of land. U.S. steel corporations 
like Bethlehem Steel control iron ore ex
ports which comprise almost two thirds of 
Liberia's annual earnings. Most of .the im
ports' to and exports from Liberia are han
dled by U.S. corporations. 

In addition to economic interests, the 
U.S. is also concerned about the future of 

its many electronic installations in Libe
ria. (Many of them were shifted there from 
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Ethiopia after the 1974 revolution.) A transmitters, the navigation of submarines 
Voice of America radio transmitter. in Li- and the accuracy of their missiles would 
beria - the largest in the world - broad- be greatly diminished. 
casts to all of Africa, the Middle East, During the years of the Tolbert govern-
and the southw�stern part of the Soviet • ment, U.S. installations such as Ome$a 
Union. A telecommunication station, used_ have never -been questioned; in fact, Libe
primarily by the CIA, transmits the diplo- rians were not even informed about their 
nurtic and intelligence tiaffic between the real functions. Liberia was being treated 
U.S. and almost all U.S. embassies in sub- as a U.S. colony. The U.S., through the 
Saharan Africa. U.S. Military Mission to Liberia (USMM/L) 

An installation of special importance virtually controlled the Liberian Armed 
for the U.S. is the Omega Navigation sta-· Forces. Former U.S. Undersecretary of 
tion in Paynesward. It is one in a·network State for Security Assistance, Science and 
of eight stations in Australia, Argentina, Technology, Matthew Nimetz said in April, 
Japan, Norway, La Reunion Island, North 1980 that "Liberia is entirely dependent 
Dakota, and a master station in Hawaii. upon the U.S. for military training. Ap-
For Liberian purposes, Omega is virtually proximately 300 members of the Liberian 
useless. Omega is a very low frequency Armed Forces have received training in the 
navigation system used primarHy by the U.S. In 1979 three U.S. MTTs �obile 
U.S. Navy. While U.S. officials continue _Training Teams1 trained more tnan 600 mil
to play down the military significance of itary personne1 in Liberia. We plan to 
Omega, research done by organizations �tke train a similar number in country during 
the International Peace Research Institute 1980." 
in Oslo shows clearly that Omega is most Even Samuel Doe is a graduate of the 
useful to U.S. submarines. It is the only U.S. International Military Education and
navigation system that can be us·ed by sub- Train:ing Program. After the April 1979 
marines operating in a oepth of 600m 

· 
popular uprising against rice price in-

(with trailing-wire antennae). Omega Sig- creases (rice is the main staple in Libe·
nals are also able to penetrate the Arctic ria,.and former President Tolbert was the 
ice; this makes Omega a conti�uous world- largest rice farmer in the country), Doe 
wide all-weather navigation system. · 

and the 17 original members of the PRC
The U.S. has even admitted that Omega is were part of.' an elite troop being trained 

used by nuclear powered attack submarines by u.s. Green Berets in counterinsurgency 
which carry a variety of nuclear weapons, operations. 
but continues to deny that it is providing Today,' Doe continues ·to rely on the U.S. 
signals for the navigation of Fleet Bal- military, and Liberian officers and. troops listic Missile (FBM) submarines (which are will receive training in the U.S. and in 
a key factor in U.S. nuclear strategy)• Liberia as under the Tolbert' regime'. After This denial is not convincing since spe- the April 12 coup, the USMM/L was drawing cial Omega receivers are bei11:g installed up the plans for "restoring order" in Li

-: on all U.S. Navy ships including aircraft beria. These facts raise questions as to carriers such as the nucleat powered En- whether the U.S. was in reality completely 
,terprise, most submarines and U.S. Air "taken by surprise" by the coup. 
Force planes. In addition, a 1977 article In October, 1980, a Liberian delegation 
in the Journal of Peace Research demonsj headed by Defense Minister Major Samuel . 
strates that even without special Omega Pearson and Gen. Thomas :_Quiwonkpa arr_ived 
·receivers FBM's are capable of receiving in the U.S. for "defense talks." Among the 
Omega signals. U.S. officials they met was Gen. E.R. 

Harboring an Omega station presents an Thompson of U.S. Army.Intelligence. The 
immediate danger of attack for the qost delegation visited a number of Army in• 
co\llltry in case of war. While there are a stallations including Fort Knox (Kentucky) 
number of other systems that can be used and Fort Still (Oklahoma) and 1evaral in• 
for the navigation of U. S • _ships and air• atallationa in North Carolina. 
craft, Omega is the only one that can pro- Givan ita firm hold on the Liberian mil• 
vida 1i1n1l1 to 1ubm1r11d 1ubm1rin11 in• · 1tarya th• u.s. mi1ht be able to pra1arv1 
eluding nuclear missile ca!'t'yin1 FBM' •• the country aa a 1 tron1 ally (or more ap• 
There is little chance that an "enemy propriately "colony") in Africa.,. Even more
country" would be able to destroy all U • S • ''convincing", though, can be done by pull--
FBM' s, but by destroying the eight Omega in&_. the economic. strings. Liberia has a 
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foreign debt of $800 million. When Moose. 
traveled to Liberia, one of his goals was 
to prevent Samuel Doe from strengthening 
Liberia's ties with Libya. While Moose de
nies that he exe.rted any pressure, he cer
tainly pointed out Liberia's immediate. 
need for cash to continue paying salaries. 
After it became obvious that Doe would go 
along with U.S. objectives, aid began to 
dribble in - slowly - to let Doe feel his 
total economic dependence. 

Intervention by the U.S. and the Inter
national Monetary Fund (IMF) was blatant. 
In September, the IMF agreed to give Libe
ria $85 million over the next two years. 
West Africa reported that on November 5, 
1980 the Liber�an National Bank had to 

-

close after spending all its money; it was 
then that the IMF informed Samuel Doe that 
$8. 7 million in I� funds would. be forth
coming only if he released some former 
Government officials who were still in 
prison. Doe complied. When Liberia agreed 
to a stringent. IMF "stabilization plan", 
it.also got aid from private banks, West-· 
ern Europe and the U.S., which has given 
$27 million since April. Likewise, -the 
World Bank is expected to give a loan this 
year, and the repaym�nt of Liberia's $800 
million foreign debt is being rescheduled. 

After a brief period of hope for real 
change following the April overthrow of 
the Tolbert regime, the U.S., once more, 
is in �ontrol of Liberia as it.has 
been for the last 100 years. U.S. domina-

CIA Updates 
/ 

tion and economic exploitation has been 
the key factor in the suffering of Libe
rians for decades. If Samuel Doe doesn't 
stand up to the U.S. by relying on the Li-:

berian people, asking for the help of pro
gre·ssive countries and pursuing a course 
of independent development, he will be 
forced to work against the interests of 
his own people, and will not be able to 
stand by the promise he gave the Liberian 
people on April 14, 1980: 

"We are beginning this new Government 
with much knowledge and experience about 
the great injustices suffered by the 
masses of our people. We are entering this 
new part of Liberian history with a strong 
sense of those acts of previous Govern
ments which have held our people down for 
too long. It is because of the fact that 
we have actually felt the injustices and 
suffering. of our peop�e that we have be
come committed to building a·new society. 
As we now face our people throughout our 
nation, we seek to build a new society in 
whic4 there is justice, human dignity, 
equal oppo.rtunities, and fair treatment 
for all before the law. As we stand here 
dedicated to real change, our Government 
will actively encourage the wise partic
ipation of the people from all parts of 
the country in the m�king of decisions 
that affect them ..•• Our dear Liberian 
people, let us assure you that this new 
Government is in the interest of all of 
the people without di�.crimination." 

I 

Canada 

KNAUS, John K. 

Saigon as "labor advisor" frfm 3/66-1/69
and 3/73-5/75. U.S. "labor" programs in 
Vietnam were an integral part of the U.S. 
counterinsurgency campaign. 

631 Hemlock Road, Ottawa KlM 2E9 
Phone: 749-9729 
Attache (Political Affairs) 

born-: 5/30/23
Knaus is the CIA Chief of Station in 
Canada. 

LINDAHL, Emil G. 
151 Bay Street, 501, Ottawa KlR.7T2 
Phone: 235-3772

Labor Attache 

Lindahl served in the U.S. Embassy in 

AYLING, Robert S. 
Constil (Halifax) 

born: .S/13/48 
Ayling served in the U.S. Sinai Support 
Mission. 

MARQUIS, Bernie T. 
Consul (Vancouver) 

born: 3/14/26 
Marquis conducted psychological warfare op
erations in Vietnam from 1966 to 1969. 
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Paraguay

VENUTE, Donald J. 
Attache 
born: 4/5/30 
Venute is a CIA officer assigned to the 
U.S. Embassy in Asuncion. 

The following Paraguayan police officers 
were trained in CIA-controlled Office of 
Public Safety programs i� the U.S. 

· Emilia Villa de Benedetti (in the U.S.
from 9-10/74); Washington dos Santos
Aguinaga (8-10/73); Atilio A. Gonzalez
Britez; Ruben Lovera Fleitas. (3-7/70);

· Cabrer Montiel (9-11/74); Inocencio
Montiel (4-8/72); Maria Cecilia Onieva de
Nazer (9-10/74); Rufino Nunez Gomez (9/71-
2/72); Idilio Recalde Aguero (9/71-2/72); 
Jacinto Recalde Gonzalez (10/69-5/70); 
Juan Heriberto Sanchez (3-7/70); Blas 
Schembori Gonzalez (9/71-2/72); Edison 
Demetrio Torres Nicolina (8-10/73); 
Rodolfo Javier Zuccolilio. 

England 
As of August, 1980, the following CIA 
officers were stationed in the U.S. Embas� 
sy in London, England: 

CARROLL, Thomas E. 

ENGLE, ,Gerald L. 

HANNON, John·C. 

KIMBALL, John W. 

SHEDD, Thomafi! C. 

STOLi; Richard F. 

Heritage Foundation 

The Heritage Foundation is one ·of the 
tight-wing "think tanks".· Founded. in 1974 
with money f·rom · corporate donors like 
brewer Joseph Coors, the Foundation has 

---------------------estal>lished strong ties to the Reagan ad-

lnted Nations 

According to �he December, 1980 issue of 
Missions Permanentes Aupres Des Nations 
Unies A Geneve, the followingpersons are. 
working in the U.S. delegation to the 
United Nations in Geneva, Switzerl�nd. 

BURGESS, Dwight S. 
First Secretary 
born: 9/5/35 
Burgess is a CIA officer who has served in 
Ghana, Tunisia, Guinea, and as Chief of 
Base in Lubumbashi, Zaire. 

ROBERTS, Rowland E., Jr. 
First· Secretary,
born: 5/8/28 
Roberts is a CIA officer. He was worked in 
CIA headquarters during most of his ca
reer. He has also been assigned to Denmark 
and Belgium. 

WHIPPLE, David'9. 
Attache 
born: 12/26/23 
Whipple is a CIA officer. He has served in 
Vietnam, Thailand (as police advisor), 
Congo, England, Finland and as CIA Chief 
of Station in Portugal� 
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ministration. Heritage has supplied the 
Reagan transition team.with a 20-volume 
plan for a conservative government. Its 
proposals include revival of Congressional 
internal security committees (Sen. Strom 
Thurmond, the new chair of the Judiciary_ 
Committee has already announced plans to 
do exactly that), crackdown on "radicals" 
in the U.S. and a 15 percent cut in th� 
food stamp program. 

Other Heritage literature documents the 
foundation's extreme rightwing ideology. 
One of the Backgrounders (No.128) of �he 

\ Heritage Foundation, published on October· 
15, 1980 was written by former CIA officer 
Cle to Di Giovanni.,, Di Giovanni, born in 192 3, 
went to Dartmouth College and the Univer
sity of Michigan and joined the Navy in 
1963. In 1966 he started his CIA career. 
He served in Venezuela, Argentina, and Ec
uador, and resigned from the CIA in the 
late 1970's when he became a private 
"business consultant". The Backg.rounder 
DiGiovanni wrote is entitled "U.S. Policy 
and the Marxist Threa·t to Central An\ericaN 

The following are some excerpts. 
"Niaaragua: The Marxist government aon

sisting of the Sandinista Direatorate and 
its subordinate junta ... is losing popula:ri 
support beaause of its inability to aope 
with serious eaonomia problems ..• While 
mismanaging the eaonomy, the Sandinista 
government is building up its seaurivy, 
miiivary,and poiiae foraes, aithough they 
/ are stiU weak •. : Loaai inteUigenae • ·. 
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eouraes in Guatemala and El Salvador be
lieve the Sandinistas are also providing 
logistiaaZ and moral support to insurgent 
foraes in those two countries ... In a 
well orchestrated program targeted 
against the Marxist Sandinista government 
we should use our limited resources to 
support the free labor unions, the 
Church, the private sector� the indep�n
dent political parties, the free press, 
and those who truZy defend human rights. 
. . . the government is sti U weak and .

aould be dislodged through a determined, 
coordinated, and targeted effort." 

"El Salvador: . . .  massive government 
loans and grants will be needed for El 
Salvador for at least the next three or 
four years. This aid could be reduced and 
greater efficiency injected into the man
agement of the nation's economy if the 
role of the Salvadorean government were 
reduced and t4at nation's private sector 

Tom Braden 

_When the former head of the CIA's Inter-
1national Organizations Division (IOD), 
Thomas W. Braden - now a syndicated colum
nist and a trustee of the Carnegie Endow
ment for International Peace - published 
his famous article "I'm.Glad the CIA is 
Immoral" on May 20, 1967, the CIA said it 
had no pre-publication involvement. Braden 
stated that "somehow" the CIA knew in ad
vance about the article, but he didn't 
know how. As the following letter shows, 
they both lied. (The "Dick" and "Des" re
ferred to in the letter are Richard Helms 
and Desmond Fitzgerald who were then CIA 
officials. The letter was written by 
Braden-' s successor at the IOD, Cord 
Meyer.) 

May 1, 1967 

aUoz,fe1 to . . .  expand its activities ... The. The Honorable AUen w. Dulles
best s�gnal that the U.S. _Go_vernment could 272J Q Street N.W.
send to th� Sa�vadorean .m�htary w�71ld be Washington D. c.
to supply �t w�th the m�l�tary equ�pment ' 

it needs for offensive warfare without hu- Dear Allen:
man rights and other strings. The military 
needs helicopters, arms and munitions ... Diak, Des, and I thought you should see 
and an upgrading of its military medical an advance copy of this article that Tom 
facilities and intelligence capabilities." Braden has written for the Saturday Eve-

"Guatemala: ... its protection is essen-· _ ning Post and which wiU appear May 8th or 
tial to regional security. Human rights 9th. Tom first warned us by phone after it 
criticisms have to be muted in order to had been set in type that it was coming 
give responsib_le leaders in that country a out but refused our request that most of 
chance to work out their own problems ac- the references to specific individuals and 
cording to their own ground rules and out- operations be deleted. We were never given 
side of the glare of a U.S.-foaused spot- a copy of the actual text until it �ad 
light ... The Guatemalans ... need arms and gone to press. 
ammu:,iition at reasonable prices, helicop- I think Tom meant weU but obviously it 
ters .. , spare parts ... and trucks." is going to be very damaging. I reaUy 

As frightening as DiGiovanni's advice is aan't understand why he did it. 
- such a policy would lead to genocidal
military operations in Central America -
its severe shortcomings in recognizing the
popular nature of the revolutionary move
ments is apparent. DiGiovanni (and the
Reagan administration) fail to recognize

As ever, 
/signed/ 
Cord 

the most essential factor: it is the peo-
ple .that make history. The rtile of U.S. Princeton 
banks., corporat.ions, intelligence agencies
and the military is coming to an end. In
Central America, the end is near.

Recently, the Princeton Weekly Bulletin 
(11/17/80) reported that Rong Zhi and Zhao 
Huian of the People's Republic of China 
are spending nine months studying inter
national affairs at Princeton's Center of 
Intemat,ional Studies under the supervisi
sion of Professor Cyril E. Black. The Bul
letin, of course, failed to mention th� 
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Black was a long-time covert CIA consul
tant who has never claimed to have cut his 
CIA,ties. The Bulletin wrote that Black 
had visited China in 1979 and 1980 to set 

Lyndon Johnson in his election camp�ign 
against Barry Goldwater. Cooper analyzed 
Goldwater's speeches and helped in writing

the Democratic National Committee's Fact 
up an exchange program between Princeton- Book on "national security, spate and for-
and the Chinese People's Association for eign affairs." But Cooper went even fur-
F:riendship with Foreign Cpunt!ies. ther, as a memorandum supplied by Colby to 
________________ .... ______ the House Select Committee on Intelligence 

Barry's krteligence 
shows. The memo states that when press re

.ports·�bout CIA spying on Goldwater ap
peared irt late 1973, Cooper told the CIA 

-- Referring to covert CIA activities, Inspector General staff that he had re-
Barry Goldwater, the new chairperson of cei�ed advance copies of Gol<lw°ater's 
the Senate Intelligence Committee, said speeches th.rough the CIA's Domesti:-c Opera-
recently that "there are many bits of in- .tions Division. The Colby memo concludes: 
formation that I would just as soon not "The a�vanced press copies of the 
know." (Washington Post, 11/16/80, p .A-2) •. Goldwater speeches were picked up by a fe
Goldwater seems to have forgotten that, in male Domestic Operations employee for 
1964, he himself wa_s a target of what even Cooper ••• There is no question that; Mr. 
fo�r CIA Director Wil!iam Colby calls .Cooper was serving the White House in the 
"improper" CIA operations. political campaign while on the CIA pay-

Chester L. Cooper, a CIA officer de••. roll and that he was assisted, in par.t, by 
tailed to the National Security Council a member of the Agency's Domestic OpeiSil-
(NSC) a� the time, assisted President tions Division." 

CONTELPRO 1980:. 
the Felt/Mier Trial 

(Ed. note:' The following· article about 
trze convictions of ex-FBI officidls EWJJard 
Mii'ler and Mark Felt was written by the 
Committee for the Suit Against Government 
Misconduct (CSAGM). Part of it appeared in 
the December 1980 issue of the Corrmittee 's
newsletter, Tip qj_ the'Iceberg and has 
beed edited and supplemented for publica
tion in Counterspy. The article draws on a 
speech given by Judith Clark, a member of 
the. CSAGM and a plaintiff in Clark � al 
£:.._ USA at a forum on COINTELPRO in New 
York City in November, 1980. While we do 
not agree with eVel'!f aspect of the analy
sis pre?ented in this article ·we see the 
work of the CSAGM as_ an important corrpo
nent of the str:uggle against COINTELPRO. 
The article is printed as a contribution 
to the discussion of the differen.t ways 

•people have to act to stop and reve:r>se the
growth of poliae state USA.

Tip qj_ the Iceberg is a bi-monthly news
letter. ItcJarries articles on many as
peats of the struggle to defeat COINTELPRO
and analyz�s past and present attacks on
56 - Counterspy

revoltltionary organizations. Subscriptions 
at the'. rate of $5 a year, can be obtained 
by wri'ting to CSAGM, P.O. Box 254, Stuyve-: 
sant Station, New York,; NY 10009.)

The :CSAGM, , working under the leadership 
of the N�tional Taskforce for COINTELPRO 
Litigation and Research is an organization 
formed to fight the U.S. government's do
mestic war program, COINTELPRO. (Counterin
telligence Program). The centralcontribu
tion �f the CSAGM to the struggle to de
feat COINTELPRO is our $100,000,000 law 
suit, _�lark � _al y. USA, against_ the FBI, 
the J\IStice Department, Richard Nixon, 
John Mitchell and other government offi-

, cials '.and agencies, for illegal 
COINTELPRO activities against the plain
tiffs ; __ activities which include but are 
not limited to the acts for which Fel� -
and Miller were convicted. Plaintiffs in 
Clark;y. USA have been the targets of ten 
years :of FBI break-ins, phone taps� sur
veillsnce, and attempts to disrupt our po
litical activities in solidarity with the 
Vietn4111ese people,, the Black liberation . 
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movement, and as part of the anti-imperi
alist movement for women's liberation. 
Clark�- USA, in placing responsibility 
for these COINTELPRO activities on the 
highest U.S. officials, including Nixon as 
the commander-in-chief, exposes the FBI's 
counterintelligence program as a govern
ment-wide counterinsurgency program, 
geared not at "intelligence gathering" but 
:�.t attacking, disrupting, and destroying 
the struggles for human rights and libera
tion.that fundamentally challenge white 
supremacy, exploitation and oppression. 

Clark�- USA is our response to the'gov
ernment's attempts to cover up COINTELPRO 
-- our means of confronting and exposing 
both their cover-up (like the withholding 
of FBI files, and the Felt/Miller trial, 
which argued for the expansion of 
COINTELPRO as well as for its justifica
tion) and the government's need for such a 
cover-up. Therefore, the fact that, since 
we filed our suit in May, 1978, we have 
forced the release of thousands of pages 
of FBI files documenting illegal 
COINTELPRO activities, and the fact that 
we have won the right to bring Nixon to 
court (in the face of his attempt to be 
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sents significant victories in the fight 
against COINTELPRO. 

On November 7, 1980 the CSAGM sponsored 
a forum entitled "COINTELPRO 1980: Blue
print for Fascism". One of the high points 
of the forum was a taped message from 
Assata Shakur (a message sent to a Black 
Solidarity Day celebration sponsored by 
the National Black Human Rights Coalition) 
marking the one-year-anniversary of 
Assata's liberation from Clinton Correc
tional Facility in New Jersey. The forum 
celebrated Assata's continued freedom as 
the most telling blow to COINTELPRO. Over 
300 people attended the forum, reflecting 
the need to respond and to build the re
sistance to the white supremacist, right
wing consolidation represented by the 
Reagan landslide, the attempt to expand 
and consolidate COINTELPRO, the murders of 
Black children in Atlanta and of Black men 
in Buffalo, and the acquittal of Klan and 
Nazi murderers in Greensboro. 

The Felt/Miller trial was one more at
tempt by the U.S. government to consoli
date the COINTELPRO program. In fact, it 
was the culmination of a several-year so
called investigation by the Justice De
partment into FBI crimes. It was a des
perate attempt by the government to put a 
stop to the flood of post-Watergate reve
lations of illegal FBI counterintelligence 
operations. In counterattack against the 
forces in struggle against COINTELPRO, t.he 
government has put forward the view that 
COINTELPRO has ended, and that they would 
redress any legitimate legal grievances. 
Both sides in the case argued that the 
'60s and '70s were a time of crisis for 
the U.S., caused by foreign controlled in
ternal subversion and violence during a 
time of war, that called for extraordinary 
and illegal actions by the FBI. But no 
matter how they orchestrated the courtroom 
proceedings, they were unable to convince 
the jury of 10 Black people and 2 white 
people that claims of "protecting national 
security" could justify any and all manner 
of government crimes. The lesson of the 
guilty verdict is very important in a time 
of rising fascism and repression: that ev
erywhere, under all circumstances, even as 
the government moves to consolidate its 
hold and control, contradictions are 
heighte�ing and the people are resisting. 

On December 15, 1980, Felt and Miller 
were sentenced to pay fines of $5,000 and 
$3,500, respectively. These sentences are 
a blatant insult and attack in the face of 
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the real crimes committed by these coun
terintelligence specialists·-- not only 
break-ins and wire-tapping, but murder and 
assassination of Black and other Third 
Worl'd revolutionary freedom fighters. The 
dropping of the indictment against L. 
Patrick Grey shortly after the conviction 
of Felt and Miller is not only a particu
larly· stark example of COINTELPRO cover-up 
but also stands in criminal.contrast to 
the continued imprisonment o�Geronimo 
Pratt and other prisoners of war. To pro
tect �OINTELPRO, the government continues 
to false�y imprison Geronimo Pratt, 
Richard Dhoruba Moore, Sundiata Acoli, Sha 
Sha Malik and other prisoners of war who 
have been shown to be innocent of the 
charges against them, and at the same time 
drops the indictment against L. Patrick 
Grey, �ho has been shown to be guilty of 

·the charges against him.
Th� lessons of the trial are many. 

First, it was a unique turning point - the 
only way the government could respond to 
the years of struggle against COINTELPRO. 
It was a staged production to further cov
er up COINTELPRO. They've had to recoup 
their losses, in the race of victorious 
and strengthened liberation movements in-

_·ternationally and internally, from Vietnam 
to Zimbabwe, from Azania/South Africa to 
New Afrika and Puerto Rico. COINTELPRO has 1 tbeen exposed and has been fought and de::-

. feated. Nothing highlights that more than 

.the fact that on November 2nd we celebrat
ed a year since the liberation of Assata 
Shakur. Even as the trial spun its web of 
lies, a suit filed by' Richard Dhoruba 
Moore ·•s.u�cessfully exposed FBI documents 
pr6ving widespread, murderous crimes 
against the Black liberation struggle. His 
files list countless FBI actions aimed at 
delegitim{ziIJ.g and destroying the leader
ship of the Black Panther Party.Impe;rial
ism is not as·strong as it once was, and 
has had to tighten its power and control 
both abroad and domestically, giving the 
repressive apparatus carte blanche ,to car
ry out U.S. government policy. The trial 
was part of the government's offensi�e 
strategy, coin�iding with the general line 
of the elections: fight to make Amerika 
strong again, and "all the way with the 
KKK. 11 Counterinsurgency warf.are and geno
cide agains� Third World people becomes 
the acceptable norm. While the forc�s in 
this trial railed against the threat of 
international terroriam, the terror 

against Black people is encouraged by the 
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government, implemented by the police and 
accepted by the vast majority of white 
Amerika. Nowhere is this clearer than in 
the recent acquittals of North Carolina 
Klansmen who murdered :five anti-Klan ac-

1 

tivists in Greensboro, giving the green 
light to assassinations and all levels of 
terro.r against Blac� and .Third World .peo
ple and against white activists who fight 
white supremacy. 

.A second lesson is that COINTELPRO is 
indeed a war strategy. Having established 
that fact, the question in.the trial be
came how power would be enforced. As Nixon 
himself said, "We were at war." And, in 
ag�eeing with -defense contentions, Nixon 
maintained that constitutional rights 
ti vary according to circumstances." 
COINTELPRO is about outright murder, im
prisonment, counterinsurgency tactics to 
neutr�lize people's.just struggles. This 
is critical to understand now, for

COINTELPRO i_s escalating now -- meaning 
more murders, frame-ups and warfare. That

is the content of the attacks on the 
Puerto Rican independence movement -
jailing 11 POWs· in Chicago, murdering 
countless freedom fighters in Puerto Rico. 
And this is how we must_understand the as
sassination of Yulanda.Ward, Black politi
cal activist in Washington, D.C. 

Thirdly, the Washington trial shifted 
from a foc:,us on domestic subversion to 
fighting international terrorism, reveal-
ing the international character of their

war strategy in defense of the empire.They 
attempted to paint all progressive move
ments as agents of foreign poweres. There 
is no separation between counterinsurgency 
against African freedom fighters in Aza-· 
nia/South Africa and New Afrikan freedom 
fighters here. Fighting international ter
rorism becomes �he modern day McCarthyite 
call for attacking Third World struggles 
for self-determina tiop and national lib er
ation. It is particularly used to. attack 
armed struggle- and People's War. The other

side of this position is the denial of any 
material basis for the existence of dome.s
tic dissent. They could barely mention the 
Black movement in this trial because its 
very definition exposes the true nature 
of COINTELPRO. This emphasis on fighting 
international terrorism· and communism is 
part of the basis for the rise and consol
idation of white supremacy today. 

Why is it important for them to go 
through all these lies and justifications 
to win people to supporting escalating 
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counterinsurgency today? Because they of anti-imperialist struggle. We must denv 
need widespread public involvement to in- them the consolidated base of white su
sure COINTELPRO's success. Reagan's victory premacy -- from the outright attacLs of 
reveals the potential for a base for fas- the Klan to liberal quiescence and fear. 
cism and white supremacy which could be mo- Why anti-imperialism ? Because it is the 
bilized in support of international warmon- onlv strategy that can win, that correctly 
gering and attack on national liberation identifies the problem and the solution. 
and human rights struggles here. It is through reform that they have laid 

At the same time, progressive white peo- the groundwork for fascism today. The 
ple have ceased to respond to disclosures post-Watergate demands for controls over 
of illegal FBI actions. Cynicism and fear the government's intelligence agencies 
have become the justification for inaction. have led to increasingly repressive FBI 
The key lesson we must draw from this and CIA charters. You cannot fight the ex-
trial is that our only response to the cesses of a system without supoorting the 
heightening and consolidation of fascism forces leading the struggle against the 
and white supremacy must be the escalation system. 
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dent development, the motives underlying U.S. foreign policy, the root 
causes of capital and labor movement. 

That makes the NACLA Report valuable to people with very different in
terests. As one of our subscribers-then campus coordinator for ACTWU 's 
J P Stevens Boycott-puts it 

· 'By giving potential and real activists an understanding
of the more general economic, historical and political
forces out of which particular in1ustices flow, NACLA
helps give people the tools they need to take on the strug
gle in the most far reachmg and comprehensive manner

possible. · · 

In short, our arena may be the United States and Latin America, but our 
concerns, as our subscriber says, are the forces out of which injustices 
flow. 
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ATTENTION 

SUBSCRIBERS 

Jit'.1 t:1is issue of Coun
terSoy, we are changing 
the coding of the labels. 
Therefore, if your label 
reads "R52" or "152", your 
subscription has expired. 
Please renew right away. 

Again, we would like to 
express our thanks for the 
support of our readers 
during the last th:ee 
months, particularly to 
people who have helped 
Counterspy to widen its 
circulation, who have 
written with�their com
ments and suggestions, and 
who have supported us fi
nancially. 

Of course, we continue 
to need your support, and 
we are proud that Counter
� does not depend on 
large grants but exclu
sively on you, our readers. 
In times to come, we need 
to work hard to strengthen 
the progressive media. 
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My address: 
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terSpy also to 

l want � order the following back issues.
(*available only in xeroxed form)

0 vol.1 no.1 (on FBI and the paramili
tary right in the U.S., intelligence 
operations against progressive orga
nizations in the U.S.)* 24 pages, 
$2.50. 

0 vol.1 no.2 (on the CIA's Phoenix pro
gram)* 28 pages, $3.00. 

0 vol.1 no.3 (on U.S. covert operations 
in Cambodia, the trial of the Gaines
ville Eight)* 28 pages, $3.00. 

0 vol. 1 no. 4 ( on COINTELPRO, U.S. -Afri--

0 
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ca policy, Symbionese Liberation 
Army) 32 pages, $2.00. 
vol.2 no.1 (on undercover agents, 
counterinsurgency at Wounded Knee, 
AFL-CIA)* 52 pages, $5.50. 
vol. 2 no. 2 (on CIA and Women's Move
ment, CIA infrastructure abroad, CIA
labor operations in Latin America)* 
58 pages, $6.00. 

Colonia Dignidad, mercenaries in Nic
aragua) 64 pages, $2.00. 

0 vol. 3 no. 4 ( on CIA in Ir an and West 
Germany, the Lebanese Right, 1964 
coup in Brazil) 48 pages, $2.00. 

0 vol.4 no.l (on U.S. role in Afghani
stan, CIA food study, CIA and the 
1965 coup in Indonesia, U.S. intelli
gence in Norway) 48 pages, $2.00. 

0 vol.4 no.2 (on CIA in Afghanistan, 
Riggs Bank and apartheid, CIA and La
bor in Turkey, CIA domestic opera
tions, U.S.-Australian role in East 
Timor) 48 pages, $2.00. 

0 vol.4 no.3 (on counterinsurgency in 
Thailand, MOSSAD, South Korea, U.S. 
bases in Turkey, Ghana and multina
tionals, U.S. propaganda in Colombia, 
CIA in Argentina, Afghanistan, Swe
den) 48 pages, $2.00. 

0 vol.4 no.4 (SPECIAL ISSUE on 1953 
CIA coup in Iran) 6 pages, $.50. 

0 vol.5 no.1 (on USIA, CBS-CIA, CIA and 
Afghan heroin, chemical warfare in 
Afghanistan, Iraq-Iran war, AIFLD in 
El Salvador, Guatemala, New Hebrides, 
CIA banking in Australia, Colonia 
Dignidad) 56 pages, $2.00 

Add $.50 for each copy and $.15 for each 
additional copy (postage, handling), In
quire about bulk rates. Add $1.50 for each 
overseas, airmail copy, and $.80 for each 
additional copy. 
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CIA Penetration of U.S. Police Depart
ments ($2.00) 
CIA Goes to Work ($2.50) 
CIA and Academia ($1.50) 
CIA and Princeton University ($1.00) 
CIA and Labor in Nicaragua ($1.50) 
CIA in Jordan ($1.00) 

0 vol.2 no.3 (on Data Banks, CIA 
Chile, CIA-labor operations in 
66 pages, $6.50. 

CIA Spies on Truman ($.50) coup in 0 
Africa)* Add 15% for �ostage.
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vol.2 no.4 (on SWAT, CIA drug trade, 
spying on the U.S. left) 64 pages, 
$2.00. 
vol.3 no.1 (on Larry McDonald's spying 
on the left, COINTELPRO, CIA in Portu
gal, U.S.-South African intelligence 
collaboration) 66 pages, $2.00. 
vol.3 no.2 (on DINA, the Argentine and 
Uruguayan police, U.S. operations 
against Jamaica, Thailand, Namibia. 
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_! want to become� Counterspy sustainer
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0 I want to support Counterspy by pro
moting it in my area, clipping newspa
pers, etc. (Contact Counterspy for de
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U.S. war crimes in Indochina) 74 pages, Counterspy magazine 
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